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Tills study Is a qualitative appraisal of the eaae aeth-
ed of Instruction, with particular emphasis upon those char-
acteristics which sight sratrr it a valuable technlaue far
trc development of leadership in off1ears of the United
states Nary, Xt was inspired by tha lack of a continuing
formal program within tha navy for leadership development
of offloere,
TIs* research consisted of a survey of pertinent litera-
ture, supplemented! by personal interviews with a few own
who have had experience with the use of the eaae method in
both tha educational and induetrial fields, and by vriiten
inquiries addressed to others who could not be interviewed*
In order to establish a standard for appraisal, it was
desaad necessary to review the current consensus as regards
the nature of leadership and the nature of learning and haw
Shay relate to tha development of lsadarshi
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of the CUI Ml
loss and the result* were liscussed, followed by a
.on of a
far the navy.
Findings from tha study sec* te ampport the conclusion
that a formal leadership development program far naval of-
ficers la needed t that amah a program should be baaed
dynamic eomeept of laadarahip which calls for two-way
munication and a scientific rathar than a bureaucratic
trend of Binds and that tha aaaa sjathod of instruction poe-
aasaas substantial potentiality aa a technique for such de-
velopment because of its ability to Inculcate self-insight
and to stimulate objective problem-solving ability la the
field of human relations*
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AX APPRAISAL 07 THE CASE NKTBQD A3 A
FOR DEVE10PHEMT OF LEADERSHIP »
MTFzent of ns toitkd states matt
statement of the General Problem
"The successful military leader arust be, among other
things, s solver of problems. ** The ability to solve pros*
in the realni of human relations is a cornerstone of
dynamic leadership and a basic ingredient In the Make-up
of the successful military officer. The lack of a continu-
ing formal program within the United States Xavy for the
development of this particular problem-solving ability
among officers has Inspired this study; the discussion
which follows presents an analysis of the characteristics
of an instructional method believed to possess distinct
value as a means of developing and sharpening the ability
to recognise , analyse, and solve the day-to-day human re-
lations conflicts encountered within the climate of a
military organisation.
1 Maval Leadership (Annapolis, Md.x U.3. vaval In-
stitute ,"T9$9T7irrir~^
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In order to assure steady progress toward tort effec-
tive leadership It Is necessary to effectuate a continuing
growth of executive qualities within the Military leader,
leer since the days of Joan Paul Jones, development of
aval leaders has been accomplished through formal and ln-
formal professional training prcgrssn and through the tradi-
tion of understudying the performance of one's superlore
In the field of human relations. The formal and Informal
programs have produced satisfactory results In advancing
the technical and professional knowledge of the Individual.
In the area of leadership, however, the understudy prosed-
ure has been limited In Its effectiveness by the lack of
clearly defined criteria that the understudy could employ
to aaalst him In deciding which behavior patterns to emu-
late and which he should reject. If the psychologists
ever succeed In defining those criteria In objectively
meaningful terms , it should be a relatively simple task to
design training procedures which will develop the requisite
qualities In any Individual possessing the necessary In-
nate abilities. Today's problem of leadership development,
however, continues to be an extremely complex one, be-
cause the training objectives must be baaed upon criteria
which are preponderantly subjective, and about which there
i MM tnvmt mom&nti v***« mamm •* «•&*» ml
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are many varying schools of thought.
The problem with which this study will be concerned,
therefore, is the selection of a formal instructional pro-
gnus which might serve to enhance the development of mili-
tary leadership* The specifie technique to be appraised
Is the case method of instruction, with particular emphasis
on the applicability of this method to the development of
leadership among officers of the United states Havy #
Importance of the Froblom
Rear Admiral James ** Bolloway, Jr., while superintend-
ent of the Naval Academy, submitted in the Foreword to
laval Leadership that the paramount role of a naval offic-
er is that of a loader. Furthermore, the importance to
the military leader of the ability to deal with people was
well expressed by Fuller when he stated that "military
history is a flesh-and-blood affair, not a matter of dia-
grams and formulas or of rules; not a conflict of machines
but of men."2 fie also called attention to the fact that
"Hapoleon did not gain the position he did so much by a
2
John F. C. Puller, Generalship, Its Diseases and
their Cures i a Study of the Personal Factor in Command .
(Harrisburg i Military Services Publishing Company, 1956),
P. 2*.
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•tody of rules and strategy as by • profound knowledge of
human nature In war."^ Despite general acceptance of this
postulate •omoornlng the importance of positive leadership,
there is so much evidence of the practice of negative lead*
erehip by naval officers that the need for a formal program
of development is dearly indicated,
Vith the advent of more complex modes of warfare an
even greater emphasis upon skill in handling human relations
has become necessary, especially because of the need for
greater teamwork and cooperation. The military loader of
today nawt be oapable of extracting the best possible per-
romance from his men, for even that best will not measure
mp to the technical possibilities of the modern machines of
war. Marshall has expressed this problem in the following
manner:
"The mechanisms of the new warfare do not
set their own efficiency rate in battle. They
are ever at the mercy of training methods which
will stimulate the soldier to express his Intel-
ligence and spirit ... It has been readily seen
that the prevailing tactical conditions Increased
the problem of unit coherence in combat. The only
offset for this difficulty was to train for a
higher degree of individual courage, comprehension
of situation and self-starting character in the
soldier. **
3
* I»id »» P. *5*
a
* Samuel L. A. Marshall, Eton Against Fire (washing-
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9m conventional concept of * doctrine for military
training demands the sacrifice of individuality In the In-
terest of efficiency through aass reflex action. The now
>t of too role of the co—on fighting nan doaoribod
teas to indicate that this conventional concept
should be reexamined. If the training objective la to
develop the self-starting characteristic within the soldier
or sailor, can the training nethods for both officers and
enlisted continue to place stress solely upon the oloee-
ordor concept of absolute unquestioning obedience? If the
fighting aan of today la expected to develop proficiency
in the type of technical military climate that surrounds
his he surely smst be trained by a method which will tend
to draw out his individual power within limits which are
for the good of all rather than by the historic method
which seeks to inbue in hl« blind obedience. *In war aa
in peace, individuality is far more Important than uni-
mityi personality than congruity, and originality than
conventlonall ty . "$
What change, then is indicated In the training of
an officer In non-technical areas? If he la to accelerate
the development of the originality of those beneath his.
* Fuller 0£ alt ,» a, 87.
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he surely must develop hit own originality. Tula can hard-
ly occur with mlw effeotlveneaa through understudy
alone t In addition, aelf-development is needed. "If we
wish to think clearly, we wast oease imitating] if we wish
to eease imitating we oust make use of our imagination, we
must train ourselves for the unexpected in place of train-
ing others for the out and dried*" This does not
that the understudy procedure must he abandoned, it
ly indicates that a concurrent process of enlightenment
through freedom of thought should be encouraged. The aim
of such a process would not be the development of an atti-
tude of inalienable right to question policies and orders
from above, but a more self•inspired acceptance of the *ill<
tary chain-of-command as a means to an end, and a mare util-
itarian attitude concerning the directives passed down to
those below.
In examining the paint of view of the average military
leader, John P. Rareuand has pointed out that the military
mind of today is being compelled to oops with civilian ec-
centricities mere intensively than it has for an entire gen-
eration, 7 He contends that the conventional method of
Fuller, og. clt ., p. 86.
7 Jean P. Marquand, "Inquiry into the Hilltary Mind,"
lew York Times Magasinc, Wurch 30, 1952* P. 55.
6
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Military training has equipped today's general to ba a
Judge of eortain linitsd regions of hissan smaraeterj la
dltloa It baa mads him more logical, mors objective, and
battar abls to facs any problsa and sons up with a concise
solution. Evan thsmsft the general's solution amy bs wrong,
at lsast it will ba an answer. This presumption of one's
ability adds to assuranoa and amy oven result in what
is occasionally called a Massiah Complsx. 8meh a
las tboaa below that plasticity of wind whloh is so es-
sential to an understanding and appreciation of the illog-
ical in husmn rsspenaei aa wall aa the logical, a plastic-
ity which is able to produce a philoaophy of eosjssa.it that
allows greater freedoa of professional thought by all ranks,
and which adalts that "policy can ranalw strong only so
long aa it faithfully serves the beat lnteresta of the major-
ity of dutiful soldiers, officers and men alike. "^ Because
a Messiah Complex may be the resultant of the conventional
concept of Military training, the problem of this study is
Ml to be of substantial importance.
ibid., P. 5*.
9 Marshall, o£. cit., p. 108.
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R»f»rtiw» to Other Work Done on the Problem
Ceneldcrable attention has been given to the case
method of instrucuton in the years since World war II in
both the educational and industrial fields | yet, the
of information which has been published concerning the
method, Its usage, and results obtained is surprisingly
United.
The prlnary source of material available today, so far
as this study is concerned, consists of a very United mas-
ter of articles published in recent periodicals, plus the
introductions to a number of case books edited by the fac-
ulty of the Graduate School of Business Administration at
Harvard University, In addition to the case bosks, how-
ever, the Harvard group has Just completed the compilation
of a selected group of papers and lectures on the ease
method, as developed by then, and it Is to be published
during 1932 under the title, The Case Method of Teaching
Relatione and Administration
.
An advance copy of
that manuscript was available for research in connection
with this study.
a great deal of literature has been published concern-
ing the nature of leadership and its development, and a
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author has been fortunate enough to hove hod personal con-
toot with staff members of too Poroonnol nosoarea Board at
Ohio Stete University and to hove aoaistod Vriefly with too
predictive leadership studios now being done by that
in connection with o navy contract.
A considerable amount of continuing research has
noted relative to the nature of learning and the development
of more effective teaching nethods. Reference will ho
to conclusions concerning the psychology of learning,
piled by a group of exports working under navy contrast,
published for very limited service distribution under the
glnoors . Within the limits of the research possible In con-
nection with this thesis, however, no written material woo
found which dealt with the ease method aa a moans of devel-
Definition of Special
Certain terms which will be used In this study are
subject to varied and even conflicting definitions. In
order to obviate confusion of meaning, the following defin-
itions are submitted for the purposes of this discussions
Case Wethod - an instructional method which places
primary emphasis upon development of independent thought
Cf : *;-; .-*'" * *-.<.>.*'.'• IKS' ! l ' " - •














and responsible judgment through student-centered eonfe
discussion of the facts, opinions , prejudices, and possible
solutions to speelflo protlees which are crystallised ova
of selected ease studies by the Joint efforts of students
Leadership - the pattern of behavior of an Individual
which enables hln to guide others or their actions toward
voluntary cooperation in organised effort.
Status • relative position within a hierarchy, the
hierarchy Involving ordering of Individuals on an inferior*
ity-superlorlty soals with respect to the conparative
to which they possess or enbedy sons attribute or charac-
teristic. 10
suits fron experience, 11
Executive , supervisor , administrator , or officer - all
used synonymously to refer to one holding a position of for*
ami authority above the level of the first line foremen (or
ilssloned petty officer).
10 MM, S~-n, •=«. Statu. Corr.Xat.3 of LMfr-
ship," from Grace, ed., leadership In JUsorisam Bduoatlon
( Chicago t The university of Chicago Frees, 1950), p. 40.
Handbook of Human Engineering Data for Design En-
gineers (Tufts College Institute for Applied Experimental
psychology, 19*9), Chapter 1, Section 1, p. 1.
10
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Training or Education - used synonymously except that
a "training authority" la one wbooo objectivo la too devel-
it of a skill i whereas, an "educational authority" la
primarily with too imparting of knowledge,
Method of Approach
Thla study will atteatpt to deduce some ooncluaions aa
to the potential value of the eaae Method of instruction for
use in a leadership development program for offleers of the
United states Navy. The appraisal will bo of a qualitative
nature, will refer primarily to concepts and practices
found in the fields of business and eduoation, and will at-
tempt to draw conclusions which might bo applicable for
naval offloor training. There are Haltatlone which must
be kept in mind in drawing conclusions for military usage
from findings in those other fields. However, leadership
studios at Ohio State have indicated that "the methods of
loader behavior description developed in the study of shore
establishments aad business organisations may bo meaning-
fully applied to officers and in some oases to enlisted
aboard ahip.*12
12
Personnel Research Board, Ohio State University,
Studios In Haval Leadership , Technical Report Mo, 268,
June 15, 19*9, P. 65.
11
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for a training Fiagi— objective . For too pmrpsscc of this
study, concepts concornlng leadership which have boon de-
veloped toy rsssenlms* authorltlos and which have sohi©red
aoosptsnoo will bo reviewed sad accepted as
So attempt will be mads to extend the reaeareb In this
by this thesis.
fist nature of learning will be reviewed In Chapter III
la a wanner similar to that used In considering the nature
of leadership. Ho psychological research will be attempted,
rather a survey of the findings of sons currently recognised
authorities will be made. Particular emphasis will be giv-
en to the consideration of factors Inherent In the learning
process which would seen to be of interest In the prepara-
tion of a program for the development of leadership.
Chapter jv will be devoted to a study of the theory
the characteristics of the ease method of Instruction,
Different interpretations of the technieuo and the method-
ology to be employed in the use of the ease In an instruc-
tional session win be discussed, he attempt will be made
to present a thorough analysis of the history or the psy-
chological considerations applicable to case discussion,
nor will the mechanics of how to draw up complete oases be
dealt with at any length. Mention will be made of llaita-
13
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tlons which have been noted in areas where the ease oethod
has been used as an instructional device.
In Chapter V the application of the ease methed to the
fields of education, business, and the Military will be die-
cussed. An example of a recent use of the sethod in an
instructional program for reserve naval offleers will be
reviewed. This will be followed by a description, la Chap-
ter VI, of a proposed enlargement of that progress with
some modlficatlons, for servloewlde use In the navy.
Conclusions deduced from research and interviews will
be summarised in Chapter VII.
Limitations
A complete evaluation of the case method of teaching
involving controlled experimental analysis of the Method in
action is beyond the scope of this study. Time available
and cost considerations limit the research to a survey of
the pertinent literature, followed by personal contact
through interview or correspondence with authorities la
field.
Specific limitations which prevent the drawing of tru-
ly objective conclusions are as follows:
1. The esse method, though not new, has not beam used
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•valuation of Its final effectii
2. No controlled experiments have been reported, Inso-
far aa this study has boon abla to daterrain*, which would
aaalat Materially in an evaluation of too oaaa Method.
3. Thar* are numerous variations of tha oonoapt of
teaching through tha una of casvs which ara rmtwr^d to aa
tha aaaa method; this demands caraful dafinition of method-
ology bafora conclusions can be meaningful.
4. There la no general agreement aa to tha trua na-
of leadership or aa to tha most effeotive aaana of
;i ooneeeueatly, tha task of appraising a teaching
nathod aa a poaaibla aaana of developing leadership is fur-
"™^sa ^n,mnmmjmrev^*mrmn, spmw^nj a
15
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Ho attaapt will ba nude to establish statistical proof
of tha conclusions drawn froa the research. The various
llaltatlona upoa a study of this typo at tha nsatars level
preclude the attaapt of any controlled experiment which
aight halp to substantiato reasoned deductions. 3uoh an
atteaat to validate conclusions sight be enlightening. It
ia Moat interesting to note, however, that despite tha fact
that tha oaaa aetaed tat been in use at Harvard in tha study
of hiian relations for almost thirty years, no foraal sta-
tistical study which acapered the raaulta of this method
with other teaching Methods baa ever bean reported,
John 1, Pea, speaking for the Graduate chool of Busi-
ness Administration at Harvard, pointed out tha scope of
such a comparison whan he stated t "Because of the diffi-
culties of eeaparativlty the possibility of making •uah a
study and having it useful are enormous." 1 *
Tha nature of leadership and its development will ba
eonsldered in chapter II. A brief suaaary of sea* of the
present eoncepta^of what leadership is believed to consist
of will be presented in order to establish a foundation
John B. ?ox, "A Note oa Counseling aa an Adjunct
of the Case flatbed," in Kenneth H« Andrews, ed., The Case
Method of Teaching Huaan Halations and Administration (to
be S3•mmmmmm. -»— mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmk mmmmmmmmm* mmmmmmmmmmmmmlmmbllshed luring *52), P. .
12
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Introduction
In order to appraise a nethod of teaching aa to Its
applicability to the development of leadership, it ia first
necessary to establish a standard against which to measure.
In order to build that standard, this chapter and tho oos
to follow will bo devoted to investigating tho nature of
leadership, the nature of learning, and the application of
those concdDts to zi& Droblea of leaciershiD devel.vwfa^nt.
Leadership Defined
Per the purposes of this study, leadership has been
defined aa thejpattern of behavior of aa individual which
enables hist to guide others or their actions toward volun-
tary cooperation In organised effort* The slight contrast
between this definition and that created by Cheater Barnard
should be noted. Hia definition is. 'the quality of the be-
havlor of individuals whereby they guide people or their
activities in organised effort." 1 The only point of sue-
1 Chester 1.
(Cambridge: Harvard University
' Organisation and Manage
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atantlve dliigrsamont la in tht term "voluntary
tlon," tut this seems to place a earns 1drably different in-
terpretation upon the role of the leader* In essenoe,
this study le concerned primarily with the cmvcloammmt of
that type of individual behavior which calls forth volun-
tary cooperation from theme being led, rather than with a
delineation of the mechanical methodology tor providing
merely a link In the chain of command.
flat Leadership Research Orowp at Ohio State University,
work will be considered later In this chapter, has
used as Its definition* "the process of Influencing the
activities of the organised group in Its task of goal set-
ting and goal achievement,*2 Thia implies voluntary coop-
eration through the process of group goal setting and goal
achievement, but It 11mlta the action of the leader to that
of "influencing" activities rather than guiding them. Fur-
thermore, it delimits the leader's Influence to activities
of the organised group rather than to either the individual
member or the group as a whole* The definition created for
this thesis calls for directive guidance by the leader rath-
Personnel Research Board* Ohio State University*
gtudlea Injpaval Leadership * Technical Report mo* W68,
June \5, 19*9, P. 6o\
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er than were lnfluenolng — regardless of whether It be to*
s Mutually aosoptod goal or not — and It considers the
interaction between the leader and a single fol-
lower as uell as the man-to-group interactions,
Oaa other definition which aay enlarge upon aosslag
through a contrast is that provided by Peterson and flawsnt
"leadership laplies a following whose behavior is a Manifes-
tation of a conscious
,
positive, and rational reaction to
directive effort toward a no—en goal* Dosdaatloa, on the
[, nay result la aero blind obedience actuated by
fear or abject subjugation. "^ Bare the voluntary climate
is well depicted — present —Bag those led, absent
lealnated — but the direction can only he toward a
goal. TIM torn "organised effort," by contrast, daaa
not rule out leadership of a follower toward aa externally-
supplied goal, and such a condition aust he considered in a
study of Military leadership.
The Mature of Leadarshia
It seems appropriate now to take a look at the nature
of this subject about which Barnard has said that there has
3 Elaore Peterson and K. 0* Plowman, Business Organ-
isation and Hsnsji—
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an extraordinary aaount of dognatloally stated
senee. Despite years of concerted effort and a wealth of
data developed In the area af leadership, there
are atlll uany vary different schools of thought aa to what
it really la. The boat that can ho done at tola etas* la
to review eoao of the seat generally accepted
attempt to draw eoae conclusions frees those which
pllaablo to this study.
Ordway Toad, one of the forcnost authorities In tola
field, has depleted the role of the loader aa that of one
does not sorely carry on with established purposes hot
now and finer alas whleh have the peroaaonee, qual-
ity, and vigor of the satisfaction people experience la real*
Islag the*. 5 This would certainly Insist upon a higher ala
than the acre pasalng on of instructions froa above to
those below. The loader oust learn to interpret these la*
structions so that they express a part of his oake-up, and
bo aust present then in a way that will areuee enthusiastic
B*rne*d, oj.. cit., p. S©#
5 ordway Toad, Hunan nature and Hsnsaensnt (now York
and Londoot KeOraw-HlU Book Co., 1933) , pT 172.
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la both the individual followers and the group as a
i. In any formal executive role, ha must rseagnlts that
although leadership depend! upon authority for ita being and
effectiveness it suet find expression in ana ability ef Its
standing of the basic objective, a eonnon purpose to achieve
it, and a mutual confidence in personalities and anticipated
6
What is the nature of this brand ef humanity which earn
r sins and stimulate fellowerehlp among other men-
bere of his species? k few generations back, when survival
was prinarlly a natter of physical fitness, leadership nat-
urally descended upon those who exhibited the bast combina-
tion of qualities which go to nalee up manly prowess. As
the taohnioal age developed, the physical characteristics
gradually began to share the spotlight with technical com-
petence. The practical type who could understand the rapid-
ly changing conditions of life brought on by the Age of In-
ventlone and who could foresee and control the development
of practical applications of these mechanical marvels took
the roll of lander from the buU-of-tac woods type.
6








we seem to have reached the Age ef Aswan Relatione.
• hat outpaced the human j imipitly, the In-
ventor most in aa—art la the en* who can develop meene of
reestablishing the prober balance between ean and the each,
ine. Given haa said of thia new .\ge that "under*tending
people, and being trusted by then* la today a sore import-
ant qualification for aanagere and supervisors tana teen*
nloal know-how. The latter can be learned fro* hooka or
; the former ooaes fron the heart.*' Thia does
not rule out technical knowledge completely fron the lead*
er'a formula* it Merely expresses the conclusion of amay
authorities that technical experience must be coupled with
a sincere Interest in people and proficiency In the science
a
of huaan relations In today's formula for leadership. It
7
wa, B. Given, SottoaMip Wswagsaent (Mew York: Bar*
per ft Bros., 19*9), p. 50.
Dr. Lilian Gilbrcth, internationally known
lultant, expressed this idea of a balanced emphasis
in a lecture to tha Washington, E.G. chapter of the Society
for the Advancement of Management on December 3. 1951 $ as
follows s "The idea is prevalent that If we let the technical
standards slack so such, by seme means or other we will be
rewarded with a great Improvement in human relations, and
from that an Improvement in overall production. That won't
happen. It can't happen. Ho matter how we develop the human
engineering side, we must not lower the technical standards .*
(Prom Frederick c. Iyer, "You Can't Leave It to Chance,"
united States Waval Institute irogoedlngs. Vol. 78, Number *,
April 1952. P. *23.
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is with that iDiiiyl as* the doeclooojeat of that typo of
leadership that this thesis Is primarily MBHiwfl .
The Trait Apt—h
If efficacy In the science of human relatione 1ft an
Important Ingredient of offectiro leadership, how con this
efficacy be defined, recognised, and developed? It would
appear that tho taak Is far from solution today, though
some definite progress haa boon wade In reeent years, ml
a result of a reeent survey of Industrial executive dowel*
opmcnt progrsmo. Name haa concluded that *no toot or group
of tests waa found which oould bo u»od by every tsoyany to
tely executive tralta*" 7 In a very real
present state of knowledge does not permit scion
tlflo and absolute measurement of human o*allties.ao
Poo? many years primary emphasis In leadership studies
haa boon placed upon tho defining of specific human traits
whloh constitute leadership requisites. In fact, that
preach is still being employed by a number of
to be developing a more general agrooamat, how-
utlves {
9
Mylos L. Kace, The Growth and r>cvolopmont of Exec-
Boston j The andover Press, Ltd., 1950), p. HT





ever, that the trait approach alone la too atariXo and oan-
not provide the whole picture. At Bemphlll has saldt
"The popular idea that leadem are born, not
made, stresses the importance of Individual
tralta which mafce for successful leadership
but Ignores another factor of equal imporv
anoet the characteristic* of the social group
which is to be led. It la the interaction of
the leader woo possesses a given aat of per-
aonal attributes and the croup whose efficient
functioning demands that particular combina-
tion of attributes which results In aurceas-
ful leadership.'111
Since this study la concerned with training rather than se-
lection, only brief consideration will bo given to the ques-
tion of requisite leadership traits, with particular empha-
sis upon those considered moat necessary in a naval loader.
It serves no useful purpose to list the personality
traits of one individual loader, for some of those same
tralta may bo Just aa well developed in another individual \
who doe* not qualify as a competent leader. What is of in-
terest, however, are those traits which appear
successful leaders and lacking in thoao Individuals
who do not qualify. Of particular interest are those
actoristics which training can strengthen.
John K. Bomphill, "the Leader and His Group,"
Educational Research Bulletin , Vol. XXVXXI, No. 9. Booem-
23
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Of first importance 1» physical and nsrvoua mrp .
It tea boon found that there la power l«parted ay tha con-
of personal physical energy and nervous drive.
sanuel w. Feyburn characterizes this aa Jiwuil health —
13alaa bla number one requisite for a successful lander.
Related to the quality of physical vitality la that
tpagination of physical and psychical quail tias known aa en-
tbuelasn. Thia quality will depend to a groat extant noon
too individual's conviction of tha significance and inter-
est of tha enterprise at band*
Adequate oesssand of pertinent technical knowledge
ranks third. Although this Is a ^9ry Important factor, It
has boon proven nany tines that the best technician dona
not necessarily nake the best leader — thus the vital need
to develop his other traits.
Intelligence ranks next on Toad's list, and is third
(after integrity) on Beybura's listing. Psychological
studies have indicated that education in thia quality ap-
pears to be difficult if not impossible, statistics show,
10 Toad, o£, clt,, p. 154-156,
l
^ sanuel v. Beyfeum, The Pevclopnent of a Business
jutivo (new York* ,seoclotion of Dry Ooods Corporations,
W9), • . 10,
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high in fmnl Intel-
has % certain preeumptlsn in his favor that ha
will aaka a goad laadar.
One of the most complex traits to study Is knowledge
of human nature . Tha ovlssmes of possession of this qual-
ity Is in tha attitude toward thosa sains lad and in taa
ability to teach others. Bat not only is para knowledge
of human nature required; there nuat be an intimate Inter-
est in and effeetIon for people — to tha extant that tha
laadar oaa find his greatest happiness in hastening taa
self-development and progress of his followers. Further-
more, it is Imperative that one who is placed in a position
of responsibility be sensitive to individual differences,
ao that ha is able to produce group action that will re-
flect a —xlnun of tha effective personal qualities and a
minimum of tha disruptive personal quantise Inherent in
the individuals composing tha group. Ha must have confid-
saas in and exhibit a convincing belief In tha self-generat-
ing powers of individuals and in groups whan given a chance
frobably tha most important trait to as considered in




1 Peterson and Plowman, oj>. clt. t p. 71.
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leader concentrates on preventative rather than ourative
action. Ha must develop a keen mm« of discrimination
between fact ana opinion and ba abla to contrast his ob-
jectives with an accurate knowledge of existing eondltl<
in order to find a proper approach to eons true tlve inprove-
ant*
The Xaat major trait which will ba listed la enthus-
iastic purpoolvonoas . Unless an individual exhibits a
oonviction in the organizational and personal purpose In-
herent in a situation and proves this oonviction by en-
thusiastic and vigorous progress toward the objective
epitomised by these purposee, he will find the task of
leading others to contribute toward any progreaa a vary
difficult one.
Many other characteristics can ba Identified with
the successful leader — such aa courage, persistence,
-
initiative, tact, patience, self-confidence, a sense of
humor, Integrity, Judgment, capacity for following through,
and self-control. Even this list Is a sere sampling of
the gamut of huemn traits which night be considered in an
attempt to reconstruct the leader-type. Tot this thesis
Is more concerned with the resulta-ln-actlon in the human
arena of every-day military life. This dictates an em-
phasis on a consideration of the dynamic whole rather than
26
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the static parts — a ssere* for a catalyst ratter than a
pereervatlve . To develop an effective executive loader It
la norc laportant to analyse and condition hit actions than
to as*sals a qualitative analysis of his personality. Meas-
urable results froa the leaser follower Interplay are the
objective. In order to achieve this, the best Method of
accelerating and fructifying those dyneaie personal qual-
ities vhlsh oantrlbuta aost to offlelent progress toward
total objective ssist he determined.
Dynamo Leadership ~ Law of the Situation
Whan the application of the salectod traits of leader*
ahlp in action la considered, it soon becomes clear that
shangos In the leadership situation. 1
*
5 Ybe leader la def-
initely not a unique individual sat apart froa huaanity by
qualities, as soae people once contended.
Neat authorities now agree that the leader la ana ergaalsa-
tlon is often the follower la another. It aust be con-
15 Ralph C. Davis, The gan^aasnualc of Top
(Maw York* Harper a Bros., 1951)# p. l*o.
16
Ordway Toad, The Art of leadership (Maw York, Len-




a luted therefore, that there are different types of leaders
for different situations. Croabaeh haa provided an inter*
asting psychological explanation of this ?,^ntreat between
the trait apnroash and the dynamic approach:
Thm iljamais approach (to the concept of per-
sonality — stearin* fresi Freud) insists that
personality is sore than a collection of specif-
ic conditionings to situations. Instead, it ia
believed that the many specific behaviors exhibit
an underlying unity. This unity is thought of
in terns of "needs, H "complexes," and other emo-
tional forces. What the person does at any tine
can theoretically be predicted fro* hie needs
and a knowledge of the forces in the field where
he acts. In one situation he nay be dependent,
to escape critic ia* fron a superior t in another
he any be dominant, to avoid exposing his inse-
curity to a subordinate j ia a third, he nay be
cooperative and non-aseertlve, because he feels
secure with that group of companions. The dynam-
ic approach assumes that inconsistencies in be-
havior have consistent causes, whereas the trait
approach must consider inconsistencies as errors, '
What determine*, then, what type of leader is needed
in any specific situation? Obviously, all the surrounding
conditions nuet be analyzed to wake the deeislon wisely,
Effective executive leadership will depend upon the indiv-
idual's ability and courage to face the facte in the situa-
tion, interpret the facts properly in the light of the
situations' requirements, and follow the course of action
17




they dictate. This 1» known as the Law of the Situation. 16
Typos of Loaders
In considering the law of too situation to determine
the typo ef loader needed for a particular Job, it is wall
to have eeae under*tending of the categories into which
leader types nay be divided. For the purpoaee of this
study it will not be necessary to analyse all types whioh
nay be cataloged. It is important, however, to realise
that there really are different types of leaders and that
an executive training program nust be planned with that
fast In nlnd.
Two basic classifications of leaders aret formal and
informal . Fomal leaders are those whoee official title
and position confer sufficient authority for the exercise
ef oonmsnl over others. Of course, there is no proof that
an individual occupying an executive position is in fast
an effective leader. Actual leadership in any group and
In any situation nay be exercised by someone other than the
deputised leader. Whenever this situation exists, informal
leadership is taking place. lnee only the executive level
is considered in this study, It is obvious that raw mater-
18
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lal being trained will be formal leader* by virtue ef posi-
tion. The real training objective will be to develop in-
formal leader©hip aa well.
Another amnner in which leadership might be classified
is: creative leadership vs. domination . This has to da
with the manner in which the leader goes about getting a
task accomplished. A leader9* suooesa is measured by the
effective results a*L the point where the followers act.
If that action la not the result of a voluntary reaction
to a stimulus, It win not long continue to be effective.
When voluntary team spirit does not arise, or if having
arisen it dies, management or leadership then will invari-
ably fail. 19
A third way in which leadership can be typed is ac-
cording to the degree of delegation of responsibility.
are at least three types within this classification:
first, one who delegates responsibility too freely j second,
one who delegates authority properly to spread the work
load but retains responsibility; and third, one who is
unable to utilise the capacity of others because of his
19
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Inability to delegate.20 Many of oach of these three types
will bo found among too buoinoao or military executive
group* and the overall offectivenose of a unit of an organ-
ization will depend in largo measure on whore in this seals
ito loaders stand. Obviously the BStsmd typo represents
the happy nodiun which is nost efficient. Consequently,
any guidance given to an executive In an effort to lnprove
his leadership qualities should help hla learn to delegate
properly, so that he will belong In this •soond classifica-
tion.
Still another division of typos of leadership Is per-
sonal and coordinatlve . In one sense the latter is an
extension of the former into and through the members of
the group being led. Personal leadership is leadership by
example; nen are Inspired by the example of the loader to
perform their own assigned tasks. This is a direct two-
party connection with little or no effect being exerted by
other members of the group. Coordlnatlve leadership Is
exercised through system and organisation upon the indiv-
iduals of a group. This typo becomes more Important as the
M James D. Mooney, The Irlncisles of Organisation
(How York a London t Harper a Bros., 19*7), p. 19.
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slse of the organisation ^tmi, bringing way factor* which
the power of personal leadership, floosuso of ton
»y to omulito one's superiors too personal typo of
leadership will usually bo aoro contagious. Coordinative
leadership will bo characterised by a just adaptation of
all parts of the whole and a proportioning of eaeh part to
all othsrs for tn* purposo of securing agreement In action,
A final contrast In leadership typos is faco-to-faoo
**• iS£i£££i«
'rhi' W^ing ** vory similar to the cons Id-
oration of personal vs. ooordlnatlve leadership except that
aoro the group action oonoopt is not as Important, Face-to-
faoo leadership, whether it bo positive, negative, or neutral,
is exorcised by all superiors with whoa an individual cones
into contact. Indirect leadership is exercised by all su-
periors above the senior executive with whoa an individual
baa face-to-face contact.
Proa this analysis of the different types of leaders,
it would seaa appropriate to agree with Chester Barnard
that, "leadership appears to be a function of at least three
complex variables — the individual, the group of followers,
the conditions
. ... Leadership la practice nay mean an al-
aa
most Infinite number of possible combination* In fact,
H
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this concept oan be enlarged upon by adding a fourth
variable — culture or status . ruin has described that
factor as follows
t
Visaing leadership, thus, as one typo of asym-
metrical relation, In which the loader and the
led are characterised by differential status In
an influence hierarchy, It appeared profitable
to ask questions which would relate this leader-
led status difference to other types of status
differences characteristic of the larger so*
eisty,*3
Conditions of Leadership ~^
Vow that the leader himself has been analysed, the next
question which oust be answered is, "What are the elesjsnts
of the ' situation 1 or ' conditions 1 variable?" Obviously,
such factors as type of organisation, point in the organ-
isational growth eyeV»» technical considerations, time and
cost limitations, etc,, will be vital to any serious analy-
sis « In addition, however, there seen to be at least two
elements of a different nature worth considering,
sight be vmtmrvA to as the emotional and psychical
elements.
The eaotlonal elements of a situation relate to the
2^
Melvln Seaman, "See* tatus Correlates of Leader-
ship," from Grace, ed., Leadership in American Education
.
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(Chietgot Tht Untvareity of Chicago Pmi, 1950), p. 41.
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of tension inherent In the leader, tee followers, or
both* Tele ale** be divided, for dleeaaeloa purposes. Into
the two extremes, stable and instable, gamer stable eon*
ditions the perforamnoe of the leader amy be calm and re-
flective, but "its function of peredaelon must be carried
en without the aid of emotional drives sad obvious neces-
sities sad against the indifference often Siifliaspamjlng lack
of dancer, excitement, aad sentiment.
"
?* On the other
i
where there is great instability and uncertainty the
suet exhibit an thmmaemes of physical and moral In-
itiative and audacity, it is obvious that mas equally
Qs^ssenQr *^ev^e us—jP Jfc^sse^s Te*8^*^pa* w%y VI* am^^snev^aa^sgpev ^s^g,Am aWs*
meat infrequently.
The psychical element of the problem involves
ing tarn Question. "Hew does a leader go about carrying out
the leadership activities?" statistical studies la this
area led Hemphill and Coons to conclude that there are three
major ways of accomplishing the leadership Jobs
1. A leader may stress being a socially ac-
ceptable individual in his interactions with
other group smashers,
2. A leader may stress "getting the Job <£ent
Thie would involve emphasis upon group pro-
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to obtaining too croup ( » objects
3. A leader nay stress Making It possible far
of a group or srgsal nation to
together, Enpnasls would bo on too load*
•• Job as one of a "group catalyst
TO enlarge upon this thought, it would aeon worth consider-
ing that sore effective leaderehlp night reault if the
leader makes a conscious appraisal of tan group poreonellty
and the Job at hand and pattema hia behavior after that
particular combination of netbode of getting the Job done
which aeeno to hold the greatest promise of results.
phio State University Leaderaaip studies **C
The reraonnel Research Board at Ohio State university
la new in the aeventh year of a ton year interdisciplinary
research study entitled , "Leaderehlp in a fcenocraey." This
study Is under the direction of Dr. Carroll L. Shartle and
is assisted by grants frost both the nockefeller Foundation
and the Armed forces. It seams appropriate to review at
this point the methodology used and sons of the conclusions
drawn from studies by this group.
The procedures employed in the Ohio state studies
were baaed in part on assumptions that any high position in
John K. Hemphill and alvln B. Coons, Leader Bnhar
lor Description , (a research rsjpcrt prepared by the Person-
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an organisation structure carries with it certain
slbllltles, that my person who occupies such a position
smy bo regarded as a loader, and thst the leaser status of
ao Individual leader can be con* reheaded only In terns of
sd
his relationship with other nsntsre. In a sense this
concept would seen to apply to standard business and uni-
tary brands of leadership by virtue of the fact teat fol-
lowers generally have little or ao choice In the fornula-
tlon of orders which the leader passes down* On the ether
hand, It scene to point the research toward a study pre-
ponderantly concerned with adnlnistratlve behavior of
status-assured executives rather than a study of behavior*
al patterns of lndlgenlous leadership,
a survey of the literature In the field of leadership
study was one of the first projects completed by the re-
search group* as a result of this survey the trait ap-
roJoeted, at least for the tine being, and the
following conclusion was published:
The findings suggest that leadership Is not
a natter of passive status, or of the nere
pceseaaloa of sens) eoablnatlon of traits.
It appears rather to be a working relation-
chip Among nsjsbers of a group, In which the
Personnel Besearch Board, Ohio 3tnte University,
36
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status through active perti-
clpatlon and demonstration of his capacity
for carrying cooperative tasks through to
completion roblens which appear to bo
la nood of thorough Investigation arc those
relating to factors which condition social
participation, insight into situations, mood
control, responsibility, and transferability
Answers to those questions seen basic not
personal qualifications of leaders, hut slao
to any effective training for leadership.27
Uext, It urns decided that the study would be primarily
la tarns of the activity which takes place rather than In
terms of what night be considered "good" or "poor* leader-
ship, 2S and the hypothesis was formulated, "that an ad-
ministrator probably takes his pattern with fclm when ha
to a new administrative post."29
a second kind of instrument for studying leader behav-
ior waa developed which was concerned with estimating the
IT
Ralph n. stcgdlll, "Fersoaal Factor* Associated
with Leaderships A Survey of the Literature," Journal of
Psychology , 25, 1948, pp. 35-71*
Carroll L. Soartie, "Leadership Aspects of Ad-
nlnlstratlve Behavior,* (Presidential Address, Division of
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of responsibility, authority, and delegation
tleed by the adaiaietretor. 3ealea worm prepared which
wore specific itatwnti or behavior, and the 11mm wore
weighted so that a numerical acore could bo given to sx-
prese degree of responsibility, authority, or delegation
perceived by an individual admtnlatrator In hi* own pa*.
torn, or ao observed In an Individual 'a behavior by hia
,
poor, or subordinate
tho loador performs hia role. A awibir of dimensions of
loador behavior were developed which waro progressively
rodusod through factor analysis of field teats until there
appeared to bo only throe distinct Simonsionai
1. A maintenance of membership factor — bohov-
lor that increases a loador 'a acceptability
to the group. It la heavily loaded vith low
domination and high membership dimension,
2. Objective attainment — behavior high In
tho production and organisation dimension*.
3. Group internetion facilitation — behavior
or acta stressing the aeohanlea of effective
interaction of group members. Loading* high
ware organisation and oummwnlcation . 31
50 Ralph K. Stogdill, and Carroll X., Shartla. "Heth-
oda for Determining Patterns of Leadership in an Organisa-
















To iuveetigate tiM environmental factors In the Under
•hip fornuia, both too group or which the leader lo a port
and the larger society or culture of ah ion the leader end
hie group are a part are being studied. Methods used to
•tod? the leader's own group includes analyse* or formal
organisation charts, soc lonetrie ratings, measures of
oral*, and group dimensions (such as autonomy, control,
flexibility, ets.P Three conclusions from the first
phase of this study which seen to have particular bearing
on this thesis ares
1* In groups with a single definite purpose and
In those which exert a high degree of control
over the behavior of members, successful lend*
ere risk their personal welfare for the good of
the group more frequently than they do in the
lees polarised or lees highly controlled groups ,
2. The successful leader tends to avoid giving
the impression that he la superior to his
group .33
3* as the group increases in size, tolerance for
leader-centered direction of group activities
greater.-5*
?2 John x. Hessj&lll and Charles H, beetle, *The
mt of Group Dimensions, * Journal of Psychology,
29, 19!K>, P»« 32*-3*2.
^*X, 22.* 2l&** »
3*
John K, Hemphill, Relatione between the sise of
the Group and the Behavior of •Superior 1 Leaders," The
Journal of social Fcycholo&s , ,:. , 1950, PP. U-22„
30

IB the study of culture influences the following
three variables for—curing statue point of view have
to test the hypothesis that leadcrehip-fol-
patteme of a given Institution are related to,
or are in part functions of, the statue systeas and statue
ideologies which characterise the larger society in which
the given institution functions
t
1. Statue attitudes t the respondent •e
allied preferences on a broad range of
status-involved situations. The "highs"
on this scale Bight be terejed "structur-
alists " in the sense that they favor hav-
ing wide status differences aalntained in
sBf%A^ sft4*v eg aj^m«|||a>i es?4 fefa ip||jk •* 1 ^^msjs * sfc'r'*
^^^^tbpsw^b SP|B ^b^b up^bbh^P^bbs* ^r^^ *•• es i^ee ^poswe iSV^B^wae ^Srts
"cqualitarlaas .
"
2. Statue perceptions: the respondents tend-
ency to aatiniae or slnialze the aaount of
statue differences perceived as existing
In Aaerioan society. ("aspic ltea: In gen-
eral, in the 0»S«, people tend not to as-
sociate with those who have a lower social
tsjMUns then thev do . \
3. Statue positions i rankings of one's own
and idle leader's present statue in terse
of four heirarchiee (influence, prestige
,
eoonoBic and social position). All of
these concern status In the wider eossun-
ity and in the nation.-**
Preliminary conclusions frcei studies in secondary schools
erehlp Research, * (Paper presented at the Seventh Annual
Conference on nosoarea In Industrial Relations at the Cen-
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•t that the "highs" In status attitude tend to eval-
uate their superintendent aore highly than do the •lows"
(Pearsonlan r, .23). Another Internating conclusion
earning the influence of a work clinate" resulted froai a
study by Fleiaehaan of the effectiveness of a leadership
training prograa in Industry. His findings seeaed to in-
dicate that, under cartain typas of training conditions
and within seas work o limatea, forenen ara mora issnagsasnt«
conscious and lass person-ainded after ooapXating a train-
lag prograa in tea field of huaan relations than they ware
before they started the course* *'
of the general findings of the work of the group,
as reported by Shartle la aa address before the Aaerlcan
Psychological eeoelatlon la September, 1950, are as fol-
1. leadership behavior can be described roll*
ably and in such teras that baharlor dif-
ferenoes oaa be shown In Quantitative teras.
?, After patterns af behavior dimensions have




Sdwln A. Flelsohaan, "Tea Relationship Between
Leadership Cllaate aad Supervisory Behavior,* (?h.2>. Dis*
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as tods in selec-
3* There lanes to lit a basic conflict In our
we wit pereons in
and yst wo do not want to
plane limitations upon eurselvea to submit
to Isadorahip,
la In supervisory training programs, both too
•torootypo of a "good" administrator and tho
objectively defined tyro of effective admin-
istrator aro used to eetablish criteria. Bow
nab of small oomoopt should bo uasd baa not
boon determined.
5. The suporlor and tho subordinates aro moat
in agreement regarding tho description of
the intermediate supervisor than is the
supervisor agreed with his superior or his
subordinates about his own behavior. It
will be interesting to note if ether meas-
ures of social peremption are related, and
if certain kinds of training will produce
signlfleant changes in self-perception,
6* when erne attempts through training; or other
•^^^s^wss^m ^^^f ^ptmseMpm ^^wma* <m^'m ^w *m w#4a<M sf—mu* mwpommmB«seS/
his results may be fruitless unless changes
in behavior of the top person also occur,
7. Lack of communications may be one reason why
administrators 9 self-descriptions are inac-
curate when compared to descriptions by sub-
ordinates.
8, Hew the administrator perceives the ordering
of individuals in our society, and his at-
titude toward that ordering, are related to
certain phases of leader behavior as perceived
by subordinates. The man who believes In wide
differences in status in our society or vice
versa may anew limited progress in changing
certain dimensions of his supervisory behav-
ior eo long as these stratus attitudes remain
fiaed.S8
3?




and Application to Military Leadership
The epitome of much of the progressive thought today
irnlng the satyr* of this abstractIon known aa leader-
ahlp seems to find expression la tha growing emphasis upas
the science of hi—n relatione. In the field of business,
of education, and even within tha armed forces, tba bulk
of what la nan In tha training literature haa to do with
tha development of greater cooperation at all levels, more
participation and better communication up the line, and a
ore thorough Integration of both organisational and per-
interests.
In view of this definite trend toward pcreon-minded-
>e, the definition of leadership which waa evolved for
this study places stress upon voluntary cooperation by the
followers, yet it allows for an externally*aupplied goal,
as this la usually the case at most levels In any military
organization. Tha importance of the follower's attitude
In the leader-led relationship is not a maw concept, how*
evert it haa always been recognised by students of military
psychology. Copeland, after studying great military lead*
era over the years concluded: "They were great leaders be*
cause ... they had learned that man can be led only if they
are willing to be led; and they went out of their way to
*3
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tbem willing. "39 rhl« thesis holds that ieapite the
recognition of this postulate too little attention has been
gives to it in the fonssl development of the naval offloor.
Certain human characteristics have been singled out
which sees Important in the make-up of a leader, by virtue
of the fact that they have been found to be common to assy
successful leaders and lacking amsag many who fall to qual-
ify. Among those traits are son* which sees) to apply for
naval leaders and which nay be strengthened through train*
lag ~ such sat technical knowledge, knowledge of
ture, a scientific tread af Bind, and enthusiastic purpos-
iveness. Training In technical subjects is not being con*
eldered by this thesis, though this omission is not made in
an effort to detract from the importsnoe of that trait in
the naval officer. This study is confined to the problem
of development of those traits which have a bearing on sue*
cees in the control of human relations.
It has been noted that the trait approach alone ignores
the nature of the group, the situation, and the larger cul-
ture ~~ all of which are now known to play a part in the
leadership production. Consequently, the dynamic approach
3* * Norman
rlsburgt The Military
Copeland, Psychology and the Sadler (Ear-
Service Publishing Co., 19*2), P. Si.
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which recognize* different types of leadership traits far
different situations Is accepted for this study, and the
different leader types and the enotional and physical con-
ditions of leadership will be kept In wind In drawing up
training objectives. This conclusion agrees with that of
Meier who applied the Law of the Situation to the llltary
when he wrote t "In Modern warfare leadership qualities must
be regarded as relative to the situation wherein they func-
tion."*
There is one note of caution whloh siust be sounded
,
however, In drawing conclusions baaed upon eosspariaons be-
tween leadership in the military service and leadership in
other vocations. As Ccsesander Harlow pointed out, "The
nust the leader in industry asks of his employees nay be a
little over-time effort, a swell pay reduction, the post-
ponement of an annual vacation until things quiet down.
The aost the Naval leader asks of his men nay be their
41lives." This is a basic and pervasive contrast which
ao Homan C. Meier, Military Psychology (New York k
London: Harper It Bros., 19^3} » p. 191.
*1
A. Mason Harlow, "A Maw Look at Naval Leadership,
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dictates that all Military training mat be oriented toward
obedience to direct orders when such orders are given. This
thesis readily aeeepts and affirm that limitation but Is
not satisfied to accept It aa the only criterion for set*
ting objectives for training of officers. The appraisal
which follows in the ensuing chapters leads to the hypothes-
is that a development program which encourages imong offic-
ers a "giving" type of followershlp and a leadership baaed
open two-way communications and a scientific rather
a stereotyped trend of mind will result in a mora ma-*
ture and even more dependable brand of obedience.
The true goal of a leadership training program for
off!oars in the Navy would seem to be the development of
a mental attitude which lies somewhere between the stereo-
typed trend of mind and the leaderless-greup concept of hu-
man relations. Harlow spoke of the stereotyped version as
"institutional" leadership and expressed the concept of a
human relations approach to naval leadership as follows:
"fas result of combining the personal with the institu-
tional method of leadership will be the scientific approach
be
to the problem of human relations ..." Looking at the
other end of the continuum* there seams to be goad evidence
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that the leaderleaa-group eeaeept alto tends te be an ax*
tree*. Aftar his study of few Ohio eehoel adelnlatra-
tlone, :>sooan found that In that setting there waa a sufc-
etantlal ifatiand for a type of leadership "Blah la not of
the "group dynamica" variety, and ha concluded that "the
currant oephaals on group-centered, non-directive leader-
ahlp expresses a point of view which la highly aegawjntal,
olaee-cype^, and statua-conneoted, rather than
lean. .43
In suvsiarizlng thla analysis of the nature of leader-
ahlp, It la Interoatlng to eonalder that Napoleon once said
that the eeaantlal quailfIcatleas for a military ea—ander
are hla elvll qualities — foresight, power of calculation,
administrative a&illtj, ready wit ... and, above all, know*
ledge of sen. It also eeeas appropriate to turn again to
Barnard, who sakea the following conclusion froa tils study
of loaderahlp
t
In any oaae, the Important point la that
the qualifications of leadership, however dis-
criminated and however named, are Interacting
and Interdependent. We do not assemble thee
as we would the Ingredients of a compound, yet
we way suppose that different combinations of
quail tlea produce quite different kinds of
leaders, and that the qualities and their oon-
blnalions.change with experience and with eon*
ditions.**
*3 seasan, c£. cit ., p, *5,
** Barnard,





IPS)sluslon is that 1—dsrshlp is
ml a coupler abstraction that hi will ntftr be able to
quantify It, or that tba study of the nature of leadership
la merely In lta Infancy and that tine will bring an answer
la a question which this thesis cannot dotemine. Certain-
ly In many human situations, as la the ens depleted In the
following quotation, there does soon to bo something Ood-
llke in the leadership fomnia
s
It la related that Just before the second say's
fight In the wilderness, General Lee rode along
the front of the Texas Brigade drawn up for his
Inspection. Opposite the center of the brigade
he turned his horse and silently faced his men.
Kneeling that many of than wore going to their
death, tears filled his eyes* Me gasod at then
In silence for a few moments, raised bis hat and
silently rode sway, than a tall raw-boned Texas
private stepped fron the front rank and, facing
wssms s#un w afenMS> evsjsnspt eyssxjjk^s w j> ayes svnsnp fl^—* menm* ••sntnn w ^uejevr wufc^Fse j
"If any .... of s ..... here don*t fight today,
after what the Ooneral has Just said to us, I
will shoot hlnti his tracks.*
Coupleto analysis or such hunan responsiveness does defy
analysis* Yet, this thesis nust accept the conclusion that
dynamic analysis can be successful to a substantial degrees
that, within certain llnlts, leadership can be developed}
*5 Taken fron the files on leadership training main-
tained by the author 9s father, the late Colonel Janes M.
Little, United states Amy.
*8
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la this chapter the nature of learning will be appraised,
with particular emphasis upon the elements applicable to
the development of Military leader? hip. This will complete
the formulation of a substructure upon which the appraisal
of the ease method of instruction amy proceed,
Definition of Learning
"Learning la Ofined by the psychologists aa any aeaa-
urable change In behavior that results froa experience, tfs-7
ually we think of learning aa change in _a man »a behavior ) '
that Involves an iwprevenent in nls perforaacca. ^ Kote
that the emphasis here la on change of behavior and on ex-
perience, both of which sews to insist upon active rather
than passive participation la the learning process. Tea*
has said that "real learning le actual ability to handle
situations so as to secure a satisfactory outcose; and such
ability is acquired largely by the actual experience of
ftwfoogfc of aunan engineerlag fffi> *pr
sera (Tufts College Institute for Applied Efr^rlisentai
•tS&cy* 19*9), ?*rt IX, Chapter I, action I* page 1.
!!
-
handily them.*2 Bare, Iwprcvomont in problem-solvin* ab-
ility Is called i'or, and again active participation is en-
couraged, mis study will employ a ism>spt of learning
which eosiblnss these two definitions, and the ease method
will be appraised in the light of this concept.
Js»Jr**^l rrocoss
"The three operations Involved in learning are: ac-
quisition , retention , and transfer .*3 Seas educators wight
•warn reduce these to just acquisition and transfer, for
they contend that was does not really learn unless he re-
tains the knowledge transnltted. This thesis will not ac-
cept quite that extreme an attitude i it will, however, ac-
cept the contention that the active learning technique is
ore efficacious than the passive, and that a high perman-
ent retention quotient oust be evidenced through change in
hahayior In order for the process to be considered true
learning. In this regard, the Tufts College group of ex-
perimental psychologists concluded from a study of acquisi-
tion processes involved In the learning of the phonetic al-
emabot that the active participation method was signlfleant-
Ordway Tead, Human Mature and Management (Hew York
and London: HcOraw-Hill Book Co., 1933) , pT TO.
3 Bs^dbook of Human Engineering Data for Design En-
gineers , loo , sit.
n
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ly superior. It Is also interesting to note at this
that a recent appraisal of the ease method had this to aay
The student (mist) besoms active In the learning
process rather than remain largely passlye ana
absorb dootrine as it Is handed down by sea*
authority, students oust bo given sore respon-
sibility for making up their own Kinds about
what they see and hoar.
Huoh of the responsibility for learning rests
with too student ...it cannot bo foreed upon him
even by the most zealous instructor.
5
The "active participation 1' technique has given Hoe to
the "learn by doing" school of_tnought. There aeons to bo
little If any objection to the notion that one learns by
doing, yet at th* 9*** **** there are some very serious
fallacies to be avoided in applying this principle. John
Dewey has said, "ve do not simply learn by doing , wo bo*
-6
some by doing. £ut since there la no assurance that
through mere doing wo will become what wo should or would
like to become, It is of utmost importance that wo consider
Ibid ., Part 12, Chapter II, Section I, p. 3.
5 Karl A. Boedeeker, "The Case Method of Instruction,*'
...wUo,^^ jews [gj flMmV WU U Battm . Wmm u^, * i.
6
Jerome Kathanaon, Joan Dewey (Now York and London
t
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Juet the doing, per se. Kurd's revision of tno
"liara by doing" phrase, namely, "Ton learn to do toy pur-
peeing, planning, doing, and evaluating, "^ would soon to
provide a aueh acre dependable basis for establishing train-
ing objectives.
Retention nay ba considered aa a measure of the ef-
fieleney af acquisition. Insofar as meaningful learning Is
oomeerneti, boUi acquisition and ratantlon seem to ba a fa—
tlon of under* tending. Crcabaeh has pointed out that:
studios of forgetting
. .. snow that facts which
are little understood are quickly dropped from
the mind. Attitudes and changes of thinking
habits are usually found to be mteh are last-
ing , .. results ... indicate that the lasting
changes were primarily in ability to apply
principles to new problems and to draw conclu-
sions frost data. 8
Transfer has been defined as "the influence of previous
experience on current learning performance «* y In order for
the percentage of transfer to be high there oust be a high
degree of esmnarstlvlty between new material to be learned
«nd the experience background of the learner. In other
? Archer w. Hurd, "Ba You Learn To Do By Doing?*, The
Journal of Educational Sociology, Vol. 19* *unber 2, Octo-
ber 19*5, P. 35.
I
Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Test-
ing (Raw York: Harper a Bras,. 1^), p. 27^.
aandbeok of inssan i^nEineerina Data
^fjly En"
> 2k' £ii«' rart *** Chapter II. Section III, p. 1.
33
m^ft i?<.fj£U
words, "the learning of on* skill will assist In too por-
fomanoc of o second skill to too extent the two okllla
novo oonfiononte to ooonjoo*" 10 Too fond of
skills which any ono individual la oblo to asjase, aeons to
bo o composite of want ho ton transfer and absorb froa his
interse tlone with others plus those original contributions
which ho Is ablo to synthesize out of his own experleneea.
Ins practical value of this sharing process Is attested to
by too application In tho business world of tho sultlple-
nnogonsnt principle. Charles P. McCoralek spoke of tho
gonersting power of suoh a system as follows t "How loons
are usually a synthesis or outgrowth of several conoopto
which w« novo gathered froa various sources. Our wisdom is
tho result of our own personal experience and tho collec-
tive wlooosi of tho Ageo.*11
Tho 6tie*a^i»«ta»ero4 Concept ^\
Ono logical resultant of the active participation con-
cept, when applied to a practical learning situation, is
facta of stu^ent-contorod methodology rather than a
Haval Leadership (jtaoapolisi United states
Institute, 19*9) ? P* 125.
11 Charles F. KcCoraiok, ilie Power or People (How
Torki Harper a Bros.* 19*9) > p. fii.
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toh. la the educational field the
revolt against the traditional patters, torwight about by
the acceptance or this pootulate, has found expression la
tho formation and propagation of theories such as "progres-
sive education' and "group dynamics. " Tula study will naka
no attempt to evaluate any of thaaa doctrines; attention
will be given solely to the elements therein which night
apply to the development of leadership.
The process of leamlngjAleh takes plana in a student*
centered classroom has been explained by Rogers in the iel-
Te one who is used to highly organised claea-
\, the discussion may seem loose,
to Jump from topic to topic. This Is
certainly true, but it is probable that this fluid,
exploratory, even confused type of advance is more
deeply characteristic of learning aa it occurs,
than the dead syatematlsation of learning after
the fact* One of the things we have learned aa in*
struetors is that If the leader la uncomfortable
at leaving issues *up in the air and tries to
achieve closure by some type of summary and con-
clusion at the end of discission, this provides
seme relief for the group, but effectively stops
any need for further thinking about the subject.
If, however, the leader can tolerate the uncer-
tainty, the divided views, the unresolved issues
which the group has brought out, and if the claaa
(and indeed the course) is ended without any
to bring an artificial closure, then the
individual members of the group carry on very
vital thinking outside of the claaa hours. The ia-
aues have been raised, some of their former con-





to rind tome resolution of tho tituation, they
»iie that too teacher will not give an
answer to the problem, and hunt
la only ono alternative — to learn and
learn and learn, until they have reached at
leaat a temporary solution for themselves. And
they have achieved St Tor thinelives,
all too clearly the laperfect
steps by which it was achieved, this temporary
solution can never have the fixity that it would
have had If it had been authoritatively pre*
by a professor. Therefore, instead of
a fixed point, a barrier to future
learning, it la instead merely a step, a way
station on the road to future learning .*2
Tale discussion indicates that although the student-centered
approach may be slow, and at times even frustrating, it does
to offer betterjposs^l^tiea for inspiring self-gen-
crating jEheiigfe»_^n the learner than do the mere convention-
al forms of teaching,
la regard to proven results from the use of the pro-
gressive methods, it has been found that, "In intellectual
gains as measured by objective tests, the student-centered
claaa showed equal or slightly better learning than the la*
struetor-centered class.** 13 In some individual cases, how-













"students nh© are relatively veil adjusted approve the Meth-
od, and utilise the experience, doing More than an ordinary
it of reading for the course. The more poorly adjusted
tend to prefer a class in which the instructor
gives the direction.** 1 As a final appraisal, "Gross con-
cluded that *Cantor's method does encourage the development
of insight on the part of a majority of students, though It
nay fail to reach a certain Minority of every class1. "*5
The Art of Peelsion-making ^
In order to understand the operational acpoets of
learning, as applied to a practical situation, it is neces-
sary to give soae thought to the various levels of mental ,- )
functioning, Ross has defined these as follows:
.... knowledge say exist and function on at
least four different levels. The lowest level
involves mere recognition . . . reading vocabul-
ary* The next higher level involves recall —
speaking and writing vocabulary. A still higher
level Involves the Ability to interpret and
evaluate. At this level the learner must have
a sufficient understanding of the Material to
he able to see it in its relationships to other
things. The exercise of discrimination and Judg-
ment is implied. The highest level of all in-
volves application . The person who is able to
utilize Information acquired in one situation
applies it to the intelligent solution




of problems) in a new setting has arrived at
itery. 16
i. In Baking the following statement, •••as to
have conclude that atudlaa in the humanistic field Mat
•all upon the twe higher levels of mental functioning, "we
Mat recognise that ona of the groat dividing Unas of hu-
eartalntlee of natural solans* and enter social and h\
lstic fields whore rapid change, uncertainty, tna
and tna unknowable and, above all, hi—in interactions,
become dominant factors,"17 As this thesis Is concerned
primarily with tha development of those qualities which
have a bearing on sueoess in tha control of human relations,
those two higher levels will ha tha only ones considered.
It is to be noted from Ross* definition that in order
to operate at the level of interpretation and •valuation,
the oxsrcis« of Judgment is implied. According to Natbaneon,
Judgment Is "the intelligent understanding appraisal of
aonXlicting values, tha ability to permeate to tha heart of
v
C. C. Ross, Measurement in Today's Schools (Dew
i Prentice-Hail, 19*7), P. 130,
Wallace B. Donham, Education fin liafsmmallul ii "1
Up (Canbrldgai Harvard Ual*»r»lty F*M*, 19*5), P. 55.
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In tsrms of Its human Import."18 appraisal of
conflicting values naturally calls for too examination of
pertinent facte. Thle In turn lamands an answer to the
question, "What la a faett" One definition which appears
sound defines a fast as "a perceptual relation between an
observer and an event or object he Is observing.
"
l9 This
night be enlarged to Include the idea that the event, ob-
ject, or statement In question is not a fact unless per-
ceived aa sueh by a statistically-sound majority of observ-
ers. Yet this leaves the definition of statistically eound
to varying interpretations. A reasonable conclusion
to be that even so-called fasts owe their existence
to individual human interpretation which is subject to
smsmglng and unpredictable culture influence*, in the field
ef human relations this conclusion appears to be particul-
arly valid.
Hathanaon has provided a valuable discussion of a
pragmatic msthod for idea analysis, with a view to develop-
• •
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What is the test of whether it is a goad or
idea?
. ... It was s good idea If it actually
x8 Hathanaon, o£. clt
., p. 116.
19







did resolve the problem it was devised to Met.
and, if It did, we emu say that we knew bow to
act in that situation, that wo are In poeeeselon
of that much knowledge ...We have to determine.
In a seeped situation, If It really does involve
the sane kind of problen as the first, and that
son, Judgment, if it does, if the problems are
of the sane kind, we can then employ our goner*
allaatlon, which has become our guiding principle
of action. We cannot be sure that It will solve
the problem this time.20
In connection with the process of application of icnow*y
^ lodge , Ross 1 explanation calls for the intelligent solution
of problems in a new setting. It waa pointed out in the die-
ilon of leadership traits that one's Intelligence
\
to be seme tint. The question which naturally follows,
then, is: "What Is the purpose of formal education?" toad
contends that the purpose of education la "to supply data
for problem-solving, to place before the individual the
tools of scientific inquiry and rational reflection ... to
supply motives for the exercise of intelligence on a wider
range of behavior problems.
"
2*
The process of scientific inquiry teems worthy of fur*
ther attention in the analysis of the art of decision-mak-
i n.•
' , Any man who can learn and apply the general procedures
?' i
Withenson, op . clt ., p. ^3.
21
Toad, eju clt., p. 79.
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and the general point of view of too scientist Is very lite*
ly to bo a better solver of problems."22 In regard to too
uoo of reasoning in too •duoatlonol process, Teed has said!
*
,
c ossonoe or too oouos lonex aotnoa jls sno
ossonoe of reflection.
..« too way to carry on the educational pro-
cess with onooolf or with others is to present
the educational natter — the material or skill
to bo learned — as s problem to bo sjastered and
then to follow through the successive stops until
mastery is achieved.
... everyone in respect to countless day-to-
day problems of choice, reflects upon them and
acts rationally only as he bimamlf corns thremjh
the above processes rsther than, as so often hap*
, taking the ready made conclusions of others
as his own.*3




2. Accumulation of all possible data
3. Classification of all data Into significant
groupings „• which supply clues am to the
probable nature of the solution
k. Formulation of a tentative solution
5* Testing of solution in action _
6. Adoption of solution as a working method
That this scientific reasoning process has direct applica-
tion to the naval officer's problems is attested to by the
Maval Leadership , ojp. olt ., p. *.
23 Toad, eg. cit., p. 85.







followine lUUMiit from naval leadership I The eeientif lc
see a large significance far the leader ef MB, ba-
(a) the method eta be learned awl applied by the ln-(
telllgent non-scientist and (b) the method yields good re-
sults whoa applied to problems of human behavior. -25
It la axiomatic that the more different Ideas and
sources of knowledge bearing on a problesi which are weighed
in the aelentlfie prooeas ef arriving at a solution, the
better the chances will be that the solution will be valid.
This oreates a 1emend for a free Interchange of idaaa through
two-way ceemwnicatlon. When this coneept la applied to the
field ef executive leadership, it takes on even greater im-
portance, in that it enhsnsee the feeling of belonging which
Is so essential to the morale of the follower. This thought
was expressed by Given aa follows: *Oac of the fundamentals '
of all sound education is to bring about a tr— OTChamgo of
ideas among individuals. This principle la also basic in
the teaching process in business, for such an exchange of
ideas draws out each Individual, stretches his thinking,
and gives him the sense of being part of the management. „26
25 Haval Leadership , o£. clt ., p. 3.
2° William B. alvcn, Bottom-up Management (mow York?
* Bros., 19*9h P. 23.
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What teohnicjues are «n4 in the field of education,
and of business, to satisfy tlio needs of the learner? It
lo not of Interest to this study to attojspt to define and
discuss all teaching tothnfowos and methods vhloh are en-
ployed. What lo dooired is too formulation of a concept of
a general framework of methodology which would seem to sat-
isfy the objectives defined by too nature of toe learning
It Is readily apparent that wueh of too Methodology
in conventional educational programs does not answer
the problem presented la the process of learning, "Gen-
eral education, even professional education on the college
level teaches very little about how to Moot now situations,
* *^^^w ™™ ^•^^p^^B^p m * • ^^^^w ^^^^^p^^^^m^s Of'wssww e www #^p^^^^ w^^ ^www^^«^^^^e ^^^w wbwwww^sw o
The emphasis lo placed on learning the right answers and
^^JP^Jr "^*aT ™n^w^^^ sww^w *sw e^^^F^wwi^^m^m , o *oweso wo ^msswm esP' wo'^s* wM* weir 4S*^f
from the standard lecture method, but overall pi
toward nethods emphasising active participation has boon
27 Thcomo B, Kelson, "How Training Can Helpy rt» Conference Board Kaanfomont Bocord, Vol. XII,
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slow. Astoalf noted over a sesame ago that modern profes-
sional education has mors and mors tmined sway rron
book learning and looted to tbo handling of proW
develop habits of stlnd upon union ability roots.*28 Tot,
even a cursory Investigation of Instructional
use today at all levels of formal schooling would prove
that only a fractional part of the whole area has
stantlal progress away frost the conventional pattern*
In defense of some of the conventional precepts, how-
ever, It Is well to note that some recent studies Indicate
that the lecture method should not be dlacarded completely}
a more Judicious use la probably the answer. In one In*
stance, "analysis of above-average and below-average stu-
dent* showed superiority of lecture method for high group
^mjwemm —4V«mwm*iiM s^e^m apc^HP^s> a %fm www Mpmvwsjsgp e 4 # WHP^mma mPMsamsHHHsnV a^my wsvmPVgB.
Initial and final objective test scores on course subject
j^men^^w ^m^sj——Jmiae wr*auy M^v^m ^m SMmemp^m^S'^^^si^B^mF ^wwssw
Ham thpsntfi recitation. 1"29 a somewhat similar
Henry C. Ketealf , Business Leadership (tfew York
>ni I. Pitman * Sons, 1930) , p. 233.LondsjU
29 Handbook of Human Engineering Data for design En-
gineers
, op. olt ., rart IX, Chapter IV, Section III, p. 13>
6*
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conclusion by yiipt, drawn from the findings of a very in-
teresting research study int<* the ammsilioa of •directive H
vs. "permissive" teaching methods, hm that "for the batter
students there was » clear-cut superiority in learning at-
tributable to either of the two teaching methods, but for
the poorer students directive teaching proved superior. H ^°
Bath of these studies were nade in examination-oriented
climates which placed emphasis upon preparation for objec-
tive testing.
Ttaese conclusions are important to consider in any
discussion of the relative serlts of different teaching
methods. However, since objective examinations will not he
Included in the leadership development program proposed by
this study, these conclusions do not hold for such a pro-
gram. As will be pointed out in a later chapter, the pri-
mary training objective which will be recognised by this
thesis will be the development of personal insight and the
ability to understand and solve problems in the field of
relations.
30
Lauren wlspe, "Evaluating faction Teaching Methods
In the Introductory Course," (Ph. D. Dissertation , Harvard







itwdles la the actual litis of tsasatng
methodology have shown that there are certain fundamentals
Involved In the msnagsmsnt af learning praetloe welch must
be recognised if maslmaa learning is to take place. Than
will be discussed aa steps to precede praetloe and aa prin-
ciples Involved la the aaiwigswsnt af the actual learning
There ara three basic steps which should precede the
actual teaching processt^
1. Motivation — Inciting the will to learn
2. Orientation and mental sat — transmitting an
understanding af the objective and the processes
3. Environment m provision ct proper physical sur-
stepe will ha discussed at length whan the eaaa method
for leadership development among officers in the
navy is presented la a later chapter.
One special aapaet af motivation should be mentioned.
All of humanity has a tendency to refuse to consider an
. cit., Part IX, Chapter II, Section
Handbook of Ktasan Engineering pata for Design &n-
X, P. 1.
m
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Idea solely biimi it la new. Adult* are particularly
luetent to nave their cuatonary routine of habits, altitudes,
and opinion* disturbs*. "The wore foraal and obviously acad-
ssiis Is the set-up of plana to foster executive learning,
moreover, too acre difficult is too process likely to be.
It is s natural satter of self pride with adults and spec-
ially with those la positions of scsjs authority that they do
not need to learn. "32 If propOrly activated, there is no
for them not to be successful in too learning pro-
sn^^^e*^*• so w^^^w 'oea^o^wi^o^Bfc^aea' n^as ^aojOjOv^o^a ^pooaaw nsajF o^sjr e> %sn> ^'ay *" ' ^*
years of age the speed of the learning presses is only very
slightly affected by age. 33
In activating adults to learn, the now idea should bo
ode to see* aa ouch like the present view as possible.
What nas boon said previously la this paper concerning too
nature of transfer of learning aust be given special
sis when the students are nature adults. In addition,
pass is oa the loom of "devolopaoot rather than "training"
will aid in the activation of adults* Nose found in his
3s Toad, o£. sit., p. 72,








study of executive develop—nt pregreae la Industry "aaple
evidence to support a oonvlctlon that a aajoricy of people
in an organization reaent •training' aaaraasaai whereas
they readily aeoept effort* to help then grew and devel-
of learning preetlee austtake Into consid-
oration the following principles!
1. if the task oan be aet up to aake the learn-
er participate actively, learning proceeds
are efficiently.
2. The learner nust flrat look at the whole of
the taak to he acquired.
3* nature of the aaterial — the location of a
taak with respect to these dleansIon* (notor-
verbal complexity, and rote-arofcleu solving)
aae^ we^fl^^rus^w^^Gw v*»#^w Hisavaes4^ep<s* <s>se wi'»A wis aB^^^w^^s^fc ws*s><iS>ss^p>^^
tlona regarding practice should he applied*
%» Reward and pualahaent <•• the learner should
always knew how well he Is doing. Howards for
good work and/or penalties for poor work are
sonatinas effantive .35ec .
For a practical application, it is interesting to note
that vispe found that "good teaching" Is characterized byi
(1) short expositions on paints aa they arise In the dls~
cussion rather than long lectures; (2) an lafonsal type of
» HyU. L. H»c.. Th. Orow,h ^ p~.iop.nt of la.c-
(Boston: She Andover Press, Ltd*, 1950), P. 13.
"*^ "*^
'Ufcshne^As^^^^^^^ a^ Uh^a^^Mnunk cp^K^ia MM^A*b4 huv ^P^^asV^n e^'^^wa V*^^aua4l anni
, op . clt ., Fart tX, Chapter IX # Section I, pTl.
:4 «W>;
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,36
I (3) directive-type, specific questions) and (%) cn-
;, and allowing time for, student participation
Development of Ie*mmm*m\im
As a reault of the Investigation into too nature of
leadership in chapter II of this thesis, it was concluded
that there are certain human qualities which sees import-
ant in the wake-up of a leader — such aa knowledge of hu-
nan nature and a scientific trend of mind — which, by na-
ture, seen susceptible to growth and development through
training. There have been noteworthy opinions expressed by
both the business and military leaders whteto add credence
to this conclusion,
Donham expressed the opinion more than once that
•skills useful in understanding and handling men which will
nerve in many situations can be developed, *37 <fbm late
Admiral Forrest P. Sherman said, "I concur that we can take
average young men and, by proper training, develop in them
the essential initiative, confidence, and magnetism which
necessary in leadership
.
o3S General CU B. Catea, when
36
wispe, og, o£t., p. 331,
37 Donham, oj>, ait,, p. 257*
^ Frederick C, Ky*r, "you Can«t Leave it to Chance,
United States naval Institute Proceedings . Vol, 79, num-
ber », April iSSSTp. H7.
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C—lint of the Marine Corps also cossssnted on this
tloa as follows i "Inherent ability cannot be instilled, but
that which Is latont or domant can bs developed. Other
Ingredients can be acquired. They are not easily taught or
easily learned, frit leaders can be and are sjado.«3*
Despite these isasonsd opinions, it ean not be positive-
ly snlines dl that leadership ean be developed In any part-
icular individual by any presses Known today, on the other
band, there is no reason to believe that any appreciable
ham will be done through attempting to bring about a pur-
poseful ohange of behavior in those individuals who exhibit
the inherent qualities which have been singled out as typic-
al of one who has high leadership potentiality. In face,
sines the bulk of opinion and nost of the pragnatic results
of tests have Indicated that sjaay individuals do actually (





scioua effort toward that goal, there seem* strong Justifi-
cation for a fornallsed attempt at such developsjent
.
If an organised leadership developsjent progress is to
be designed, what factors should be considered in determin-
ing its structure? How ean the "giving 1* type of followers hip
JMd«, P. *21.
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tions awl a scientific trawl of wind bo lnotlUod in a naval
offloor? Tho objective of such a pregrsai would oortalnly
lneludo tbo adding of a nontal attitude whlnh, though always
lndful of tbo priwary importance of attainment of tho uni-
tary objootlvo, could at tbo saw* tiae aooopt and taMUiagi
a froo interchange of ldoaa and attitudes, and which would
esjploy an open-alnded, oolontlflo problem-solving approach
in tho process of decision waking, it aaa boon said that:
Tho modern loador la these days of tremond-
ouo technological developments and rapid changes
In non-material culture, must bo adjustable to
change. Tbo instruments of war change. Military
•ay bo Involved, tho social atmosphere, tho
state of morale, the psychological constitution
will change from day to day and week to weak and
war to war. The leader who attewnta to deal
with this pervasive change la teras of sot a
tltudes, crystallized answers, fixed habits of
thought and action is not likely to achieve
Of
A free interchange of Ideas can not occur whan the
loadar la unwilling to Maintain an elasticity of wind which
will allow him to reshape his concepts aa a result of syn-
thesizing from tho total supply of huwan knowledge avail-*
able to him. "Lack of receptlvenose to now ideas, partleu-
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larly those of one's subordinates, may seriously vitiate
om'i leadership effectiveness. Ability to Mki effective
use ef his staff Is an important measure of the value of as
offloor la a Military organization. Effective use of staff
and a cleeed mind art not compatible concepts."
*
l This
it ovam so beyond one's own "staff"; It
muet encompass the eatearami aa well aa the Internal culture
which Influences the minds of followers. Seaman eoncluded
that "if we are eonoomod with teaching subordinates oar
leaders something about expected Changsfulness In the lead-
er, to do aa adequate Job It appears wa would nave to be
prepared to deal with (or, at the vary least, aaaapt shanmo
in) a wider set of status-oriented attitudes concerning ex-
velopment of leadership depends on studying situations
*l Ralph C. Davis, Piisrtsmmmlcla of Top
(lav Yorki Harper * Bros., 1951), p. 1*9.
Kelvin Seaman, "Sana Status Correlates of
ship, from Grace, ed., leadership In American Education
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, IS 50), p. *7.
*3 taamrdue. Titaien *** Leadership (Si






tolentirio aopwasth to In—latie problems — a •onMpt
also found in the latest of naval leadership literature j
•The naval officer, if he will invest the effort neooaaary
to understand eelentIfle principles and to learn a few of
the scientists » skills, oaa bs ocno a nore effective handler
In thla analysis of the nature of learning a
has boon accepted which views learning *a_a_
havlor, evidenced by improved abllltx-fc*-
and resulting fresj active participation in the learning
Tho three operations involved in the presets
acquisition, retention, and transfer i in the porfoneaace of
wIss^bWbp"^ wFJf^wJTSw- wA^ipoosW w».swv WPs^'* wm> Js»sssp •^^oA^ss'JPjbvHv^p%s\ *'eT •sV'^fle'AiTW *'«' Jp» Jfc^Rs-*^^
nlng, purposing, doing, and evaluating," seeas to provide
the boot basis for setting training objectives. Retention
appears to be best exhibited by the lasting quality of
ability to apply principles to now problem and draw con-
clusions fresi data* Transfer of learning la propor tional
to the extern* to which the skill to bo learned has
in nsssson with a possessed skill.
%4





Om logical method of answering the demand for active
participation la the student ssntorod toshnlawn of lastrue*
tion. la this pwnii tha instructor does not attoast to
closure at tha end of ovary aoaaloai instead, ha
divided views, thereby providing a stop rather
a barrier to future learning. Teete have indicated
that though thio method la slower than conventional
negative results, it seems to offer batter poselbilitieo
for intellectual gains among the well adjusted students
and does oiwjowjraon tha development of Insight.
Knowledge la believed to exist and function on four
different levels, tha higher two of jwhlch are ability to
interpret and evaluate_sad ability to apply Information ao-
qulred in_one situation to the Intelligent solution of pre to-
la a new setting. Studies la the humanistic field
to call upon knowledge In these two higher levels. Ir.
the proceas of evaluation
,
Judgment — the intelligent un-
derstanding appraisal of conflicting values — must be ex-
ercised la separating fast from fiction. Yet the procedure
of establishing an item as fact seems to bo subject to the
whims of unpredictable culture influeaoee; this ia-
raises a serious doubt concerning the validity of
7*
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of hwiin relatione. Tun best
the um of prawsetio toots of results oo o
of determining guiding generalisations, to bo con-
tinuously tested In each sow a1 turntion.
Two also of formal education are too supplying of data
for problem tolvlag and training in too prooooo of soleotif-
lo reasoning prinimi for attacking the educational natter
to bo astered. The oc lentiflc method has special elgnlf-
lcanoo for too naval officer when applied to his problems
in the field of human behavior.
educational practice demands a tr— Interchange
of Ida— and an span winded attitude on the part of the
learner. This frame of mind la especially important to one
in the executive ranks bsiauat of the sense of belonging
which it Imparts to the follower.
It Is apparent that many instructional ttihntomsi in
use today do not satisfy the active participation*1 concept
^|Pe» 4rS^m^nVe> *•• nnjji « r»^e> wewu™m^Hjuv (BwiwjnwuT je^^wnrmHjem^ ^e w^wnep^neP *4»n*»avavv weeumw wownr
w^apnnw^w»emwi4n>^iP(wwnMn» www< wspiwbw # w^^usnnn www ^»^w^w was ^w wwwmm s Vrw«w wwwavm a*
better learning under certain conditions than do
progressive methods, the trend is definitely toward ac-
mwn> swwwn ewnPoVw/ jip^Fw>wnwj>wMw'A w w* wwwjmggww^nwwwwwwj ^»»» *r\r vta
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it of learning practice three steps
— motivation to learn,
the objective, and provision of the
physical and onotlonal eiwlronment. In oonnactlon
with tat teaching of adult*, it la particularly Important
to give special attention to the problems of transfer of
learning and to emphasize the Idea of development ratter
than training* Proven prlnciplea of good teaching — such
an planning for active participation by tna student, ex-
hibiting an infernal sense of humor, the una of suitable
rewards for progress, and the use of directive discussion
questions — aust be followed in formulating tna inntrue*
tlonal technique.
There la substantial agreement that leadership can
be developed in earn poeeeeelng the proper potentialities.
far such development, it seems appropriate to conclude aa
a result of the foregoing analysis of the nature of leader*
ship and learning that what is needed is aa Instructional





of reasoning and the development of insight and problem-
solving ability.
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The ease method of instruction has been defined for
the purposes of this thesis as "an instructional method
IB^PSmAWvW g* «n*Om^o^—*mP |^ft «flim« JV ^mSHI^rSnsmsm Am* wJ|^VH %se^ w ^P *pflS^J^e^W*SSw 994* AwWpwJi^BMm
snt tanmgfct and responsible Judgment through student-een-
tered conference discussion of the facts, opinions, pre*
Judleea, and possible solutions to apeelflo problems which
are crystallised out of selected eaaa studies by the Joint
efforts of students and conference leader/ 1 In this chap-
ter, the nature of this teaching technique will he
followed by a brief summarisation of its characteristlca
and limitations.
It is generally agreed that the technique of frosehlns;
tftwmgli the use of eaaea was first employed formally by
pmafesaor C. c. Langdell in 1371 at the Lav School of Har-
vard University. He introduced the use of written actual
court opinions as the main context of the course of study,
with special emphasis on discussion in class. The Encycio-
77
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pedis of ooial Science doosrlboo the method as
Instead of hearing op leading general rules
seds, from some unexamined source of
orlty, accepting them and than attempting to
ply them, tho student was to dig out his
rulos for himself . In this proooas bo would do
velop an ability to think; bo would loam to
handle blusolf in logal argument; be would ac-
quire, even, a degree of skoptlslsoi concerning
rulos which sons sen bad formulated.
Tbe method was extended to too field of medical instrue-
tion In 1906 by Doctor Kiehard Cabot, who published in that
rear **<* book on Case Toonhlnsr in Mediaine and beamn the^.—
.
• "•
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During world war I engineers were trained for Military ser-
vice at Camp Humphreys In a progrssi which employed a ver-
sion of tho case method, 5 in the early Twenties the Grad-
uate School of Busloots Administration at Harvard tried out
a problem solving form of case method and soon converted
all of its course* to this type of instruction* In 1924
Nolan stated that there wore case methods for the study of
1 k.r.a. seligman. ed.» leiislsmmfli of the Social
cos (Vow Yorki MaeKillaa Co., 193*), Vol. 3, p. 251.
2 Aretas w. Nolan, "The Case Method in the Study of
Teaching with Special Reference to Vocational Agriculture
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civice, or ethics, of economics, ef the social loitnoti, of
4psychology, and 0/ the Ministry.
By 1935 * form of came method ted been applied to too
teaching of psychiatry! Streoker and Ebaugh's
Clinical isychlatry for Students and Practltlon-
ars la an example of ona of tho first texts which uaod too
5 Long before that, however, tho oaae method
Lly referred to in this Instance aa the "ease
»thod n — had soon used extensively for research and
where the Isssedlate ale was treatment of son* dls-
In an Individual. Furthermore, case studies were giv-
en conalderable attention In the field of social work aa
early aa 1869, when Octavla Hill recognised tho need for
ore than a record of relief aa a result of a social work-
er's activity.6
In the ld*1930 ta the demand for case material began
to grow among the teachers of public administration. In
193* the Committee on Public Administration of the Social
4 IMd.
5
Stanley 3* Marzolf , "Problems In the Use of the
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Sclenee Rsssejroh Cwnil began compiling mm* for um in
the •ducational lMtltutions . This work, aided by a grant
froai the Carnegie Foundation, culminated in a series or
oases which were put Into circulation in lithograph fom in
19*5. tmm were compiled and published In book forn In
19)1 under the sponsorship of the Inter-University Cane
ProgTM and the editorship of Harold SteinJ
It Is difficult to detemlne when the mm Mthod was
first onployed in industry. It la known that as early m
1938 Armstrong Cork Company was using oases in its formal
"n nswme^s^sommn gpn nsn^n wsmn y menses wisnnj en ^e^awev^mi snrv^ w •w^n
8by then to use In that program in 19*0. Since
mnmmm> w> vsjm ennnssjF ^# wss^n^ ^p^susmmvnmBOMn^evmv emme-w ^s* ^n^s*^s*^n ™nnn> «e™e^emn • ^#n> mmmj v»
the ease nethod In their supervisory or executive training
programs, and there la definite Indication that its uae
will bseone much mere widespread in the near future.
7 Harold :teln, ed., Public Administration and Policy
Development (Mew Yerkt Haroourt, Brace a Co., 1952), p. xxxlx
8
This movie was the forerunner of the current Kc0ra*-»
Hill Book Company series, titled "Human Relations in Super-
vision." See Appendix C for excerpt from letter from the
Training Director of Armstrong Cork which describes this
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om of eases far soanalssl Instruction in l<
•hip is not new in the United States Navy either. Prior to
World War II leadership was being taught at ths Naval son
d
any by experienced officers through sonlnar discussion of
nunan relations incidents recalled frosi their personal ex-
perience. In 1944 the Bureau of Naval Personnel published
a psjsphlet entitled, Manual for freetleal Pavelsanent of
Leadership Qualities , in which a ease approach una recon-
uended. Furthermore, in 1949 the Naval Academy compiled a
textbook for aldshljasea, Naval Leadership, which described
a case aetbod of teaching and provided forty-nine loader-
ship situation write-ups.
It is obvious from this brief review of the case nothod
that it is not a now technique, nor has it boon confined to
any single field of endeavor. Rather, it nines to have
found use in aloes t every area in which the process of learn-
• **a^ wessmo vaws^ense e^FObonjaP^o e evoa^niav sp^p^even^y ^s*n»^fc>da a^^o ^rf^ooaar^BJOJ es^br^n av^%#«s^ar^k^y
with the use of the case nothod as a teaching technique ap-
plied to the social sciences 1 case studios and ease bister*
los are of interest only insofar as they play a part in the
jkro) a^^^^OrOSBjp iNi i^^Pon^j'eO'avow^Bk ^paea> oreii^a^eis ^m^^s? aminos sp^a ^e^^weee vs^B^n^w^n e
—org of the C— lathed
"The ease Method of Instruction Is peculiarly adapted
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to focus responaibllity for learning upon the student . .
.
it is the process of arriving at tho "enswer" in which each
stwdomt participates personally that la tho Important fee-
^w*a ^wss^a^poe mecamj SF99^y^*avi^vw m^mmm? wbb^b^p im^m* m*emm^%B a s \^^mi ummBmmjm » sm%e <•»
tlonal methods,*5 It haa boon pointed out previously that
aro Many different versions of tho oaao method* Even
at tho Oraduato School of Buolnoaa at Harvard where tho
oaao method la uaod exclusively there is no unanimity of
•emsset or methodology. In actual use, tho method may In-
volve tho discussion la claas of a oaao road In advance —
with or without a prior write-up by each student — or it
may mean merely submission by the student of a write-up of
the case for comment by the instruetor.
There seems to be substantial agreement among those
sjmiifiiw« *s» ei*s>sm^s? srss\»f snem ww aem" ••» w or^raa •wwo wgismp msmmamms mmmr m>m«s^^s> s wi^s> w • w
must place emphasis upon student-centered activity and em-
ploy a scientific problem-solving procedure in order to
realise maximum effectiveness* The underlying theory of
this type of process will be discussed first j then atten-
tion will be given to the points of variance between dif-
Karl k. Boedeoker, "The Case Method of Inatruc-
. * Collegiate Mews and Views , Vol . V, Number 3* March,
£ E
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it schools of ease method
\, rormmr Imi At Harvard Business Oobool
sed the student-centered nature of the case method
as followss "Ths ossontlal fact which makes the case system
...as educational Method of the greatest power Is that it
arouses the lntsrest of the student by asking hla> an active
rather than a passive participant. "l0 Itoe active participa*
tloo oomeept has such high face validity that It might seen
too obvious to dwell upon. Yet experience with convention-
al teaching methods has shown that such dynamic activity on
the student 9 s part does not arise automatically, it must
be specifically provided for In the teaching process and
continuously drawn out In practice.
In the case approach the students are given not a set
of abstract laws to memorise or criticise, but rather a
collection of raw materials taken from a real life situa-
tion out of which they can usefully draw conclusions and
rules for future action. Furthermore, the confidence that
the student can be given through offering him the opportun-
10
Wallace B. Donham, as quoted by Charles I. Oragg>
In Kenneth a. Andrews, cd # . The Case Method of Teaching
Human Relations and administration (to be published In
1952} , p. 1.
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lty and actually expecting hla to Bake contribution* to tha
arrort. 11 This affort will sot be expended, however, un-
laaa the proper cllnate la provided la tfaa elaserooa to re-
ward such affort. The student aust faal free to put forth
hie Ideas and questions without raar of rejection or ridi-
cule fro* tba Instructor. Intrinsic value la rosognl rod In
tha thoughts and contributions of ovary aasber of tha group,
and a aanaa of sharing i* iniandered rathar than ana of
acre absorption or grade-seeking recitation. "Tha valuable
art of exchanging idaaa with tha object of building up aeae
nutually satisfactory and superior notion la cultivated.
Such an exchange stInulatea thought* provides a leeeon in
how to learn froa others, and also gives experience in of*
fsatire traneaiaaion of one*a own idea*." 12
An Interesting insight into how tha caae method an*
swore the deaaiads of the learning process has recently
given by Dr. Karl A, Boedecker; hla conclusions reault froa
actual experience in teaching bualneea administration at
12
Ibid., p. 6.
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Michigan state College. *3 Be feels that Msaomte Bust be
Botivated from within so at to bt receptive to stioulation.
Participation In caaes enables than to identify themselves
aa businessmen facing a real problem. Vicarious though torn
eaao experience may bo, it represents a useful means of
learning by doings eases proviso incentives boaauao they
are reports of real problems involving real people. Further-
more, the students must recognise a coal toward which action
•an bo directed, and tho lmacdlste goal Bust not bo too ©sa-
lly attainable. The iBnediate goal provided by cases is
the "solving* of the problems expressed, ana the faot that
the eaaea are authentic reporting* which offer no simple
aingle-solution vantage point provides the barrier which
acts as a catalyst to the learning process. Finally, the
students swst have an opportunity to establish firmly in
their minds what they have learned. The case situation pro*
video an lewiliato need for useful Information applied in
the proper context; the necessity to reach a deeIsion and
choose a course of action In case after case provides the
practice by which students develop discriminating Judgment
13 *. ^
Karl A. Boedecker, op, cit. # pp. 4-6. For a per-
sonal comment by Or, Boedecker concerning the value of the
Method see Appendix a.
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and flx in their «inds the learning which It truly
MU
The type of case method which la being apnralaad by
this study la by nature a probleai*eolvlng procedure. But
what of Its relatlonahli. to the aclentiilc method; doee it
aatlafy tho requisites of that process of reasoning? The
aolontlfic method baa boom defined as "tho application of
logic to tho process of observation of instances and draw-
ing of inforoneoa therefrom." 1 An inatanoo la a single
occurrence of a phoaoanoaii having a doflalto quantity and
a doflnlto association of variables; an observation la ac-
>llabod by tho nedlun of tho sense organs and lnstru-
contrived to auppleacnt than — It la perception, a
psychological proooaai and izaioronooa aro Judgments of re-
lationship baaed upon obaervationa . ^
Tho ain of tho aolantlfle nothod la tho reduction of
the groat variety of natural pbnnonana to order and ayatea
by tho development of an ever-widening aeopo of concepts.
flat conceptual pattern which guldea thla endeavor la that





effect relationships. 16 It It important to Imp In Mind
that apparent cause quite frequently varies considerably
fro* true cause. When certain restrictions ara placed
upon the reasoning process the "common sense" answer to an
observed instance amy not satiafy aa a valid inference. In
>, through the scientific prooca of reasoning
Lsation can be developed, the verity of which
will rise above the blaa of personal and local culture,
prejudice, attitude, ignorance, etc.
Effective caae Method procedure calls for an ordered
sequence of thought toward the solution of problem* and
the consequent formulation of generalizations. It can and
should follow the stops of the scientific nethod, but not
all veralone of the technique do, whan the scientific pat*
tern is followed, the students analyze the caae until the)
•lying problem is recognized; facta pertinent to the
of this problem are then singled out, evaluated and
Into a Meaningful sequence, with duo regard being
given to such influences as prejudice, tradition, culture
influence, etc. Baaed upon these evaluated facta a possible
solution to the baalo problew la hypothesised, and probable
Ibid., p. 16.
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generalizations are fomulatad. Tula antire process la
oat by aaah student independently ; than tha sane
la followed by toe creep la the aaaa discussion,
with tha instructor eating aa a Moderator, a guide, and,
to a Halted extent, aa a souroe of Information. A study
of aaaee nade In this way le scientific and primarily In-
ductive, for "It Involves orientation, observation,
lag, decision and verification," 17 and It Involves passing
frou the particular to the general.
As noted earlier, the eaee aethedelegy may be prlnar-
lly either Inductive or deductive. The inductive organisa-
tion and presentation of subject matter la baaed upon the
idea that the pupil will learn the content subject natter
neat readily through the study of Individual caaee in which
the content is exhibited $ whereas the deductive procedure
pressnts the law, rule, definition, or concept aa the first
whole to be eeneidered, followed by individual cases, and
the pupil looks for the verification of the generalisation
that has been studio. lS "Though scientific procedure is
"
J. tf« Brewer and others, Case Studies in gdnsmtlon-
al and Vocational guidance (Beaton: aim) « Co., 19££),p.xxlll.
x® H. to. Kutt, Principles of Teaching High »ahaol
Pupils (Hew York: The Century Go., 1922), p. 97
:•'*8flHi
characterised by its dominant mm of induction, It U i
mistake to My that deduction plays ao part in It. The two
oat supplement one another." 1 '' In other words,
applied to a teaching situation, induction of goner-
allsations froai inferences will ba greatly enhanced by prior
acquaintance with thoao or similar generalisations \ while
on tho othor hand, little meaningful learning will result
frost rote memorization of laws for poaaible deductive ap-
plication, unless some inductive reasoning is employed in
of personal verification of those laws. This
of simultaneous operation of the inductive and de-
duotive proeossos in action has boon excellently expreaaed
aa follows
t
\t the impact of a series of caae proo-
lama, the student is encouraged to develop a
flexible framework of anelyels which will help
work thru to a decision, in ao doing* the stu-
dent should learn to separate important factors
from a whole set of factors and to doeIda upon
their importance for tho particular situation
sjSw seameeUjOi o emujsj sm^ammj^mj^a>%a eans»as\» ^usja^aaa ^Bamy m»a#-a>-*a».A wjr w^^
use ideas learned elsewhere, to select them ac-
cording to their usefulness In the case, or, to
reject thorn if they are not helpful. The stu-
dent's way of thinking should also contain tho
capacity to tost what ho already known accord-
ing to what ha later experiences. On this baais
to grow intellectually
* Karxolf, o£, olt ., p. 20.
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aftor his form*! education Mis. 20
In addition to the variant* between different oase
method concepts on the Inductive-deductive scale , there Is
an even acre pronounced aeparatlon regarding the part that
principle* should play la the learning prsosss. This aep-
aratlon has given rise to two aajor categories of the eaaa
method, defined in the Fnjmnnsi Handbook as the "free"
i mn n m il 'ii i i
and the "determinate" types. The mtr— m type assumes that
there is no ess best answer; it places emphasis on giving
the conferees opportunities for learning and stimulates
then to think in broad areas of leadership* rather than
forcing a set of principles or solutions en the learner. In
the "determinate" approach the leader attempts to guide the
group toward a bast solution based on his own opinion or
group opinion. 23,
those who advocate the "free" approach — which in-
cludes neat of the ease users at Harvard University em
to define "principles * as Immutable laws and contend that
aa such they are mere words. Actually, upon closer
ation, it appears that their attitude la not quite this
ns*jeaweas% am . clt «, p. *
'* John p, Mee, ed. # Personnel Bandboak (New York:
Press Co., 1951). P* 1007.
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professor mower has wpnim the true feeling,
at Harvard at least. In these word*, "It la the HHt^
behind thaaa principles that it Important j and until that
manning bsoomss a living part or your thought and behavior,
tl» pri^lpl*. HMNlm ar. «.!•...'« Sine. rot.
learning of ijsnutable lawa has boon accepted aa a coraer-
ttono of moot conventional methods of teaching for ao long,
it la quite likely that those of the "free" school have
purposely allowed the question of the validity of princi-
ple* to be exaggerated somewhat in order to start the pen-
dulum swing asm/ from tarn opposite extreme. Even those ot
the progressive education cramp admit that "we mmd general
principles by means of which to carry on the business of
life. But the business of life is not with general prin-
ciples. It is with individual, individualised exper-
Those who advocate the "determinate* methodology com-*
that the deductive approach la more effective, because
it Insist* upon substantial knowledge of the field of study
Ralph II. itowsr, In Andrews, ed., gg. cit., p. 106.
23 Jerome gatbanson, John Dewey (New York and London
:
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before lnferencea from cases
this attitude aa follows: "if the student tea Mat back-
ground ac to the prlnclplea and related experience* than
his analysis and solution of the eaae eaa he an effective
training; experience ... To Ignore consideration of the
era! prlnclplea and sssumptloaa which underlie and validate
la to lessen the usefulness of eaae dis-
tsions to the paint of nullification.*2*
In the casebook eoaplled by Oeorge R. Terry In 19*9,
a set order of classroost piosodrs is rsno—endad and the
following attitude regarding the use of principles in the
learning process la expressed:
The complete mstery of any subject
slats not only of paaaively absorbing facta and
principles, out also of analysing facts and de-
riving or applying principles. Theoretical and
general background information are essential,
ant of even greater importance la knowing when
and hew to apply then ... Although answers to
eaae problems are tentative, It la usually beat
for the teacher to indicate a decision and re-
commended course of action. To simply Indicate
"poeeibilities* leaves the student bewildered.
The recommendation any be the instructor's
opinion, a student's opinion, or the majority
opinion of the students participating in the
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of principles in tola appllc
administration ln»trac-
tion. Me hem concluded thati
A coamon experience of students is to try
to apply to a specific eaee some previously
learned theory or principle. This Is dona
with the bailor that each case aust have a
"eagle key" which will unlock all the doors
to the final "right answer, when the prin-
ciples do not work that way, It Is not sur-
prising to find the students blaming the case
either as unrealistic or as not reporting all
the facts. The fault, of course, Ilea In
part, with previous training which so largely
emphasised the ease with which generalisation
my be applied, without adequately testing
their usefulness In a real situation.
It Is Incorrect to conclude that general-
izations are useless or that they should not
be formulated. However, for the business ad-
ministrator they must be useful. If his tests
show then to be Inapplicable he had better
learn to put then aside and deal with his prob-
lem on another basis. In the ease method the
student is encouraged to fora generalisations
for the purpose of establishing a pattern or
conceptual scheme of thought within which ha
can reach decisions. For the business adminis-
trator this conceptual schema aust be a fluid
system of Ideas, for he lives la a dynamic
world. To adhere to an essentially static set
of principles, would hamper his effectiveness
as a problem-solver and decision-maker. It is
25 aeorge R. Terry, Case Problems in Business and
Industrial Management (Dubuque: W.C.Brown Co., 19*9), P. *•
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probably a sistake to assume that If ono can
only discover and apply tho "right" principles
to a specific eaao problem, tho "correct an*
swer - will follow mechanically. 2*
It baa boon pointed out that since this thesis Is con-
with the development of leadership, its primary aon-
oern In the review of the theory and characteristics of
the case method lies in the application of the technique
to the study of human relations. Many authorities would
agree that this application of the method is its moat fer-
tile field for success; some would even contend that its
only usefulness lies in its application to the study of
human relations. Barr felt that "to many persons ease
studies seem to mean merely the stringing together of facts,
objective and otherwise; they miss the fundamental char-
acter and contribution of the case study method to educa-
tion through its continuity with human lire."27
In regard to the applicability of the case method to
human relations studies, Harriet 0. Honken made the follow-
ing conclusions as a result of her experience
t
?6
Boedecker, e£. fit., p. *.
^ A. S. Barr, "The Case Study in Education, * Jour-
nal of Educational Research, Vol. 22, 1930, p. 60.
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The ease method is peculiarly applicable
to a course which deal3 with the relations of
people, regardless of context. In the vary act
of participating In discussion, responding to
ona another's Ideas or Ignoring them, denying
their validity or helping to develop then, the
students are engaging In human relations. They
have therefore In the claasroon a laboratory In
tnelr subject. There Is no such thing, as every
beginning physios student knows, aa function In
pure fomi there Is always a system that fac-
tions, r.iaiiarly there la no such thing aa co-
operation In a vacuum; there are particular
people acting together to attain certain ends.
Co-operation becomes a reality for the human
relations students aa they co-operate In anal-
ysing a case and deciding on appropriate action.
The case Is the common vehicle through which
each member relates himself to the group and
Is the topic through which Individual attitudes
are expressed •&*
The very essence of the value of sharing experiences
with others seems to find expression In the ability of an
individual to overcome resistance to self-insight. In a
recent psychological study of this trait Adorno pointed
UN
That people too often cannot see the work-
ings of society or their own role within It is
due not only to a social control that does not
tell the truth but to a "blindness ' that is
rooted in their own psychology. Although it can-
mot be claimed that psychological insight is any
guarantee of any insight into society, there is
ample evidence that people who have the greatest
difficulty In facing themselves are the least
able to see the way the world is made. Resist-
ance to self-insight and resistance to social
Harriet 0. Rentoen, In Andrews, ed., o£. clt .,
p. 60 «
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facts are contrived, most essentially, of the
same stuff .^
There seems little reason to doubt that the oaae meth-
od, if used with such an end in view, can help to develop
personal insight within members of the discussion &roup.
This is a difficult objective, and its success will vary
*ith the Individual participants and in relation to the
skill of the group leader, but self-insight seems to be a
very worthy goal in the learning process and may well be
the true key to leadership development. Glover and Hower,
in giving pointers on the use of the case method in teach*
ing administrators Included this comment
t
Far more difficult than recognising the
unatatod and unconscious assumptions of others
Is recognising assumptions of one's own. Beyond
the phase of recognising one's own assumptions
in particular cases lies that of becoming aware
of the assumptions by which one guides one's
own life and Interprets it and the world about
him. Still farther beyond lies the pensive re-
examination of these assumptions and values.
From this re-ex&saination comes emotional, as
well as logical, qualification, rejection, or
reaffirmation of these foundations of attitude
and outlook.-*
^ W. Adorno and others. The Authoritarian Personal -
ity (Hew York: Harper & Broa* 1950). p. 97&.
^ John D. Glover and fialph M. Hower, In Andrews,
ed., o£. £lt., p. 22.
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In orisntln,; to human situations It soon lilissi ob-
vious that ths parts cannot ba meaningful unlass they ara
studied In relationship to the whole; Knowledge of htssan
nature oan only be gained through an understanding of nan,
his relationship with his group contacts, and the Influence
of hla surrounding culture. Plgors and Myers labeled this
type of consideration, "situational thinking," and postu-
lated that "in trying to understand people, we need to
think about relationships among individuals, and between
individuals and the 'wholes* to which they belong.
"
3X
In the course of this search for understanding of nan-
kind, benchmarks are sought in the book of the social
scientists which oan be employed aa criteria for judgmental
decisions. Scott and Lynton have found that mythical book
to be rather sparse as regards principles which have achieved
general acceptance. However, they have set down the follow-
ing six statements which they feel summarise the theories
moat generally accepted today in the field of human rela-
1. Nan is a social animals by which is
that a very considerable part of his behavior is
Inculcated by his culture and social environment.
31 Paul Plgors and Charles A. Myers, Personnel Ad«
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but not that his Individuality is sacrificed to
the herd instinct aa is the eaae with ssy, bees
aad ante.
?. An individual's behavior la a composite
of his reflexes, trained reflexes, socially con-
ditioned habits and thought — all four. The nor-
ami response In any given situation la a response
of the whole being. This response la always a
product of heredity, plus total experiences, plus
slty for novel thought.
3. In all his complexity each individual Is
unique t but though the whole deflea quantitative
assessment, aspects of people's makeup and activ-
ities can be usefully measured.
*• A group of individuals has a distinct
character and can be considered aa a unit for
some purposes s which means that the group is
sonethins »»re than the sum of its parts, namely,
a system of relationships among individuals,
which modifies the behavior of members; but not
that It la an organism In the proper sense, In
which the parte would merely be sells of the
larger unit
.
5. A system of human relationships is a
complex balance t a change introduced into the
system will have manifold effects aa the ays tern
reachlevee an equilibrium Integrating the new
element, or seeks to regain its old equilibrium
without it.
6. The relationship between cause and effect
is always complex: ... any change Is likely to
have rarefying effects, with causae producing
symptoms and symptoms causes. 32
Dubin has reinforced this conviction that man can gain val-
uable skill in the science of dealing with his associates
3£ Jerome ?, Seott and R. P. Lynton, In Andrews,
ed., o£. clt ., p. 256.
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study of human organisation. Ho sontends that the
stata of our knowledge about the formal organisations of
society has reached the point where we have "both system-
atic knowledge and reinforced Insights. It should be pos-
sible to distill out of the fund of human knowledge a systei
of principles — theory. If you will — about human organ-
isations."^
Those accustomed to the seeming exactitude of the
principles of physical science will contend that conclu-
sions such as those presented In the preceding paragraph
do not form a logically consistent system. It Is true that
such principles cannot be expressed In mathematical terms
,
and It is questionable whether they will ever reach the
degree of concreteness known in the field of physical
science. However, the acceptance of the theory of relativ-
ity seems to make the contrast one of degree of exactness
rather than one of general vs. unique. Stein has expressed
the meaning of this difference as it relates to the study
of public administration aa follows
t
Tbm primary difference seems to be a question
of manageable variables. At least to the layman
33
(lew York i Prentice-Hall, Inc., >1), p. v
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It ampsers that the problems of physical science
•an be so Isolator for practical purposes that all
tho relevant variables oaa be determined with pre*
elslon. In dealing with the Materials of the so-
cial sciences, the problem* are so Infinitely more
complex that all the relevant variables cannot be
effectively Isolated or precisely determined. In
eoneequenoe, generalisation for the student of pub-
lic administration is far lose definitive than
for the student of physios or chemistry.
There is a further important respect in which
illsatlon differs in the two kinds of science,
facta of the physical scientists* world are
itlally neutral and unaffected by criticism:
no wars will be waged, no hearts broken over the
digits set down when the value of pi is determined
to another hundred places past the decimal point
j
nor do the physical properties of uranium change
when an article is written about them. But the
facta with which the social scientist deals are
in themselves loaded with values, and susceptible
of reaction. 3*
It follows naturally from the above conclusions concern-
ing the nature of human relations principles that social
values will exert a major influence upon group and indiv-
idual behavior patterns. Both local and external social
codes must be studied and applied before uee of principles
earn be meaningful in human relations studies. It has been
found that the case method can take these codes into consid-
eration if the group attitude developed permits acceptance
of such factors in the discussions. Ulrich has commented
esi this relationship as follows s
HJ Stein, o£. clt ., p. xxill*
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Few catts osn be unravelled very far be-
fore aatters of objectively established fact
lead to questions of interpretation and Judg-
ln turn de-
-lying social values held
by the person studying too ease. Critics of
the oase method say that since it deals with
only one ease situation at a time, it offers
the student no opportunity to recognise the
general social problems implicit in toe whole
series
.
mis Imitation is not inherent In the
ease method . To be sure, the student will have
no opportunity to raise questions about social
value , if the teacher feels that such questions
lie outside the scope of discussion. In turn,
the teacher 1 s willingness to hear the students
depends on his willingness to subject his own
values to critical scrutiny, the stimulus for
deeper social thinking by the student nay cose
either from student or teacher, but it must be
accepted by the teacher within the working eon-
text of the course. With skilled instructors,
a student nay bring his preoccupations about
soolal values to bear upon virtually any ease,
is nay recognise the Units to his own perspec-
tive and acquire deeper insights. Thus he can
relate questions of value to problems of action,
Instead of dealing with then in a vacuum. 35
In the chapter on the nature of leadership it was pointed
out that proficiency in the science of human relations is
one of the requisites of military leadership* It is also
to be recalled that the basic conviction which motivated
this study was the need for a formal program tor officers
in the navy which would develop personal insight and






scientific problem-solving ability In tin taMB relations
field.
Arthur K. Davis, a sociologist who ssrvsd as an offlo-
or in the navy during the war, made a study after his re-
turn to civil life that offered seme Interesting conclu-
sions. These conclusions strongly aspport the attitude that
there Is a definite need in the navy for the introduction
of sons leavening factor which will open the institutional
ind to a broader concept of leadership. His specific hy-
pothesis wast
The effective performance of the Manifest
functions of a Military bureaucracy required a
certain type of occupational discipline and for-
ami organisation; these in turn tend to create
inherent pressures toward recession of goals
,
occupational ritualism, and professional insula-
tion; which in turn may alter the actor's defini-
tion of the situation so as to impair systematic-
ally his effectiveness in carrying put the mani-
fest functions of the bureaucracy,3o
He concluded that there Is considerable evidence from the
navy officer corps which affirms his hypothesis and which
helps to explain why conventional career soldiers have fre-
omently roe isted essential innovations like automatic fire-
arms, tanks, air power, and the unified command.37
3* Arthur K. Davis, In Dubln, o£. clt ., p # 3*3.
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Before proceeding to a study of the oharaotcrlstic& of
the out method in action, there is one final baaie aapoct
which should ba considered — that ia its treatment of fac-
tual knowledge. At first glance it would appear that this
does not provide for any traaafar of factual know*
i, but a daapar consideration shows that there ia actual'
ly a unique opportunity presented ia the study of oases to
motivate the students to the learning of an even larger
amount of textbook type material than la found in the con*
vantional approach. Ia the study of caaea, the students
deal with knowledge in the context of lta use by the people
in the caae and in the olaeeroom to neet the needs of the
situation. For most, it creates an incentive to acquire
knowledge, since the student eaa continually perceive hie
need for knowledge in dealing with problems requiring ac-
tion. 3^ Boedecker expreeaed this aspect of the caae ap-
proach aa followsi
Caaea, of course, contain technical informa-
tion in the sane sense that textbooks do. But
cases go further than textbooks. The case prob-
lem presents a strong motivation for seeking
nsnkirsmad Information and knowledge. Informa-
tion sought for specific reasons is better based
than that which is "learned* because it may be
helpful someday when you are out of school. 39
^8 Ulrica, loo. elt.
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Characteristics of the Case Method
The case method MMlitt of considerably sort than the
ssslgneent of c&Mfl and the application of techniques far
conducting discussions. If proporly used* It involves a
rathar difficult nethodology in which tha rola of the teach*
er, tha rola of tha studant, and tha proaaaa of decision*
naking mut ba nutually undaratood and carefully observed.
Ona basic oonaldaratlon la tha necessity for realisation by
both tha teacher and tha atudenta that students will not
acquire new understanding until they are ready to do so.
"they cannot superinpose new attitudes upon existing ones.
The process requires change of the existing structure.
Change oust occur especially in certain attitudes that
function as obstacles to learning. These attitudes take
any fonts, according to tha personality of the Individual
•40
*
The process of attitude-changing occurs beat In an
which Is not only student-centered but also one
in which a motivating rapport baa been established. Tha
good instructor in the ease aystee will realise and adnlt
that he has no monopoly on Ideas. He will soyoui egs his
40 Blrieh. loc. cit.
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students to Joint offort la too quoit for knowledge, putting
forth Ideas of his own only when It lo appropriate for hin
to do so aa a member of the discussion group, and than with
tested along with thoae of email student.
Vhen the students do not promptly bring 99
the points ha considers inpertant, ha realats
the tesiptatlon to "lot go" and lecture at then,
for he recognises that they can learn only at
the level where they are, not at the level whore
ha would Ilka then to be. He remains sensitive
to clasa moods, continually Judging where to
turn hi8 attention next among the students, whan
to develop or drop a subject under dissuasion
and whan to drop one oaae for another, With
the proper leadership, studesat-to*teacher recita-
tion should give way to mora and more frequent
discussions among students, with the instructor
acting aa a participant or aa an obeereer of the
discussion process.*1
Same of thoae at Harvard would insist that the instructor
should rarely, if ever, drop the role of the observer, but
this attitude does not seen to be generally shared.
In the Internet of pursuing the contrast in opinions
concerning the role of the teacher, some other attitudes
will be cited. Returning to the student•centered concepts
of Rogers, the following role is prescribed for the leader
i
Initially the leader has nueh to do with
setting the mood or climate of the group ex-
41
Ulrica, o£. clt ., p. 30.
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by his own basic philosophy of trust
la tho group* which Is oesnsunlcated in
•
tho leader helps to elicit sad clarify tho
of tho sabers of tho olass accepting
all alas.
tho student desire to lawle-
ss tho motivational f<
•
to organise sad aake easily
available all resources which tho students aay
wish to uoo for their own learning.
Be regards blaseif as a flexible resource to
be utilised by the group la tho ways which sees
aost aaaalagful to then, insofar as ho oaa so
coafortable operating la those ways,
la rsopscaling to oapffoeilsas froa tho group,
ho accepts both tho Intellectual content sad the
emotionalised attitudes, endeavoring to give each
aspect tho approalaate degree of sayhe Is which
It has for the Individual and tho aremp.
as the exceptant classrooa climate bscoaos
established, tho leader is able to change his
role and be Boas a participant, a msmbsr of the
group, expressing his views as those of one la*
dividual only.
Is remains alert to expressions indicative of
feeling and whoa these are voiced* ho en-
'r^p wm^wvs c wmc^^s ^v^^^^m^s^^^p • m u^w^b vposjsw ew^Hs^s^^Be^e^sscs ^w
point of view, sad to aosaninlcste this typo of
charged with emotion, he tends to maintain a
neutral and understanding role, in order to give
acceptance to tho varied feelings which exist*48
1 somewhat similar attitude to that of hogers and
which Is less self-abnegating than that hold by tho Glover
and Hower group at Harvard is expressed by Oragg as fallows*
BO
Carl Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy (Boston a Mow
Mifflin Co., 1950), p. *0S.
«s* «&»« tea *2iiah$7Q 00 yieraafc.'-
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the oast eyetea, the instruetor's role
le to ooolgn mat emeee for discussion, to eet ee
eeaber of too group aolagotod to
arguaentatlve thinking, end to guide die-
by ale own contributions end questions to-
point* or aajorloporteaeei end, if bo chooses,
aTaj» aaesa»*J an e Aivwa JAW A VeVh %#e« veeay ™ •wW|rve>e»oo' o»Ow«HPeo
hove boon threshed out before him. Too ejoro pow-
erful ore too etudont ersoooote, too beevler la
the burden on too instructor) ho oust understand
end evaluate each contribution, aany of which ore
to hlsi, regardless of bov thoroughly bo boo
tee or bov 0007 tlaee he baa used
theei with previous elaeeee. To the Instructor,
every class meeting le a now problem and a now op*
portanlty both to learn and to help others to
The Important question under those clr-
<e»or tasr v ^eanav ojaaqpe* a*aemm ovwaaaaayajaa) j^s^^raaarayay a>aaa>
instructor, but whether bo eon either support bis
of others la the group , or, falling to do
so, eon aeeept cooperatively the aerlte of hie
antagonists • reasoning. -
Toad bold a aore authoritarian view than that of
for applying the eaae method to business. Bis concept of
the loader's role wast
In short, put Individuals into a problem sitae-
woeaap qa^ajMbaaay aaaaa afaa#waa
^^sT awee*»%oaa a*aoam^y ^r^waaaaa*—maya*
altemativei stir then by the prompting of a
strong desire to got themselves out of a diffi-
culty j than help by suggesting too relative
aorlts of the alternatives which they are con-
sidering to show bow one particular line of ac-
tion seems likely best to fulfill their deelree;
and, finally, got them to try It out. This la the
formula for the executive leader who would put hie
people through •» effective learning process**4
*3 Charles I, ill egg In Andrews, ed«, og* cit., p. 7*
** Toad, o£. e£t„, p. 70.
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Again, the conclusions of BMisahor seea to provide
the boot synthesis of the two wtfn which a ease
follow t
tooehor aust listen carefully to what atu-
say ...to boor —Mittp expressed in feel-
ings owl attitudes ... TIM skill of the
roots la lifting up these nosnlngg so st
oob r-TTlr* thee and learn about the*.
Secondly, the teacher should remain silent
Ions enough to allow students to express their
ideas . . . if he firmly believes that students
have a responsibility for learning, toon no oust
the firmer 1 1ml t v for thou to exercise that
ilbility.
Thirdly, the teaohor must, through the oxer*
oise of groat skill, create an environment in
union students are anoenraged to verbalise at
TuniLtli tuo ideas that they tend to express in
abbreviated fern. In general, this means that
the dignity of the student oust be respected,
that his ideas are not to bo sarcastically ridi-
culed, and that his intellectual contribution,
even though not overwheloing In importance, is
recognised as having led in sous nay to under-
uwuFunouun uujeay e#^i^e*uv<a^^Bo iw ursieas unmanasasow o
Fourthly, those oho teach with cases oust
Jk>u> uua ue v%f umnous <f maaacmujF easOmae* AgT uyeguy 4Ma>wusuaok a- ei^ nrus<s*^nus
• eajsJroamrueaViet^T uv,ujjn» • v#Uaaa*Mai u*oaar uuuFuu^e'UouWs goo ^ewa wle*JpO* avuy
to be gained and uueh loot by trying to estab-
lish the teacher as a Dental superior who any ho
appealsd to in unport of opinions or actions,
• • • <» " «ouf u^ur^^^e* owe ^wms> ^^ao^e*^r ea ^aeeuugaeoua <swpa^a •• ^erap ^u#>a m^^PHia
aatsh the collective capacities of a class to
see all the facets of a ease,*?
m^^s e —#*^«» j/*%r 4bS-« e» ^e^ae» oo* ^e^eMH^^Faae^^niu avasflfc aeeu ^B^a^seo^^a^p ^p^e^i^w* ^w ^e ^p»#
the role of the toaenor Is the probability that a certain
*5 Boedecker, o£. eit., p # t.
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it of mwiillH will be required by iqm of the stu-
a» ft natural by-product of the student-centered rolo
oroduoov ft sow experience for many of them. It boo
generally boon concluded that too counseling rolo can bo
carried out more effectively by some administrative official
the teacher, but in many instances tboro will bo
otbor than tho teacher to whoa too studont may
turn* In oo—anting aa tail adjunct of too caac system, aa
it affoota tho studont. Fox baa aaldt
of bla basic difficulties la found as a rule
to bo his failure to realists that tho oaao aothod
la attempting to lneroaao bla power of analysis
and simultaneously ia requiring that he oaae to
knew his own stren&ths and limitation*. In this
process the instructors are not fulfilling the
role that be expects of then, namely, sorting out
the lapoi'tsnt from the unimportant • Rather, they
ine a whole range of areas and reach their own
Often the student la especially upset by the
claiming that these men never give them any aa*
ewers at all* The studont ia ueually also both-
ered by what he calls the amount of class time
question, why oeea the Sebool permit this to hap*
pen, The amount of time that Is required to re-
orient successfully the aaa in tale group varies
widely, but the minimum is between tan and fifteen
hours and some eases may require up to thirty
hourft , without this attention we know that these
nan will not only fall to develop themselves aa
they should but in many instances will begin to
retard Use growth of some of their fellow stu-
dents, and it has bean known that they have aa*
109
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versely affooted the progress of e whole
tioa.**
Mr the student, •aim—ss to tho case aetaed is usual-
ly a now experience whleh la quit* different from any pre-
vious m^miw to the ovulational process. Bo oust
to ask questions of hlaself which heretofore have
asfcod by too teacher. So east observe what la solas
*UOU vN ^a^^V f—* <*^0 IPO^^O ev^^^^V^^ ^ * Ow^O^^^BJ S> Vw wO ee-ea^e flS ^^^^ ^W •^••ww OR09
to relevance, authenticity, sad saotleaal loading! thou they
eust bo organised la such a fashion that the basic problea
to bo solved sea bo Identified, when too probleo has boon
refined, tho foots oust bo evaluated la too light of that
probloo sad a tentative solution fOiioulatod, to bo tested
by tho synthesis of experience Inherent la tho discussion
Tho student or conference aoabsr oust learn to listen
to what other group aoaiciri have to say without a pre-foreed
ooaolusloa which resists intrusion* Us oust overooae re-
sistance to iasisbt la order bettor to evaluate his owa
prejudices sad culture and their influence oa his preblea-
solvias ability . Xa a word, he aaat sain a now appreciation
John B. Fox, la Andrews, ed«, oj>» clt., p. 46.
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of the fallibility of his own mmIwImm and a
wlndsdtoess toward hearing and seeeptlng the valid conclu-
sions of others.
In addition to tho teacher's rolo and too student 1 *
role, consideration uustbt given to tho structure of tho
anna. Tho skill with which tho oaao natorlal is gathered
and rooordod probably has mooch offoot on tho outeone of
tho entire pregran as any othor oloaont involved. That, ban*
ever, is a study in ltsolf and is beyond tho scope of this
thesis. All that needs to be clarified here in relation to
sasos ia tho definition and function thereof* One concept
which is appropriate to this study eenslders a ease to bet
A erystalllsed set of facts, a report of an
episode, taken fron a real-life business situ-
ation Involving people. It preseini a problen
or series of problems for consideration by the
stuient. In the sense that snare ia nore than
one useful or workable course of action which
students choose* a eaae has no single correct
"solution* or "answer, * The function of the
Is to peso a situation is which facta.
opinions, and Judgment are in conflict. The con-
flict leads to analysis* decision and action.*?
The process by which a&rsssnmt and autual understanding
la achieved presents one of the neat complex elements of the
esse technique. The procedure which should be followed by
the Individual in attacking s esse problen has beam expressed
«—*—***% loc. cit.
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by Peterson and Plowan aa follows
t
1. Ht mt visualixs ths present situation
as related to ths basis principle or principles
that have boss developed.
2. la Bust visualise ths manner la wnieh ap-
plication of ths basic principle will bs odlfisd
In ths partlsular oass or situation* * raoodants
help by indiosting what modification
sary in particular circumstances.
3* Hs nust visualise what now circumstances
ara praaant in ths currant problsn which will toad
to strengthen or defeat the Implications of the
ths individual's solutions ara shared in the caaa
there mist exist an atmosphere which permits
exproseion of reeling* "we should expect that
there la greater correspondence between what ambers
say and wnat they intend tossy, when msmbsrs are willing to
aake avails to the group their real attitudes , creative
Ideas, and true feelings, than It la more possible that
mutual understandings will be developed* **9
Another problem which will plague even the experienced
eaae instructor will be the decision aa to how much time to
allow for diseuaaion of each point, Surname* in educational
*
: Elmore Peterson and E.G. Plowman, Business Organisa-
tion and Mithj i (Chieagc hard D. Irs
P.
*9 Gordon in Carl angers, o£. clt., /. 330, Saw
appendix B alao for a diseuaaion of the relative value of
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matter covered, rather then the amount uncovered. There le
much to be said la favor of allowing considerable Hsxibllity
In the tlae ssmommle la oaee discussions, stein hae cxprsssod
the conclusion of public administration ease teachers on
this problem as follows*
One other conclusion at those who have been
testing the eaaea la the classroom may deeerve
mention beret the desirability of allowing
in each assigned ease, aad, to the maximum ex-
tent feasible, the desirability of allowing
enough flexibility In the course curriculum to
permit some variation from schedule In the lem*fc
of time actually devoted to the assigned cases
..if the educational function la to be ful-
filled, the students' questions , whether wise
or naive, must mot be suppressed j they may be
unanswerable beeause our k»£4iedg* Is laxdafipbe,
but the elucidation of why a question la unan-
swerable la In itself a useful exercise.
Jtiscussion, and for avoiding any rigid appropria-
tion of claaa time to each case, Is the newness of
the technique to students of coping with cl&saroeB
materials In which their chief task Jb to solve
problems dealing with human beln&s.
a word of caution is appropriate at this point, lest
issue be oversold* aome amy conclude trm the emphasis
upon a client-centered technique and the inatattames that
the teacher be merely a member of the grottm rather than a
of answers that there is no place for lecture In the




at any time. Fuller has offered a valuable de-
finition of the vinique plaoe of the lecture la the oaae meth-
od and a delineation of the pattern of its structure:
Ho «atcer what spar—eh ha sates, the instruct-
or will do well to indicate that his remarks are
oaly one nan's way of putting together what seemed
important to hln in the class development. Be will
offer his lecture as a sample or the kind of tulnk-
he will encourage the students to make their own
efforts to apply this thinking not oaly to the
eourec work out to other facets of their live*. In
this wsy the instructor serves a two-fold needi
first he gives the students some leads about how
to put together a variety of factors that have
emerged In a specific situation (the course) i he
he Is satisfylag a vary real need of his own* as
a mowcor of the social system that Is the class,
the Instructor has certain purposes am- reelings.
If his relationship with his students has been
properly developed, he can respect these purposes
and express these feelings from time to time with-
out being considered authoritarian and without tak-
ing from the students the initiative they must ex-
ercise to make this kind of course a success .51
Experience at Harvard has revealed that there are at
least five different approaches which students use In "solv-
ing" cases. These have seen referred to ass
1. the ^ho-deae-it f* approach — rind the evidence*
locate the guilty party, and mete out pualshmen
S. The "What is the problem?* approach — the inclina-
tion to dismiss the case at the outset if "the problem* is










3. The Ne don»t have enough infonsation',
to speculation rather than analysis;
ma *ls It true?" iifi iMh — inataad of "Why are
things inportant whether they are true or not?"j
The "favorite thesis" approach — naarattar1 ia<1 by
the type of attitude that aaya "This la clearly a ^roblen
of lack of two-way oo—inlo&tlona, and aanajenent should do
seeething about it."52
When the student cones to the point ef recognition of
Use bias which produces one of the five stereotyped approach-
es, he begins to realise that "we all look at the world
through our own particular pair of glasses # with one lent
labelled 'attitudes 1 and the other 'aacunptions.' The as-
terial fron which these lenses are ground Is, of course, our
experience, education, personal history, snd so on. whether
the glasses aid or Inhibit our way of looking at the world,
ta«.,.r. mmm on how w. b». —talLt.« th~. thlnga.^3
To oonpiete the discussion of the characteristics ef
the eass nethod it is necessary to consider the objections











with Its un. Probably the moat usual complaint la that tha
case appeare unrealistic or incomplete to the student. 'litis
earn be a valid objection If the oaae has not bean oarefully
and professionally drawn fresi a real Ufa situation,
complaint will still be raised by isany even whan the
hare been wall prepared , in thia event the student must be
to realise that never does one have all of the facta;
m*ap oj^dPni %^^e^s» awBj^^ wnssi sumnunujp snaMmv^uemjM9s> v w
with an appraalatlon of the limitations involved.
In a sense, this adds additional value to the eaaa approach,
la that it emphasized a real-life situation which the stu-
dent mist learn to face.
Another objection to the eaaa 1teeIf which la often
raised is that It la either so complex that it causes the
student to beBene lost in the aaaa of eonplloated factors,
or it is so "pruned" that It presents only a single Issue —
a situation which can not be true to life. 5* This again is
a problem of proper case preparation which this study will
not pursue.
Probably the major objectIon to the eaaa method is its
apparent slow pace when compared with the chapter-a-day type
of educational process, The need for thorough dHoneilom
5 Flgors and Myers, oj> clt ., p. 323.
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* perulsslve attitude toward student's
dlsewseed earlier; It is obvious that this
Yet, many or thoao who have taught both the
and the ease method feel that real learning oan
at a batter paoa in the latter program despite the
apparent slownees of advance
.
Heat of the other objections which have bean raised a*
ri«e free abases on the part of the instructor. It has bean
found that aore individual attention snast be paid the stu-
dents than ia generally necessary in other nethods. Their
individual shortcomings must be recognised and corrected in
order for the* to develop confidence In themselves.55 pm*.
theraore. If the instructor insists that ha has the right
and only answers and conceives his duty to Involve pounding
those answers Into the students, the unique characteristics
of the system will be perverted, awl the opportunity for
analyslB of the facta Is denied t<% them.-*"
A few pointers have beam given by soma instructors who
have use j the aaaa method under a number of different oir-
5
- J. r« Manildl, "Case Method of Teaching on the
Senior Level,' 9 Journal of Engineering Education , Vol* 41 1
June 1951, P. 5417
Gragg, o£, cit.
, p. 9. See Apaamtfw B also for a
discussion of limitations of the ease amthea*
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to be applicable to this
1. Require written reports to bo prepared by the stu-
ln order to insure that they work out the solution in
their own mind.
t. Alloa and encourage amitmum participation la dia-
sussIons and full coverage of each case, within a reasonable
tlae limitation.
3. Provide at least a two hour session for eash meet-
*. Restrict the group to around twenty members. (How*
sver, at Harvard Graduate Business School a minimum of kO
per group la desired.)
5. In a formal sohool program, vary the choice and se-
of oases eaeh semester to discourage a tendeaey to-
ward "pat" answers.
6. The classroom preeedurs should be varied frequently.
Purposeful use of visual aids and apeelal techniques such
as role-playing can be very effective at times.
7. nstssssead and encourage outside reading as It la
by the students, rather than as a required
57 Kxeerpted from Glover and Hower In Andrews , ed.,
i. cit., p. 19t and Manlldi, oj>. cit. # p. 5©^.
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in view of the fact that this study la oat going Into
tba details of caao construction, it does not see* appro-
priate to include a eomplete sample out, Attention la la-
vlted, however, to tha firot ease, "Baker Advsrtising Agen-
cy" given an page 387 of Dubln's now oaeebook, Bemen Role-
tlona In AdmlniatretIon , In addition to tha eaaa itself
,
verbetlu recording* of two different elaaa dlacussloao am
are given, Fran a study of thaaa sample elaaa die-
Dubln point* out three leportant points to note:
1. There la no "answer" to the case. The
groups ease to different conclusions.
2. , . , Tha esjphaais la on finding out haw
things have reached their preeent state of af-




a Whan you aak how a situa-
tion caste into being, your answer nuat a* couehad
In terns of understanding .«• when yon aak why
a situation la as It la, your answer is in terns
of goner*11 cation* or principles that interre-
late variables
. ...
3. You will aee that the analytical nethod
ha* two general parte. The first general atep
in a case analysis is to sort out and discuss
the aeparate and distinct elanents of the situa-
tion. The aeeead atep la to order and-,integrate
these elements into a coherent wfcole,-1
This chapter has reviewed the background, theory, and
iterlstles of the ease nethod of Instruction* It nan
been noted that this is not a new nethod nor one which la







••fined to any tingle educational area. It Is primarily
• student-centered technique which employs a sclentific
problem-solving process of reasoning. Though vicarious In
nature, there is learning by doing, and an 1—artiste goal
is provided by the necessity of evaluating facts and opin-
in order to identify and "solve* the basie problems
in the oases.
Approach to a ease solution nay be Inductive, deduc-
tive, or a combination of both, •smarting chiefly upon the
point in the learning sequence at which the case Is Intro-
duced. The scientific method Is primarily inductive, but
for most effective balance the two processes mist supple-
Mint one another.
There are two major schools of thought regarding sago
methodology, the division being concerned basically with too
part which principles should play In the learning process
and the procedure which should be followed in teaching spe-
cific principles. The "free" type of methodology contends
that there is no one best answer to any case and that prin-
ciples are merely words unless they become a part of one's
thought and behavior. In the "determinate" approach the
leader attempts to guide the group toward a best solution






have substantial knowledge of tht field of study bc-
foro infofssms fron esses oro attenpted. Tho synthesis
of tboso two oatrinss night bo designates tho "experimental
'
sparoash. It would accept too axist toos of valuable
allzatlens, but only in too dynenlo sense that oaoi
plo nust bo tostod la too oontoxt of a real situation be-
foro it oaa bo applied meaningfully in too prososs of solv-
ing roal-llfo problems.
Tho oaoo tochninuo appears to offor special applicabil-
ity to too study of tauoma rolatlono by virtue of too foot
that tho oaoo discussions are hissan relations laboratories
in tbonesIves. Through learning to share experiences and
to reason with others, the student can develop hie senses of
perception in a dual range. Hot only can he learn to bear
and osteon nore acutely what his associates have to contrib-
ute to the group process, but also his own resistance to
self-insight oaa be reduced to the point that Ingrown pre-
judices are leavened enough to allow a nore objective so-
W & «*> w*env^# ^N^in^sme^pnpne wteJm wUsWf*^j^w e
The present state of nan*s knowledge of acceptable
principles in the social sciences Is still meager and large-
ly controversial, nevertheless, nany feel that so long as
principles are recognised as generalisations which
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are loaded with changeable social valuta and are mot law
piled aa lasnitable lava in an attempt t© structure the
livee of men, than there will be meaaurable reward reeult-
lnc from a study of tba foraml and informal orsanls&tlona
of society and the oodas of values which stssi therefrom.
An understanding of the existence and effect of both taa
loaal and external culture influences upon human relationa
is ana or tha prinary aims of studies in sociology, and one
which tha caaa aethod, by nature, appears to satisfy better
other educational devices.
need for sous neana of ovaroomlng, or at least
;, the detrimental effects of bureaucracy in the
navy has been demonstrated. Certain natural outgrowths of
the institutional mind, such aa occupational rltuallsn and
professional insulation, tend to impair tha naval officer's
ultimate effectiveness in fulfilling the retirements iav-
peesd by the formal institution* In other words, the milit-
ary organisation, whloh beat achieves its aims through open-
1 nitsitnsee mad flexibility toward maw developments and new
ideas, by its rigid nature also develops a stereotype lead-
er who resists the plasticity of mind which will acoept new
innovations in any area*
The moat critical characteristics of the caaa method
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to be. the nature of the class atmosphere, the rolo of
the teacher, the role of tha student, tht aaaa structure,
and the method of reaching mutual grcsmant In eaae discus-
elona.
tha process of attaining skill in the art of human re*
lations is largely a matter of developing a plasticity of
mind which will allow attitudes to be changed readily* This
development has been found to occur best in a student-cen-
tered at—sphere which views the classroom process as one
of mutual effort rather than one of mere one-way absorption*
The seed case teacher should regard himself ss a moder-
ator and a catalyst, a flexible source rather than an oracle
with the one and only right answer. He learns to listen to
what each member of the group has to say and attempts to
develop the same trait in each of them* His contributions
to the discussion must be reserved until the group process
has prepared the group for them, and then presented in a
manner which will allow testing and evaluation by the stu-
dents
, He need not be self-abnegating, but he must be
humble and must exhibit the flexibility of mind which he
is attempting to develop in the students.







to May aeoaetomed only to
He must realise that itliilMwUnd learning oarries with
it a aiath greater responsibility than ha haa known before.
Ha mast aak questions of blaaalf walo* heretofore have al-
ways baaa salted by the teacher. Ha must laarn to bear hla
aaaooiataa with an jgsaasiH of alad whlafa will spotlight hla
aaa prejudices and deviations from objective reasoning. Ay
thia proaaaa, ha aaat ovorsons raalataaaa to soIf-insight,
ao that ha aaa aaaaaaafally change hla own behavior la ad-
dition to prescribing changes for the characters in taa
studied.
Taa aaaaa themselves auat present aa objectively aa
poaalble an authentic reporting of taa happenings
of a real-life episode, complete with feelings expreaaed and
aaaial atmosphere prevailing, Taey aaat be elaple enough In
atruetare to avoid creating cooplate ©oofus Ion la the atu-
.dent's alnd, yet complex eaoagh to embody more than a single
"pruned" problem.
The oroeeas of decision-making by taa group aaat be
guided bat not coerced. It aaat allow relatively complete
discussion of all points In each case, relying on group mo-
tivation toward solution of the case problems to provide
taa monitoring nasassary to stay Mlthin time limitations.
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Change-offace aunt be allowed mad catoaraged thraagn the
purposeful use of lecture, visual aids* role-playing and
other techniques whloh art oaaaaaed la context by tlM
Hoat of the objection* ralaad against the caae ayetea
of teaching etaa froa abases aa the part of the teacher.
There la ae doubt bat that the technique will be auch acre
affective If oaapetent dlaeaaalon leadership la provided,
nevertheless, there aaaaa to be nothing lneuraountable In
the role of the instructor, and consequently aa reaeon to
believe that caae teaching could not aaeeaed without pro*
lentation. If both the group leaner aad the
attain aa adequate understanding of the gen-
eral theory aad characteristics of the eaaa aethod aad take
full adventage of specific procedural rules aad pointers,
such as those given earlier In this chapter. It should of-
fer untold possibilities for successful application to any
learning situation In which the substantive natter can be
In the fora of real-life cases.




ANT WUmm OF Tlil: OAJU JTTHOI 0.* IN^TUCTIOK
TIM theory and characteristics of the oase method of
teaching have been studied, and different versions of too
toahnlsus have boon noted end compared, in this chapter
NM of the uses nade of the case technique in too fields
of education, business, sad the military will be discussed.
esse Method in Education
It was noted in the disouasion of the background of
the case Method that Harvard University had served as the
into almost every field of education and over a large part
•f the Batted tates. ft brief account will be given at
this point of the results which have been recorded over the
natter, with particular emphasis upon the experiences at
Within the reala of institutional education the
method has been tested and found successful in the teaching
of a vast mmaber of subjects. Uses and results noted in
the areas of teaching, psychology, public administration,
Ml
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relatione will be discussed. Ml of
applications of the oaae teemnlque have employed a
atudent-oento?*<l approach with eases providing the basic
auhatantlve matter for discussion, bat sjqihomology baa varied
to—1durably aswg the various users.
Studies have shown that general results of studemt-een-
tered group training experience lnelude "marked chances in
attitudes toward others, increased undoarctendings of self,
aad Increased clarity of goals."1 Fffectiveneso of the car-
iy-cver of these changes into aotual behavior will dapaad
to a great extent upon the Individual and the motivational
factors operating, Ulrieh has defined this limitation ae
follows:
Vhile classroom discuesion undoubtedly brings
about cbanges in students 1 attitudes and Increases
their capacity for diecriminating Insights and Judg-
ments, it is difficult to identify any direct con-
nection between these change and the students* ac-
tual skill in situations requiring administrative
action. If the student maJcee a conscious effort
to bring newly gained understanding to bear upon
events outside the classroom, be earn modify and
adapt his behavior accordingly. On the other hand,
it is possible for a student to keep what he has
obtained in class at a purely verbal level and to
continue with his pattern of responses to aotual
events unchanged. Much more needs to be known
1 Thomas Sorden In Jarl Rogers, Client-Centered
Therapy (Boston a Mew Yeriu Houghton Mifflin Co., 1951),
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about the factors motivating actual obamge la be-
havior aa a result of odaoatlon la this area,
sentially, there U aa doubt that
oa students* •using tba need for it.'
Aa early aa 1923 the oaao method aaa tested experiment,
ally at tho University of Illinois in a sourae in "Special
Methods in Teaching Agriculture." One aactloa was taught
by the aaao method and another by the conventional lecture,
text-book, discussion method. Although the experiment was
crude and amay variables could not be controlled, a final
test given to the two groups resulted in a batter showing
for the case group. The investigator, Aretes Nolan, eon-
eluded that in the study of cases the students developed
auii of pedagogical reasoning, discrimination, and Judg-
ment which would carry over aore auamessfully to practice
than that gained by the group studying only theory .
as a result of a teat of the technique conducted in a
' college* Diana Sperle concluded in 1933 thats
1* ctudents grow In ability to recognise,
analyse, and aolvo problem* in their teaching
situation.
2 David if. Ulrica, in Kenneth E # Andrews, editor, Tba
Case Method of Teaching Human cletlom* and Administration
(to be published in 1952), P. 31.
Aretag b*« Kolar., "The Case Method in the : tudy of
Teaching with Special Hofarouse to Vocational Agriculture, *
(?fe« D, Dissertation, University of Illinois , l?2^) t p« a*
Hi
mm* t js£X«u8 a*ftnU %«»ta§£tmMt *0? ,^w^ mum art* wt
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2. Students take an active and
tire part la their own profeatlonal and
aonal development.
3. Students develop leadership and in-
telligent foUouership through let glvetnO
take relationshipc aat up by tola technique.
k. The prograu of training la nade noi-e
Meaningful by the uae of eaae problems that
are contribute* from ton student-teaching field.
5. Canpua oonfereneee In whloh the sain ac-
tivities are baaed on the eaae prooleus en-
countered during the intervening period are
6. The college couraes of Inetruetion are
fact.*
A raeent application of the oaae method to toe study
of ohlid and adolescent; psychology has been reported by
Griffiths and Hobday at Ohio state University. They eon-
eluded from their uae of the technique that it taught the
student* to develop principles rather than to acquire a
gloncratlon of unrelated facta. The uae of ease* seemed to
set the need for liberalising a professional course, and
they found that the enthusiastic acceptance of the technique
given by the students far exceeded their nope* .5
* ciana B. 3|»erle, "The Cane Method Technique in Fro-
fenstonal «?r issertatlon. Teachers College
,
Columbia Vhivoralty, 1933)* P. 6
Daniel E. Griffiths and Arthur F. Hobday, *A Hew
Kind of Case Study," Educational Research Bulletin, College
of Education, Ohio State University, January 16, 1953,
pp. 19-23.
•%M y/ptfttf
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to develop aa attitude which has roes for both dispas-
sionate analysis and critical Judgment. Thay act aa a cor-
rective for prematura and cock-sure generalisations. "If
the Individual aaaa Invites cautions generalisation and pro-
vine* touchstones against willoh to teat prior speculation
and hypothesis, the case collection opens up a far larger
opportunity for such discipline.
Even son* teachers of the physical aoienoen have used
the case approach. Nanlldl has reported that Carnegie In*
atltute of Technology now usee oaaea in both graduate and
under-gradnate engineering instruction, with emphasis on
the technical features of the problems. General Electric
Company's Advanced Training Program has used the ease method
for a number of years now; thle might be Interpreted aa a
recognition by industry that the normal engineering program
at universities is leaking in this type of training.7
Aa has been noted earlier, the moat widespread and
probably the moat effective use of the oaae technique
* Harold stein, editor, Public Administration and
Policy Development (Ken York s Hareourt, Co.. 7*52),
p. xxvl.
7 J. ?. Nanlldl, "Case method of Teaching on the
Senior Level,* Journal of Engineering Edmeatlon (Vol. 41,
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been In the teaching of human relatione. Dubin has
eluded from his experiences in thi vn of easea that It
Ml Inductive basis for arriving at general 1satleaf
aa understanding of the behavior that we sail adminis-
tration. He feels that Joint analysis of eases gives one
a great deal wore Insight Into his own thinking, and the
of working together with others in
a
of a ease develops respect for other people.
of the pioneers In the use of the oase method In
relations was
e\ B. Ponham, former dean of the Graduate Sehool of Business
Administration at Harvard. As a result of ever twenty years
experience he concluded that ease study develops essential
habits , skills, ami capacity to form Judgments on dlveree
factual situations In addition to markedly stimulating the
student's Interest In the educational process,^ as a col*
lateral result, he noted that "a far larger percentage of
° Robert Dubln, Human Relations In Administration
(Sew Yorki Premtiee-Beii, ins., i9*i)» *• ^T
o
Wallace B. Donham, Education for Responsible Living
( Cambridge t Harvard University Press, 19*5), P# 262.
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who use the mn aethod art not merely acceptable but
teachers than is true of sen who use the lecture meth-
od or the gult system. As a result of additional experi-
ments after be bad given up his position as dean and re-
turned to full-time teaching at Harvard and Radcliffe be
arrived at the following conclusion concerning the possible
ities of vicarious learning inherent in the study of eases
t
Ve have learned how to expand the student's
experience, into orientations with which he is
mot and cannot be directly familiar while the
educational process is going on, effectively
enough so that he can use this expanded exper-
ience as the basis for generalisations much as
does a skillful man of affairs when he inter-
prets his expanding experience in life. 11
Another teaching experience from the field of hi
lations in business which offers valuable conclusions is
that of Karl Boedecxer at Michigan State College. Be has
concluded that:
Students who come away from case courses
with an .... appreciation of the problems of
human relations have truly begun to mature. It
is extremely doubtful that this kind of matur-
ity can be told. It must be experienced from
personal contacts with real situations. Cases
tend to provide bbat reality short of actual
contact.
10 Ibid., P. 270.
11 Wallace B. Donham, "Why Experiment? Case System in
College Teaching of Social Science," Journal of General Edu-
cation, Vol. 3, January 19*9# P. 1*7.""
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that there U do eortalaty
to absolute security, and that man*a
lo to handle Insecurity, is tho mark of
a mature person. Immature poroona worry and fret
about insecurity. Maturo persons loam to live
with It.**
i Bmlnoea
oot widespread use of tho caae technique in tho
practical world of affaire haa boon In tho field of busi-
ness, In eonnootlon with tho dovelopnont of supervisors and
executlvea. To data, tho actual uao of eases in a prolongod
formal training program has boon limited. However, there
have boon ansngh experiments of sufficient scope to have
prenmsert definite opinions aa to tho value of a case ap-
proach aa applied to this typo of training; a fow of those
will bo summarised later in this chapter. In addition, this
study nan found that there is very positive evidence to In-
dicate that tho use of the case method will spread rapidly
in tho business world within tho next fow years.
many companies have come to tho realisation in tho last
fow years that it is just as necessary to develop the execu-
tive talents of middle and top management aa it la to train
the skills of workers and foremen. 13 Plenty ana Effereon
U Karl A. Boedeeker, "Tho Case ftethed of Instruc-
tion. * Collegiate Hews and View , Vol. V, number 3* hareh,
1952, p. 6. See Appendix B alao for a discussion of values
^ra ^vomm^^m ^^«n^—w^^poiwv o
13
"Bringing Vp tho homo," Foitmne. June 1951, p. 118.
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feel that "Ilk* Matured work loada, statistical controls,
and market research, executive devslsnmanl will inevitably
nature, sake ita contribution to tho mmi of business,
and bsiomt indispensable." 1* This has oono about aa a re-
ault of tho realisation that "tho average oxooutlve spends
ao much tlno analysing upward that ho has llttlo tine loft
to do tho sane la the other direction ... people know the
len*t logical — but when they look at those below,
tend to interpret their behavior In tome of logical
and offeet — emotion and sentlnont being were aber-
rations. "*5 *7ne o^v approach this calls for ... resolves
itaolf Into training in how to look downward into the or-
ganization Instead of always up — how, in short, to net the
to participate. "l^ As a result of a resent survey of
sutlve development programs throughout the country. Mace
a similar conclusion:
Another reason why men will not acquire na-
turally the skills and capacities for leadership
is that as companies have grown and begems more
complex, responsibilities within the organisa-
tion have bsssme more and more specialised. This
1 Earl a. ilenty and Carlos Effarson,
Leadership for Tomorrow •© Tanks,* Pun's Review, January
!, p. 16.
15
"Treble* for tho Front office," Fortune . May,
1951, P. 81.
16 Xbia ., P. 156.
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functional specialisation has tended to Unit
tba points of view of potential executives and
to confine them to very narrow functions ... ln-
icd technical capacity has been achieved at
the price of sacrificing education in the skills
Involved In dealing with people. 1 7
Hetealf stated over twenty years ago that "the princi-
ple aln of executive development sliould be developing skill,
understanding, and attitude, not stuffing nan with factual
Information."^ One year later, tamlson painted the way
the use of cases In executive training when he de-
fined the gear ^uch training as follows:
Since future problems can only be partial-
ly foreseen, the wisest education for then will
cone1st of practice In analysing and solving a
variety of problems. Such education should not
attempt to stock a complete mental warehouse
from which readty-sade solutions can be drawn as
needed, but should rather try to equip and train
a resourceful mental producing department. 1^
Petersen and Plowman emphasized the growing Importance
ef social problems In the business man's world In the follow-
ing discusslc
17 Myles T,. Mace, The Growth and ^ynlofment of
utlves (Boston: The Andover Press, Ltd., 1950), p, 10 #
18 Henry C. Hetealf, Business leadership (Mew York
& **ondon: I. Mtman ft "ons, lpjl)> P. HI*
W Henry Dennlson, Organlaatlen Fnclneerlng (Hew York
a- London: HcGraw-Hill Book Co., . l£0.
13!







problems, the solution of which does not load
itself to the application of natural 1mm la
tho sense that such laws apply to the probleas
of satheaatlos and physios. Though too spa* of
knowledge amy broaden for a person with tho
passing years, tho probleas which properly ooae
nm+mmBmimm vsaep ywi ••w™ a#*» WmmmmmQ^nmmmmmjnm^w} mwoWW mt *
aental growth of any oat individual ,*°
clearly focused on tho nood for eaphaals upon training
In tho aelonoo of buaaa rolations. *ele<
tho trend in 1950 as followat
Today tho objectives (of training) include
tho changing of attitudes and viewpoints, giv-
ing an anders tending of our economic aysten,
building of better oltlsena, and developing of
loyalties.
Executives tackle coeaton probleas aa a
cooperative group instead of spending tlae and
the others. 21
Finally, Andrews expressed the pmjjoat of aa executive
velopasnt prograa, aa he conceived it in 1991* to bos
1. Avoid the boredoa, futility, and waste
of training prograas that ignore the attitudes,
feelings, aad experience of those being trained
.
20 Slaore Peterson aad E. <*• Floanan, Business Organ-
tlon and Jtsnageaant (Jhlcagos Richard D„ irvin, Inc.,
fc). P. 105/^
H, Nelson, How Training Can Help
» >h€ Conference Board Hanagaasnt coord . Vol, 12,
1, January, 195 T
1)1
-
2. To eaeble the
(from reflection u^on their earn experience)
new to eampoasa more effectively than before
tee human problem of administration 1b their
lona. 22
itlve development prcgi— which have been
a large matter ef different
aa Job-rotation, multiple sMinimoainl,
rolo-pUying, formal college courses, an4 eaae study.2^ la
August, 1950, the National industrial Conference Board re-
ported: that advanced manmomsnt eourses wore available at
I, : ittsburgh, Stanford, sad Massachueetu institute
of Technology. 2* Since that time a few additional univer-
sities have started similar programs aad the ease method of
^^^^^asHoamMBj^a^^a ^fc^^r epwmsy^a
^^^oT ^^ ™e ^eee ^^^^^^^m ^f ^»w ^pe^^^^^^^ e *a^w^^ j^me ^^^^^w^^^^b ^^^^^^^ ^^f^» ^^^^^^^^b^^^
^e^^^^so* oear^a ^m^ wimhe> ess*>emma ^o^^f w*eo^m ^p«a ^ip^a^^s ^s^aiBmjB^BBmaiw^p^a me ^w e»em ss^semmkB
spearheading taa growth of a case method development
within the company organisation.
Ingleheart has recently summarised the requisites of a
good executive development program; for the moot part these
tt Kenneth R. Andrews, "Executive Training by the
case Method, Harvard Boaiaese Review , Vol. 29, XUafcer 5,
September X95lTTTW.
s3 see Appendices c through J for examples of the cur-
rent use of dlffaraat executive development tswhatnasi.
?* national Industrial Conferenee Board Report
Urn 107* Amsmat, 1950*
7
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mpllsshls to a military totting also:
1. Important, Intensive, and practical —
not claeareom atuf
f
2. Long enough to oovor a great deal of
but abort enough not to fall apart in
3. Conducted in proper aotting — prefer-
away rron company offlooa
i sarrasKsa-sas
authorities have osmolndod that too anno technique
aatlafloa the objectives of an executive development program
and that it can bo readily ioatgnod to provide the requisite
elements. This study baa found no inatanoe in which the
eaoe approach waa not oathualaatleally received by the par-
ticipants! in noat caaoa It aeona to have atinulatod oontin-
uod caae diacuaalon long after the training eeealon waa over*
Tbie aoona to offer substantial proof that the attitudes,
feelings, and experience of those being trained is not ig-
nored, and that, consequently, very little if any borodosi
anproasb the human problems of administration more effect-
ively, Reining concluded that:
It is precisely in the caae approach that
the supervisor learns to become work*r-ce«ii,ered
istin S. Ingleheart, "How General Feeds Gives
Training to Top Executives," ales Management ,







In his attention, to respect the variable,
decisions which are baaed or'nuoi as mil
an on rule.
The ease nethod is also an excellent took*
nlque for executive development and training.
It lo difficult to eonoelve how tho high-level
arts of administration can bo learned exempt
tho experience of
Plant/ and Efforson also noto that "too oaao study nethod
reduces too over-confidenee of dogmatic participants by
submitting tholr Ideas to challenging thoughtful crltlclssi
by tholr equals," but they also warn that "under tho
sure* of heavy work-loads, conflicting personalities,
loyalty to old methods, brilliant classroom analysts nay
fall In oraotlcal sonl!cation."2?
To sunnarlae the value of the oaao nethod as a neans
of training executives, the attitude expressed In Mee's per-
tl Uinrtbooe appears appropriate:
The neat significant value of the oaao study
nethod la the fact that during the interchange of
opinion, individuals express Idaaa and attitudes
about the facts of the oaao and the Issues of the
oaao union are challenged and analysed by others.
Seen person reacts to the Idaaa expressed by other
supervisors and adnlnistrators with different back-
grounds, different functions, and different view-
points. The nethod helps the oonfereea to sharpen
and broaden their understanding and Judgments and
86 Henry reining, Jr., "Jane Method and Public person-
nel Ministration, public Personnel Review, Vol. 12, July
1951, P. 155.
27 Earl G. lanty and Carlos Effereoa, "Developing
leadership for Tomorrows Tasks, Pun's Review , F<
1952, P. 7*.
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to Uim mre of their own pi*judleee and at-
tltudee in aoninlstrative p**jetise.*»
ad iwioyle of bow the ease uethod has boon effectively
utilised In training exeeutives outside of too schoolroom
in too January 6, 1951 issue of Business Week
Too report nm a description of an after-dinner
aeries of oaoo oonforonooo sesametsa in Racine, Wisconsin,
by profaaaora iilehard Donaaa and Loos Poach of northwestern
University for a voluntary gatbaring of business nan fi
i in too aroa and from all levels of
.. Too Methodology uaa Quite slallar to that uaod In the
university courses, exoept that tho participants did not
have Oo bo absent fron their jobs during tho progrsnu2^
oforonao baa already boon aade to a survey of executive
develoneent prograno rooontly eenpleted by Naoo. It is in*
tereetlng to noto that ha oonoludod that positive gains had
resulted from tho uaa of tho oaoo aethod despite tho foot
that no actual aoaaursasj iit of auoh gains una poeeible. His
sat
The results of such progrena, besauas they
are concerned with attitude, are not measurable
*• John ?» Mee, editor, Personnel Hajulwoab (Sew Yorkt
Tho Ronald Froao Co., 195$, p. 1607.
29
"Teaching xecutives to Think," Buolnooo Week ,








in not cone away fron the Mtt-
wita any discernible «< or with any
objective evidences of growth. 11m changes,
•, do occur i they are deep-seated and
froa an administrative point of view.
who have participated in
istrativo prnonea , and whllo thoy probably oould
not describe tho speoific benefits exactly, tboir
on tho job lator aa executives ban
tho administrative value of
3<
Haco pmonntod six generalizations on tho
of tho anno technique which offor a vary valuable check-
list for satisfying tho requisite olononts In future program
planning, Excerpts fron those generalisations are as follows
t
1, The conference leader plays an
ant role, not in directing the nature of the
discussion, but In sijsani'aglng full freedom of
participation ... ha nust pons challenging ques-
tions but should never attempt to provide an an*
swar ... his function is to help asmbon of the
group to learn but ha should not belt teacher
who tells or lectures.* The real contribution of
this typo of conference discussion consists of
providing the environment within which each nem~
ber learns for himself ... the laadar nust also
stay nut of discussion except aa the occasion
necessitates keeping the nontlng fron deganerat-
ing into a bull session.
2. A conference progmn should start with
the top nanbers of management . .. the president
by his participation in tho program and enthus-
iastic sponsorship nets the tone of accept
by the rest of the organization.
Mentis.rs of the group should be iron
organisation level. Superiors and subordinates
should not be in sane conferenee group . . . full








did not result. The learning value
of caee nefirsnn to strengthen tan adeinietrs-
tive abilities of people depend* on full discus-
•ion and participation by tan nanain.
*. Tan safessaM t should bo arranged an to
both tiao and place no that asaitis will not bo
Interrupted by the rteaindt of operations .. tele*
phono calls and personal calls should not be per*
nitted.
5. void reference to training" or "sshool
becanes of adult resentnent toward clanarooa rou-
tine, ~ use *llsnagnasnt Conference,
6. It should not be a one- shot atteapt . .
.
twelve weekly meetings twice a yea** ... no
an yet.
A final requisite of a case tenoning program which
be nontloned it the need for good ssmflni ernes leader-
•hip and an understanding of too ssssnos of good discussion
nethods by all members of the group. It ana boon pointed
out earlier in tm study that the success of a case study
pjogrsm will depend, to a large extent, upon the caliber
of cass-conferenee leadership displayed by the leader. His
effectiveness will naturally bo snhsnoert greatly IT the
parti-? panta also have a good understanding of the
role of each element of the discussion program.
ly, one of the first stops which should bo taken in setting
up a oaao program is the education of the group, and in
tlcular the loader thereof, in the essentials of good dis-
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suasion taotica. An excellent pamphlet wWoh provides the
type of Information regarding discussion prooeduree that
would be applicable to a caee study program is. Sow to Lead
iscusslon , by I**ey C. Bowman, \ few of the nmj
that ptmphlet are eseerpted below t
1. Tbs group way by a lennir but wore in*
tereetlng. eduoatlve and profitable wothod tale)
os£> en even ^^ e^^w» a»ae ™wa vii wo4e*on wooj ^w om ^^^mm ^w^w w^^^a jj aw of
facta, have oplnteae expreeeod, and gradually
oome to a place where aetlem oan be deolded
upon that everyone baa had a real part In shap-
1ns ... however, there la not time for a grown
to Indulge la long dlaeueelo* If It nooda to
aot on any natter quickly.
2. The leader 1 • Job la to learn the chief
internets of nowhere, if possible before discus-
sions; to start discussions] to keep than going!
to be ready to repeat wain points of the Issues
as discussed i to turn too discussion one way or
He starts things, keeps then going,
winds then up, but does not do then.
3* The loader oust see that Informality la
the rule In every neeting but that It Is a pleas-
ant Incidental in the conduct of discussion and
not an excuse for lack of purpose In the talking.
4. Responsibility for everything that is
should bo put on the group, aa far as tine and sir-
^^^^^^^^w ^^^Bmn^o^e'WP j^wa ^uk w s ^moons sfws^b* snwpo«pa^^po) so WM^FSpa"S awwei' ae
that they as a group are doing whatever la done ...
lot only is the group responsible for conclusions
,
but increasingly, as the members learn the discus-
sion method, they become responsible for the way
in which the meetings are conducted.
5. Questions that ask 'way* are excellent,
since they get back to causes end reasons. Ques-
tions that ask when anything is true are excellent.
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are also good if they imply (politely. It is to
bo hopod) that thfir© is dtfferenee of opinion,
and got at too issue* that may underlie
din
Fvcryone should participate In the dis-
Los ... It is a good thins for those who or-
dinarily talk a groat deal to renaia quiet
sionally. The greatest lesson for the
of the group to learn Is to speak only when they
have sonothlng to say that will further the dis-
iloa.
7. A'hon the dls<
one topic long enough or
reached, or there aeons to bo a tendency to go
show too group how far they have cone in dis-
suasion and to lead toward the next logical stop*
8. Group discussion should not attonpt to
solve problems or cone to hard and fast answers
to questions. The Job of the group is to analyse.
9. The summary is used in the first discus-
sions for too purpose of showing agreement and se-
curing unity. Later it nay well bo used to en-
phaslne the fact that perfect agreement never is
reached and is quite undesirable and that ques-
tions are never settled.
10. A high Ideal for any dissuasion group is to
help its members so to understand thornselves that
a happier emotional tone is established in the
group and they themeelves become, if need be, bet-
ter balanced emotionally
«~
Specific examples of the use of the oaso method fop
supervisor or executive development in business will now be
sited:
* Leroy C. Bowman, How to Lsad Discussion (now York:
The woman's Press, 193*).
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to have been am of
the pioneers In tht um or tht cane method, having lntro-
lt In 193d. To date, lti um Hm boon Halted to tilt
of supervisors, but an experimental program la
lompletlon which ia expected to load to the use cf
la an executive development program. Tentative plana
•all for holding the training aeealona at a homjihhj owned
lodge near too naln office location. Selected executives
will be tiremght in from the field once a year, or every two
years, to bo brought up-to-date on company policiee and to
be given the) opportunity for lndivldnal development tm^ omgh
a short oaae discussion program***
£« I. da Pont do Ifomours and Company
Duront Conpaay haa not, aa yet, actually used the
nethod in a continuing formal group training program*
have, however, conducted an experimental oaae program
for members of the upper levels of management, and they cur-
rently employ a case approach in their manual,
Problems, weed to train nam awnarvlaama tar the
pmpll method*
«JtM> A/ lfl *llffc *
From a personal Interview with Hr* T. G.
Training director, Armstrong Cork Company* toe Appendix c
and Appendix p for discussion of this program*
1*5
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In the experimental ceee program* selected exeemtl^
Mt for about two hours la the middle of the morning for
discussions, under the leadership of Profearn** Ralph N,
of Harvard University. Although no foraal evaluation
was attempted, the training staff felt convinced that posi-
tive results had been achieved In aany eases* one of the
aoet striking nhennas noticed was the realisation on the
part of a few very dermatic executives that there really Is
ore than one way to handle most human relations problems,
had that their solution was not always acceptable to the
najorlty of the group as the best answer, "erioua considera-
tion Is bains given to farther use of the ease tcohnlsnc in
executive development at Dulottt.3*
The training normal for new supervisors aontilni write—
ana or fifty-rive situations that are representative of the
kinds of problems which a new foreaan is likely to encounter
daring the early months of his supervisory experience. Neat
of them are real situations experienced by DuFoat foramen j
sana at* human relations problems, some involve policy ques-
tions, and others awe concerned with the paperwork or pro-
phase of the Job. They center around the day.to-day
3* From a personal interview with Dr. I a. Bandit,
r, "Personnel Research Section t. da Font do He-
end Company, see alee Appendix 2.
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activities of a fictitious foreman and tola erew of twelve
en. Character sketones of the Bail are provided to add a
ore realiatic tone to the study of the situations* The
pattern of each problem la about the aaae — the problem la
stated aad followed by a aeries of possible actions. Dur-
ing the informal discussion* the supervisor poses the prob-
lem to the new foreman and then gets him to think through
the advantages aad disadvantages of all of the possible ac-
tions. There la no answer book for the manual, since it Is
generally agreed that good snag—snt cannot be reduced to
simple rules of action.
One of the «oet obvious results noted from this use of
the case problem approach la that after discussing problem*
with hie Immediate superior the new foreman Is not afraid
to go to that supervisor for help. Before the problems man-
ual was introduced moat new foremen were reluctant to 30 to
the boas for help, for fear that the boss sight get the 1m-
preaalon that be was net capable of handling the Job.35
Johmon smd Jehneen Cemmamv
Johneea and Johnson md its affiliates have used the
eaae approach In connection with the training of at least
five different groups of executives and have found it to be
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naa alroady bttn ndt to
pnbllaaad in—inf oonnaralaa; value* and llaltatlone of the
L as noted by Plenty and Sffereoo at Johnaon and
rootlnaaotiat ton juet recently inaugurated a fomal
HM in the planning atage. It la pertinent to noto,
ever, that plana are being node to anyley the
when too training prograai la fomulated«37
MamaLSsaam
Kroger Company 1m eurrently employing a typo of
aaao approaefe la tralnlne at two different executive levels.
Ae will bo noted from the deacription of thla program in Ap~
peadlr H, It eemblnee ©valuation with training and aaao a
role-playing pganadaw prior to oaao dleeuaeloa.38
rotroit lltilft,JnWBWar
'
la itaod for both eaceeatlve and eu»
pervleer training at Detroit Edieen Company, at too
tive level a oonferoooo typo of problon aclvlng la employed}
i«e fanfabe 27 or tola chapter, Uao aoo appendix F,
"" Sao Aonamdln #*
at
^ *ee Appendix M.
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\, at the eupervisor level, actual ease tmitss arc
I, utilizing ATMtrvtg Cork - JleGrew Hill strip rila
Ha It it to bt noted that they hava nailmaifl that ac-
tual currant pi 1oila— provlda tha boat topic* for discus-
slon«So
warpamAc — + *.imo*s ^vwa <#msmmmv
lit caaa notaod la not used in the formal executive
program at Carnegie-Illinois stool Company at
i, hot it baa boom used previously, Is uood Informal-
ly now, and Is considered to hare merit.*
Case Msthod In the Military
It has boon noted earlier that a case-problem method of
leaderehip InstructIon has boon uood in at least too public-
ation* on naval leadership published In the post too years.
Too Haaual for Practical revelopmont of leadership Omalltloo
(19**) vaa written prisarlly for instruetors of leadership
courses in offleer training schools* It stated that the
leadership problem should be the basis for ouch of leader-
ship instruction, and it provided a chapter on the use of
too problem eetbod. It was, however, a very brief pamphlet
39 see ppendix I.
40 See Appendix J.
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oeadltloae, and it did not refer to
aa defined IB tnle study.
LoadersM;, , published at too Kav&l Aeadeay la 19*9,
is a aueh aoro eoaplete treataent of tbo subject and includes
eajor subdivisions* reyoholealeel rrlaelplee, rreeept
aad C*se Studios, &apbasis ia upon principles
la a textbook lasblen, wltb only a
briar discussion of too uaa of tbe aslantifio proooaa
of prebleswsoivlne; aad tbe aothodelaeaf of leaderebip iaatrttc-
tlea # It dooo lnolude, bowever, forty-uine oaao writc-upe
depleting various explicit situations roajwlrlag decisions by
a superior ia a ailltary organization.
. dafialto uaa of too eaao teebaiojue baa boon aade with-
in tbo laat two yoara la ooaoootioa with too training of re-
eerve offloor* la tbo organised aad Volunteer progress* k
series of twelve eases, titled "Functions of tbo Kaval Adein-
lstretor,* was ppsiama under contract by BarerIda* Bouse,
Ino., of Caabrldge, ttaasachuiettg # Thoao ware printed in
tbroo sections t a oaao write-up, aa instructor's guide, aad
a script. Ia addition, a transcription of tbo verbal por-
tlons of tbo case, together witb procedural instructions,
preparatlea by tbo aaabara of tbo gre«a> to provide tbo sub-
X50
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atantlve natter for diecuaeion eeealoaa during naval reaorvo
anlt drllle. om aenbtr of the unit acta an 41imiilai land-
er, in noat oaaea ha baa had an apoolal training far the job
of leader other tana too auggaatioaa provided in ton in*
•truetor •« guide.
oaaienta fron tha Conuaadaata of all naval diatrlcte
which have naod tha aaao aorloa in lnetruotlng reaerva of-
flaora in tha aapoata of naval adnialatratlve preiadnre have
oralee of tha technique, and
tioa of tha prosre*.41 k
of caaea, thoao on naval leaderehlp* la currently
Another eaao pragraa for the etudy of adBlniatratlva
nethoda in tha navy haa boon developed within tha organlaa-
tioa of tha Executive offlea of tha Secretary. Tha progran
ana Instigated aa a aaana of teaching eivilian latarnaa with*
in the Kavy Depaifoat, it haa aa ita priaarr aia the de-
velopment, in the trainee, of an aaaranaaa of adniniatratlve
probleaa or eituatlona, which can bo "relived* with profit
to the office, tha agency, and tha goveronent, Tha trainoaa
41 Ian ppeadax x for an appraisal of the oaao aerie*,
"Fwaetioaa of the Naval <<*elniatrator" by a naval reaerve
unit of educatioaal apeoialiat offloere.
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are raajilrort to prepare nerretlve hlaterloe of
probleaa whioh they anneunter or hear of rroa other*, to
analyse tte problem la a written report, and to aabalt tte
entire eaee to tte group leader for
•Ion. This prayan tea boon wall received by tho Janlar
of too ftavy
ble for the training foel that It tea boon very effective.*8
4 final example of tho nee of tho aaaa aanreaeh within
tba navy la a training fila which tea Jvat teas aaaplctei
for v lowing by all offloor* and offloor candidate*, tte
aovie tea not boom eaaplled to all training alas librarian
aa yet* but it 1» expected that it will boar tte title* "Tte
Creiae of S. ?arra«ut. M It will eoaelat of a oeanoelte
aaaa history of a faw days In tte Ufa of a deetroyer oraar*
depicting tte amay teaaa relatione prebleac which arlae.
Tte aorlpt waa prepared with tho aid of faculty eonbora froa
Harvard univoralty and all Incident* aro authentic, although
all did not occur exactly in tte aeeonnaa ehown in tte aovio,
toaohfng in a ailitary unit la a oouroo in gaeentlvo Develop-
boiag given at tho Industrial v*f College in **ni
42 ^___ _









. , Thio •oarot ate originated by an any offleer gradu-
ate of the Harvard Aioiurt
quite i
an latrodeetioo at the Harvard Lajr >eeeol la 1871,
too eaao nethod of ttttalag haa aproa4 thrtaafroat the Halted
State* and into alaoet every field of in* truce ion. aXthemgti
no otatlatleal evUeat* ©an bo eited union woula aetuaXly
prove that tao caao approaaa la aero offeetive than any
other teaching nethod, aaay odaoatore neve aotod result*
froa its uoe vhlefc were very gratifying and union taaad to
aowoav *av^ riiav a ^v,s*e> ui^e»aa)a ae^aav^^h ^^^awn wwwe a* w*^w a ^aM^awo^^^^ ^^aawr ^^a«*oe w
it reeultt noted were:
1. Cheng* la attitude toward othere
2, Increased Madantaadlng of aelf
^0 veo* ^e^^^'UPa^a* ^pv^w^^^w %^* a w#^^^a7^^*»*a>aa^^ji ^waw^^^F^e* ^a^^p^B*w^a*w/^fcw^*B^ w*^ww*
4. Mora offeetive leaderehle and vera intelligent
folloverehln
5Hadttotlaa of eaokwaara and oreamture aanarallaa*
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In executive dtvtUpMttt progress has ssssa'isd in the past
ain of •ucli a pronrssi is to
>ial problsss has boon reeegnieed, and as s rssu
sf skill is the selsnes of husaa relatione has
s primary ain* Ths actual progras desired is one
which nlnlnlsss lorsson by stlnulating reflection on atte^o
owi. WKjm&mmm en* th9 experiences of o«o«r MtfatM
a nssas sf learning So handle the hussn prsalsns of ergar»i;
tloa aors effectively.
Thsre hava boos soars than fiftoss different sxeeutlvr
developnent nsthsds produced, of which the sass method Has
Swoons ens sf ass nost eooulei*. Menw tea
who bars ooaplstod a sass pregran sf
training at a university haws boon Instrumental in initiat-
ing a slallar eyeten sf dswslsssunt within their eonoany af-
tor their return, fo as nost effective, it has boon found
that the training progran should be as practical as possible*
should bo Bsmwutifl sff the company grounds, sunt haws gsod
1 1 as organ \ i in 1 1 it ii sad leaderehlp* and nay assd the
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In pragmatic uuii the case approach tea btM found Co
bo very eatiafactory ma a neane of training executives. It
la outstanding in its ability to hold tba attention of the
participants i it helps too aneeutive uake doolalona basso
rather than emotion and rule alone j and it tonda
too ever-eoafldenoe of dognetic aneontlvasi through
ths dovolopnotit of insight, Caoo studio* are not effective
in all instances, however, and even when there la deflnlto
progresa noted anong participants in the course of discus-
sion and decieion-neking, there la no saauranas that there
will bo a carry-over to practical application.
Haoo has noted positive sains from the nee of ease pro-
grass in industry and has provide J a valuable list of
erallsmtiene resulting fron his recent survey of
development programs In this country, one of aha neat im-
portant requisites for success in smeh a program la a
lag knowledge or both the group leader and aha groan
^f a* s^w^nw Wwwww n* 40^HPasnw ^nwe ^n^s^si^n flB^ ^—^si|^r sstammw^^ww^wsn oiwnsnc ^nesper ss«e^p *^ n
Snaoiflc instances of the una of the oaae method in in*
^s^ujnn* oRnv J sjuavm «*-ss waa^n* aneaupm* vena* £ Ja»a-s%a <a> ^r '—% v^n vmb) v swnjannjw w^evei nam^^ujoen v»
the toohnlons have boon devised and that thn baaic
than appear to be sound.
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The nature of leadership, the nature of learning and
leadership development, the theory and characteristics of
the ease method ef Instruction, and the usee and results of
the technique In the fields ef education, business, and the
military hare been reviewed. In this chapter a foraal
for development of leadership among naval officers,
use of the case method, will be proposed*
Meed for a Leadership Development Program
Hums us has said that the true purpose ef training In
a military organisation Is to prepare for a rapid and ef*
flclent adjustment to any new situation of war. 1 "Wars are
fought by amies, but armies are composed of Individuals
who have personalities that respond differently to the same
situation mad require dissimilar handling to secure
efficiency from each one."2
This recalls once again a postulate which has been
1 ***** &. »»•««' leadership for American Asng
Leaders (Washington t The Infantry Journal, 19*1), p. 7*.
Herman C. Meier, Military Psychology (Hew York a
(I Harper a Bros., 19*3 i, p. 283.
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noted earlier in this study: that the task of the loader,
and particularly the military leader, la to a very great ex-
tent the controlling of the interactions of subordinate* so
as to obtain the nsnlnun productiveness from each toward
the objective at hand. Msrton has pointed out that the
bureaucracy which Is denanded by the regulatory nature of a
military organisation tends to nullify the very attitude
which tens to esll forth the greatest efforts fron those
subordinates. His reasoning was expressed in the following
1. An effective bureaucracy demands roll*
ability of response and strict devotion to reg-
ulations.
2. Such devotion to the rules leads to their
transformation into absolutes i they are no longer
conceived as relative to a given set of purposes.
3. This Interferes with randy adaptation un-
der special conditions not clearly envisaged by
tnese who drew up the general rules.
4. Thus, the very elements which conduce
toward efficiency In general produce Inefficiency
In specific Instances .3
The effect of this bureaucratic influence upon the In-
dividual officer sense to be a tendency toward cleeed-wind-
and methodnation which results in the denial of
contributions on the part of subordlnatss
.
Mmnson engrossed the danger of this tendency as follows
t
< obert K. Herton, "Bureaucratic Structure and Per-
ilty." Social Foreos , Vol. 18, 19*0, p. 56*.
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TIM leader who smothers initiative within
his unit thrsngh distrust of the abilities of
bis subordinates ...is eomylng to those undoi
him what is jisrsjspi the chief tradition of
lean troops in battle, the tradition of estimat-
ing tbs situation with speed and acting accord-
ingly whether or not there are orders from higher
Ltles to cover the situation ...
In the ftmH analysis , leaders and the troops
i nust above all things novo ccmmtamt
practice in the development of initiative so
that when the unexpected happens, as it is al-
ways doing in war, they will be used to the idea
of having to sun things up and having to act
with the utmost speed ,*
The type of problem-solving ability which the military
life rtsnanrtt has been spoken of as "totalistic intelligence"
— certainly an ability which the bureaucratic attitude die-
cussed shove would not encourage. Meier eau^raaaad the need
for this type of intelligence as follow*
i
tual Military problem, however, usually
densnl a special form of Intelligence union
nay be characterised as the ability to grasp
a complex situation in its entirety, without
<• —v^wases^BL ™**^j'" v ^^» ^•eyy w^^ej^e^ewnswsn^oj ^p • usmr ^^^wa w vesiejusnn*eiSr
nay affect it ( "Totalistic intelligence") ...
There is no place In such situations for pa.
ticularietic nlnds, or for the thorough Indiv-
idual with limited vision, or for the person
who is easily fatigued, Totallstlc intelli-
gence provides the constant grasp of a complex
application of a detached, constantly vigilant
nature, readily susceptible to any change but
always ready to decide quickly if the new de-
velopment is one that has significance for the
Kunson, jgf). pit ,, p, 3a.
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It is therefore not unreasonable to ekpfect
that no Military organisation can afford to ex-
elude the feasibility that good military minds
ay be uncovered in little-suspected places and
at previelor. should he Bade for their det«c-
tiom.5
What has the United tates Kavy done, and what is cur-
rently being done to allow and encourage the development of
a "totallstlc Intelligence" evens officers? The formal pro-
gran of education of an officer, as officially prescribed,
is Indeed a broad and erudite plan which extends consider-
ably beyond the basic baccalaureate level of college. It
Includes s required general post-graduate course which will
eventually apply to all unrestricted line officers, and it
provides opportunity for specialised training at the Kavy
Post Graduate Sehool or at certain civilian institutions.
In addition, there are standing orders in many echelons of
the operating forces which require extensive notebook pre-
paration on numerous technical subjects by all Junior of-
fleers*
Bat what program exists to develop the leadership po-
tential of naval officers after they have completed their
college training and Joined active units of the organise-
tion? The teaching of leadership through unplanned Individ-
ual understudy and guidance and the planned procedure of
* Meier, ©£. clt ,, p. 208,
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job-rotation have been alluded to la the early pages of
this thesis, atber extensive search into too matter boo
failed to onwor any otbor method of leadership develop-
it in brood usage within tho novo! eetabllebment . There
to be no expressed official policy in too navy com
corning methods of loadorohlp training for officer*. In
view of too acknowledged importance of dynamio loadorohlp
in the performanoe of duty of an officer, there la definite
Justification for tho formulation of an explicit policy for
the planned, organised development of loadorohlp among all
officers and the 1—iliato implementation of auoh a policy
by neane of a formal navy•wide program. It la pertinent
to note that at the preaent tine there are more than twen-
ty research projects being conducted in tho area of loador-
ohlp and human rosoursoc under naval reeearoh contracts,
yet not one of these is currently studying the practical
process of leadership development
It was pointed out under the discussion of leadership
development in chapter III that tho problems faced In the
development of executives in industry are in many respects
synonymous with those faced by tho military services in tho
development of officers along non-technical linos.
Prom a personal Interview with Dr. Joan Crisswoll,
Office of Naval Research, Human Heseurees Division, Vash-
lagton, D, C.
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Prom the review of ueee which have been made of tb*
case method in business and la the navy, It haa beea noted
that some aaaa la business clrclaa have baaa markedly sim-
ilar to the aaa Bade of the technique la the aaval rmtrwm
training program, it la logical to aeeume, therefore, that
aueh of what haa baaa said somoaralBg the objective* and
the requisite elaaaata of aa executive development program
can be meaningfully applied in formulating a leadership de-
velopment plan for naval officer*.
Objective* and Eleaenta of Propoood Plan
From the foregoing study of the nature of leadership
and the process of learning aa it would operate In the de-
velopment of leadership. It appears that a program far de-
velopment of aaval offleers should have aa its aim the
growth of Insight and ability to understand and solve prob-
lems In human relations* This calls for the development of
a "totalis tie Intelligence 11 that would give rise to a mili-
tary Bind which could employ bureaucratic and institutional
methods for the accomplishment of these tasks which demand
the regulatory character of such aothedology, yet* at the
same time be the type of mind which could maintain the de-
gree of plasticity necessary to assure aaaa insight Into the
multitudinous influences which affect the responsiveness of
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en. insight such as this would be characterised by an at-
titude which would encourage aotlve participation at all
levels in the day-to-day problmm-solving process, to the
end that the best possible solution to each problem be
produced, yet which would sanction no diminution of the ac-
eeptanee of the right of authority vested in military com-
mand.
For naval officers, a training program must be practic-
al to be successful, for they, like busy executives , must
answer today's problems today rather than dwell upon the
theory involved. The leadership development program which
this theala recommends is a case study program conducted
within each local nommwnrt organisation with maximum empha-
sis upon the practical aspects of problems similar to those
being faced daily by eaoh particular group. An outline of
the key points of such a program is given in Appendix L;
those key points will be discussed briefly in the remainder
of this chapter.
Before the case program can be formulated, certain
criteria must be agreed upon which will assist in the ulti-
mate determination of whether participation in such a pro-
gram has produced desired results. In ether words, there
it be a delineation of how an acceptable leader at each
162




ilea and In each branch of the navy actually performs.
Unfortunately, the present state of knowledge and ifnawnt
on thla quaetlon la ao Halted that the formulation of con-
arete criteria la not possible. Prow a review of the list
of currant research topics, plus a brief investigation at
the Bureau of Naval Personnel, the author has been unable
to find evidence to indicate that a thorough Job descrip-
tion and analysis at the officer level has ever bean a
compilebed, or is at present contemplated, nevertheless,
it has already bean noted that a great deal of continuing
research Is being sponsored by the navy In the field of
leadership, and it la to be hoped that meaningful results
will be accelerated, if, through some form of factor analy-
sis, naval leaders could be divided into the minimum number
of typea which would adequately define the needs of the ser-
vice, and if theme separate composite typea could be da*
scribed in concrete teras which would provide a sound basis
for eatablleMng criteria for leadership training, then the
problem mf developing an effective program for aueb train-
ing would be greatly simplified.
Jne lack of truly objective criteria for use in form-
ulating a development program aheuld not, however, discour-
age tee effort to do the best possible Job with the
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ledge at hand, As progress is wads la the areas of basic
and applied rsssaroh, the findings can and should bo con-
tinuously Integrated into the structure of too development
prooodure then in existence. The 1—artiste task is to es-
tablish too most objective leadership criteria which can bo
agreed upon and to proceed to formulate the training pro-
wlth these criteria aa a goal.
The first major element of a ease program which would
to bo developed is toe casebook 1teeIf . This manual
should consist of throe sections s a naval leadership "text'*
section, a case methodology section, and a section provid-
ing selected eases and giving pointers on how to draw up
eaae histories locally.
The naval leadership section would consist primarily
of a revised version of the 19*9 edition of Haval Loader-
ship «? Suoh a revision should present a textbook dieerne
-
aion, taking into account all the advances which have soon
accepted from recent leadership research, and, in addition,
providing a reprint of a few selected papers In the area—
Dr. John K. Hemphill informed the author that an
evaluation of the book and its early use at the Naval Acad-
emy, done by r>r. Fllmore Sanford and himself, is to bo pub-
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•i»ilar to the approach used by Esaart Mmln In his recent
tassbosfc In hjm&n relations.®
The case sethodclogy section should be * procedural
presentation, offering a complete discussion of how the oase
method ean best be used to accomplish the objectives agreed
upon la establishing the criteria for this leadership de-
velopment program. It should be prepared by professional
experts under navy contract, but it should not represent an
extreme approach — such as either the free" or "deter-
minate'* methods tend to be. Final decisions on context should
rest with a board of experienced naval officers. Specific
advice should be included on such topics as hov to estab-
lish the proper student-centered atmosphere, the appropriate
actions called for on the part of the instructor and the
participant, accepted methods of procedure for the overall
program, the steps in the process of decision-making, and
pointers on conference procedure. In addition, concrete
suggestions, similar to the type which have been included
in chapters IV and T of this thesis, should be given on
such program elements asi motivation and orientation of par-
ticipants in advance of ease discussion, establishment of the
proper else and nature of group, provision of the most
8 See Hobert Dubin, Human Relations in Administration

















proprlate physical environment for discussion meetings, de-
termination of the proper length of entire program and of
each session, and how to provide the east organisation and
leadership for the program.
^
•Hie third and fleal section of the oaaebooic would in-
clude the selected cases and pointers on no* to draw up oaae
histori•« locally. Professional guidance la definitely
sailed for in the development of this section. The collec-
tion of eaeee should begin as aooo alter approval of the
overall program as possible, ae this will require a gre
deal of tine, and the volume of eaeee prepared should allow
eenelderable editing and elimination In arriving at the
final croup to be printed in the casebook. Case* should
be prepared in such a way that tney can *>* readily cata-
logued according; to level — rank and station of offleer
mho would be responsible for major portion of oeciaion-mak-
ing in the case — and according to type of unit — tfloat
or ashore, line or staff, peacetime or wartime* operational
or training, etc. no attempt should be made to make each
ease depict only one specific leaders* knolple cr dis-
ciplinary problem, although seme breed sub-grouping within
9 See Appendix K for the author's pointers for use
in the preparation of a case method program for leadership
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the categories already listed, suoh as centralisation,
speci allsation, relations with superiors or subordinates,
etc., will probably be desirable as an aid to group lead-
ers In selection of cases for discussion.
Kaon eaae write-up should be evaluated by actually us-
ing it in an experimental session in a group trained in
the sane manner that sueossmost groups in the field will bo
comments and rsoomncn1stloos should be obtained
too group leader, the group members, and fron at least
professional case teachers who have observed the aes-
laaod on these composite evaluations a Joint board
of naval offloors and educators would select the final
group of cases when the casebook is put together.
When the tentative casebook — which night be titled
•naval Leadership Development Manual — has boon compiled,
a United number of copies should bo printed and then too
complete program should be given a trial by netting up
pilot tests In a limited number of heterogeneous naval ac-
tivities. The results from these tests would be evaluated,
and any acceptable recommendations would be Incorporated In
the service edition of the manual.
At this point it would be most advisable to prepare a
brief training movie for navy-wide distribution. This film
1ST
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would follow the niogiam through from start to finish in
exactly the manner proscribed in toe manual, end it would
show a sample oaao discussion being annates by a typioal
group of naval officers. Ivory effort should bo aado to
have this completed movie available In the field by the
tine the procran la actually inaugurated. This would help
assure that the ease technique would be really understood
throughout the navy, and that proper aothodology would be
used frost the start. la addition, movies or strip film
should be prepared, evaluated, and made a permanent
of the program if feasible.
The program is now ready for release to the outIre
il establishment. Before the actual release of the man-
uals and the film, however, an attempt should bo made to
obtain the endorsement of the program by one or more top*
level naval authorities. Those endorsements would be used
in a public information build-up, both inside and outside
the navy, to give the program aa much publicity and
tige as possible. Furthermore, if feasible, it Is root
mended that specially trained teams be sent to key locations
to give demonstrations and to asalst in Inaugurating the
program at the activity level. Finally, if the overall do*
velopment plan proves idoeustcly successful after service-
168
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wile trial, follow-up offorts should so mad© to ossuro that
a permanent official policy Is formulated sad prsanlaptsd
which will assure that this method of leadership a©v©l©pasnt
©©comes s continuing part of the Davy's fonsal program for
officer training.
definite objective of a training prograa for mill-
tary officers is the development of the ability to adjust
readily to now situations, since military units are groups
of a©n, this ability will, of necessity, involve an under-
standing of the factors which cause aen to respond differ-
ently to the saas situation.
The bureaucracy required by the regulatory nature of
a aliitary organisation tends to develop among officers a
typo of institutional leadership which denied full utilisa-
tion of the human mental potential available la the organ-
isation. In order to overcoma this ambivalent tendency,
the behavior of an ©floor must be conditioned through the
development of a "totalistic intelligence" which ©an util-
ise the spentsnooue contributions of subordinates toward
the solution of problems, yet at the same time Inspire a
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to be no explicit official policy la the
Salted States Hary today enteralng the awtboda to too oaw
ployed In the development of lsedorshlp aaong offloors.
Thla thesis holds that such a policy should bo devised. Pur
theroore, experience to data is tho flolda of education wad
business sees to indicate that tho oaso nethod of Instruc-
tion la one offoctlvo technique for developing personal In-
sight and skill In tho scientific nethod of problen-solv-
partleularly In tho area of hiaaan relations. It Is
that such a program bo considered for tho develop-
it of leadership In offloors of tho navy.
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CHAPTER VII
The purpose of this study mm to conduct a Qualitative
appraisal of the oass method of Instruction, with particular
emphasis upon those characteristics which might sake it a
valuable technique for use in the development of leader* tile
in naval offloors. The research consisted of a survey of
pertinent literature , supplemented by personal interviews
with a few aen who have bad experience with the use of ease
studies in both the educational and industrial fields, and
by written inquiries addressed to others in the seas two
fields who could not be interviewed in parson.
Tine and monetary limitations precluded the use of a
controlled experiment in connection with this appraisal.
Findings and conclusions will be drawn fron the foregoing
study of the experience of others in the use of the ease
method, rather than fron a statistical evaluation*
This study was inspired by the lack of a continuing
formal organised program within the United States Navy for
the development of leadership in offleers. Investigation
m
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by the author, assisted by the Training mmwt Seotion of
the luorssu of Naval Personnel, failed to disclose any ex-
plicit written policy within the navy •mine; esthods to
be need to nsonreno the growth and development of naval of-
ficers In areas ether than technical ones. Consequently,
this thesis has resulted In the proposal that suoh a policy
be formulated, and that the ease method be tested aa a pos-
sible answer to the leadership development problem.
It waa noted that the need for a mere positive moans
of developing leadership among military officers has greatly
increased In the past deeade because of the increased need
for teamwork and co-operation whloh has been brought on by
the complexity of the new modes of warfare. It appears that
the conventional objective of military training which placed
stress upon the close-order coneejt of one-way
Lcatlon should be re-examined, and that a new concept
should be considered which will encourage the self-starting
characteristic sf the military sun to operate In those areas
where Individual contributions can assist in the solution
sf problems. This thesis has been concerned with the search
for s means of implementing such a revised concept — with
the search for a training method that could develop in naval
officers a plasticity of nind which Is so essential to an
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of the illogical huMn niymn aa well aa
the logical am that oould develop a "giving* type of fol-
lowsrehip whleb evidences a eelf-lneplred acceptance of
llltary o oasjand aa a nesns to an and without
an attitude of inalienable right to question
above. One whloh oould rroauei a creative, dynaule type
•f leadership whioh ia based on two way oosasunlcatlon sac
a scientific rather than a stereotype tread of sdnd.
In order to establish a standard against whioh to
assure the value of the esse method, it wai
sary to evaluate the consensus of current opinion aa
gards the nature of leadership and the nature of learning*
That audy was followed by an investigation into the thoary
and characteristics of the ease technique and a suamarlza-
tion of sons) of the results whioh have bean noted frost its
use In the fields of education, business, end the military.
In the conclusions to follow, the oaae method will be ap-
praised in the light of the overall objective of a military
leadership developnsnt program and with due regard for the
fundamental principles of leadership sad learning*
fne findings resulting from this study consist of
deductions derived frost a survey of
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literature, personal interviews and oenreopesidoaoo with
individuals and business organisations which have used the
esse sethod In development programs, and iro* the personal
experience of the author during twelve years of commissioned
service In the United States navy.
In the review of the nature of leadership it was round
that the preponderant weight of opinion today in the
of leadership study is opposed to the pure trait
There is general agreement that there are oertaii
lty traits which are more often found In leaders than Iji
non-leaders, but the nere possession of such traits dues
not constitute one a leader* none the definable charact-
eristics found in most leaders are sons which are consid-
ered to be trainable In many potential leaders, e.g., know
ledge of human nature, a scientific trend of Bind, and en-
thusiastic purposiveness*
In lieu of the pure trait approach to the analysis of
leadership, most students in the field have adopted a dynes
lo approach which considers that leadership must be ex-
pressed as a oosplex equation with nany variables, the
primary ones beings the leader himself i the followers s the
conditions of the situation; and the emotional, psychical,
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to be definite indication thet
any different leader types and that en individual night be
a leader In one situation and a follower In another.
of the leader-types of Interest to tale study arei
vs. informal, creative vs. domineering, delegative vs. non-
delagatlve, and face-to-face vs. Indirect. The manner in
whloh a lsnsnr goto a Job done also will vary with the in-
dividual and with the situation. He nay place primary em-
phasis upon being socially acceptable | he nay be chiefly
production-minded and subordinate all other objectives to
the denand for outputs er he nay conceive of his role as
primarily that of a group catalyst with the nain objective
being thet of inspiring maximum contribution on the pert of
—eh follower.
Leadership studies at Ohio "tate University fs Person-
nel Research Board have shewn that leader behavior can be
described reliably and quantitatively, and have Indicated
that perceptions of responsibility, authority, and
tlen nay be related to effectiveness of administrative
fernance. Phere seems to be need for training of li
in self-perception, as evidenced by the fact that superior »s
and subordinate »s description of behavior ef an individual
better with each other them a self-description
175
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with either. Another principle which has
leadership training ia that results way be fruit-
loss unless ohaagss in behavior of those at the top also
occur. Studios of grow* illasaslana have indicated that the
successful loader tends to risk his personal welfare for
the grave aad operates so as not to indicate a fooling of
being superior to croup ambers except In larger greapo
where the followers accept acre loader-centered behavior.
Finally, the status attitudes of an Individual appear to
boar a direct relationship to his acceptance as a leader,
and only Halted progress toward leadership development can
be aade so long as extra** status attltudea persist.
Learning Is generally considered to be evidenced by a
change in behavior and increased ability to handle new situa-
tions, the process phases thereof consist of acquisition,
retention, and transfer. Active participation usually re-
sults in better acquisition of skill or knowledge! reten-
tion Is highest when there is a high level of understanding
principles; and transfer occurs best whan the new entity
to be learned is presented in closest relationship to 9V*-
Knowledge seen* to operate on at least four different
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application to new situations . The primary objectives of
education are to supply data for problem solving and to de-
velop the ability required to evaluate that data and apply
it meaningfxilly to new situations. Bernne and Holinaro have
offered the following summary of alas which an educational
process should seek to satlsfys
(1) Men of all groups, including other groups
than "ay own," are unique centers of thought
and valuation and are potential contributors
to ay learning, as I aa to theirs*
(2) Human interests, attitudes and ideol<
are learned and can be unlearned or reconstruct-
ed in learning — intergroup collaboration and com-
munication are necessary conditions of recon-
structing attitudes that are group reinforced.
(3) The quest for dependable mannings con-
cerning a plurality of Beans and ends is at
once man's most characteristic and hopeful ac-
tivity ; to assume that one knows the final
truth or good is to put an end to this activity.
(4) Power is best conceived aa centered in ef-
fective huaan control over things and means
through which things may be aade to yield hu-
man satisfactions. The widening of power
through the growth among men of common under-
standings, skills, and controls in managing
their environment is a good to be sought.
"Power" which obstructs this widening is "pow-
er" to be restricted and reeducated ...
Where men differ, each may learn from an
experience different from his own.*
These might be paraphrased to include the development of:
1 K. D. Beime and L. Molinaro, "Educative Use of Con-
troversy," Educational Leadership , Vol. 8, march 1951* P. 364.
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(1) open-mindedness, (2) an appreciation of the influence
of culture effects on nan* 8 responses, (3) self-perceptIon,
and (4) an understanding of the true nature of ''earned
er
Many conventional teaching methods do not sees to sat-
isfy the basic educational objectives adequately, particul-
arly when applied to the study of human relations. A meth-
odology which provides for learning through purposing, plan-
ning, doing, and evaluating, and which involves a student-
oentered approach would seen to offer otter chances for ef-
fective learning. Such a process should develop insight2
and appreciation for others' contributions, and should of-
fer a more direct route to better understanding of human
responsiveness. Axelrod has offered a summary of the gains
which can be realised from the student-centered approaoh
in the following list of major alms of the group discussion
method:
2 Gordon's conclusion on this question is pertinent:
"it wffsms that with more and more certainty, we can predict
that when people are faced with a non-threatening, non-eval-
uative, and accepting situation In which they gradually
learn they can take responsibility for their own develop-
ment, they gradually begin to feel it is secure to explore
themselves and to accept things about themselves which then
lead to changes in their aslf-consept, * From Carl ^ers,
CIlent-Centered Therapy
,
(Boston & New York: Houghton M1T-









To make aindente aware of t given problem
of its significance.
To make students snare of the considera-
tion* which aust bo node In order to arrive
To roojulro students to think through the
problea and work out a aolutlon which, in
class, the/ will bo prepared to prooont tad de-
To give studento the opportunity to pretext
the solution which they have worked out, to
la its support and to answer objections to it|
and to snooursgs **•» to modify their original
solutions in the light of those objections and
in the light of other preatisd solutions.
To enable students to see through the nod*
ifleatlone they find theme*Ives forced to make,
how their original thinking on the leant hat
To teach students, through actual practice,
the art of discussing an issue with others an
a rational basis j to give than practice In in-
terpreting accurately another person 's position
tad in evaluating that petition soundly; to in-
culcate In thaw the attitude that the beet solu-
tion (even If It la an opponent's) la t greater
end than victory in an argument.
3
educational and Military leaders have manladed
that leadership eaa be taught and that certain principles of
tiona can he useful in the leader's fund of know-
Per this teaching it appears that a technique it
which plates emphasis on the scientific netted of
ting and the development of Insight and psreblen-solv-
abillty.
3 Joseph jtelrod, "The Technique of 'Group Discus-
sion' in the College Clatt," journal of Qeneral Education ,
Vol. 2, April 19*8, ». 237.
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If* ease method of instruction provides the
lty for a a tudent-centered approach which
Mi participation in the learning process and which
cessfully develop insight sad ability to employ the scienti-
fic settled in the solving of problem. It can he developed
along either inductive or deductive lines, hat there sosms
he he good Justification for employing a combination of
the tiro in the handling of oases, as a teaching technique,
it is peculiarly applicable to a study of the interactions
between people, for in the very act of freely participating
in discussions ooaoamlng true-to-life case characters,
the participants are engaging In human relations and learn-
lag hssr to work together toward a common objective. In
this manner, substantial success Is achieved la the soften-
lag aad amelioration of status-bound attitudes, prejudices,
and narrow-minded closures inherent In an individual's asm*
tal make-up, aaem the nature of the bureaucratic and in-
stitutional tendencies which strongly influence the develop-
ment of the military mind are studied, one is led directly
to the conclusion that a oontraatiag developmental influ-
aaee Is essential If the military organisation Is to achieve
Its ultimate desired effectiveness. ii Gordon has said,
"Actually the question is not whether the group
III
•<
the leader eon memo tho soumSMt decisions for a group. It
lo whether the leader without tho group
bettor decisions than can tho total croup JMktflK tb*
loader. Slnee tho ease method has prodoeid positive
suits whoa used as a counter-bureaucratic stimulus, it def-
initely follows that its uao as a technique for leadership
development should have valuable potentiality.
conclusions
Findings dsdnoofl fron this study eeea to support tho
following conclusions:
1* There is no explicit formal policy in the United
states Havy which specifies methods to bo employed for tho
development of leadership in offleers.
2, There is a need for a formal program of leadership
development for officers of the navy which eontlnuos to in-
eroaao with eaeh now increase in tho complexity of nodes of
warfare.
3. Tho conventional close-order concept of military
training should be re-examined in the light of tho greater
mood for the self-starting characteristic of a military man
in tho armed forces of today.
*» I now concept of leadership dovolspsont
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sdaphsrt which prsdnsss a type of followerehlp which evi-
twin a self-inspired acceptance of Military no—mn as
a neane to an and* and results In a creative type of
ship which is based on tan way oossnealoatlon and a scienti-
fic rather thou a stereotype trend of alnd.
5. A dynanlc concept of leadership, constituted of a
number of variables such aa. the loader, the led, the situ-
ation, and the emotional, psychical, and cultural influ-
ences, should ha utilized In the formulation of criteria
for a leadership develop—at probers* for naval officers*
*— *» ^e^e^nws^spe* ^ee*>n*jpf ^^^ejw ^p aej^F^ssss^Fewer jfA ee^^w onsss ss^nwap^shsfe^si ^evs*a^nw «e^emp*
that there are different leader-types , different manners in
which a leader say gat a Job done, and that the leader In
one situation wight be the follower in others,
Ti There Is a need for training of leaders In self-
perception, understanding of human relations, appreciation
of the influence of status and culture Influences en human
ind In the art of objective problem-solving
she una of the scientific method,
8, Leadership can be developed in some individuals,
and for most of these a technique which employs a student-
centered ajpnismli in a non-threatening, non-evaluating at-
mosphere nay ha aost effective,
I8t
ml *s»tv
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9. The ease method of instruction pTseloso the
tunity for student HBttrt4 teaching with Mil— participa-
tion. It earn successfully develop Insight and preblem-solv-
tag ability, and it la peculiarly applicable to tbo study of
10. Tbo oaao method sceseeaee substantial potentiality
as a technique for tbo development of leadership in offloors
of tbo United tates Mevy. it offers strong possibilities
of being a successful procedure la a Majority of cases for
the development of self-insight, objective problem solving
ability, ability to accept tbo contributions of others to-
ward tbo solution of a mutual problem, and the ability to
the detrimental Influences of the bureaucratic mind.
is a result of the findings sad conclusions drawn from
this study, the following rooommmmdatioms are made t
1» ihafc the navy Department continue the sponsorship
of studios ana research in the field of leadership , bat that
a large* portion of too effort be expended in applied re-
ooorsh and loos on pure research j that studies such as the
one wnien produood rorsoommi AJAinistration at tne Executive
LeveP be integrated with research such as that being dome
——— I II II ! II II
5 f«wo—1 ><t»tol»tr»tlon at the £»>«">*»» I*"* <*»-
nepollet United . tetee Heval Institute, 19*8), eoaplled un-
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by the Fsirsaaael RHWlh Board at Ohio State University
and with sore Halted studlee sue* aa this thaala repre-
sents, to the end that asviiss productive value be realised
at the operating level.
2. Taat a cosjprebenslv* Job analysis be accomplished,
under professional guidance, of all officer Job-types with-
In the naval establishment, with the results being ex*
pressed in a form that will aid In the fonsulation of
criteria for the training of officers.
3. That the ease nethod of instruction be oanrshaw
alvely evaluated under navy contract, with particular em-
phasis on Its potentialities aa a possible technique for
the development of leadership la naval officera.
%. That, If the results of the study proposed la
Ltien nusiber 3 are positive, the eaaa nethod
chaptar VI of this thaala be carried out by the
5. That a foraal policy regarding leadership develop-
of officers be prepared and promulgated by the Navy
and if r<K oustsfiliations 3 and % are carried out
prove successful, that the eaaa nethod ha adopted for
Implementation of tola policy.
m
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APPENDIX A
Excerpts from a letter dated April 15, 1958* to the
>, from Karl A, Boedeoker, Department of General Busl-
boos* Michigan state 3olleget
of no writings which will resolve the oonrlict
between "free' and "determinate" oaae study methods. Ac-
tually some of the Harvard Staff mamhern are quite deter-
minate in their teachings even though thoy employ oaaoa in
a rather complete ease study environment, as you well
know, the were embracing of the eaao method does not guar-
antee that the instructor will not act la a determinate or
authoritarian nanner. Ky own groat struggle is to act loaa
deterwinatively in the olassroom. I fool that I an waking
progress, bat only as I constantly, day to day and torn to
torn, review what I have boon doing as a teacher .
Whoa I try to think about the principles of huwan re-
lations, I got lost. (I, too, teach a course baaed on The
Administrator ) . I cannot honestly rely upon any principles
aa bases for action. X have started with the Golden ule
and the Ton Commandments and worked toward such ideas aa
two-way communications* and "keeping everybody informed.
Par some unexplainable reason I seem to be quite skeptical
about learning and applying principles of human behavior*
Recently, therefore, I seem to have loot interest in
principles. I am much more concerned with developing ay
capacities to sense and define a problem situation. X
to be able to gat things dona quite free and clear of
principles if only X can gat a grasp of what is happening
in a situation - who are the persons concerned, what are
their feelings, what are they doing to one another, are
they saying what they moan, what assumptions are thoy baa-
ing their actions on, what is the moaning of the words thoy
are using* etc*?
Of course, X draw on my experiences, but X do this
after X have a grasp of what is going on. The danger of
applying principles la that X sometimes try so hard to
force the situation into sty principle concept. This often
has led mo into difficulty.
X should like to comment en using eaao material to de-






of getting the Job dene. And the Job as I see it is one of
developing the sensitivity of persons in positions of auth-
ority. I as not sure that all authority is "bad." The kind
to resent is that which Is Insensitive to our feel-
about ourselves, our positions, our beliefs, our sug-
I think sensitive leadership can be developed and
•ouraged. That development is probably related to helping
en learn how to see and hear. By that I Bean exactly what
I say. Many persons live in a state of seal-ignorance not
because they are stupid but because they have underdevelopod
capacities to recognise objects and to hear sounds. Use of
all the senses Is basic to finding out or learning, *nd I
do not see how we can have effective leadership in any situ-
ation until we have leadership which is capable of inform-
itself of the facte, i.e., about what is going on in a
situation. Beyond that is the whole question of what
a person will do with a particular set of facts. But the
starting point in any Judgmental situation seems to me to
be one of discovering that information which can be discov-
ered within the limits of time, money, and energy . Usually
this will be something less than the complete Information
which is desirable, and so we begin with more or less dif-
ficulty at the very outset.
I feel* at this point in my thinking, that there are
several learning methodologies which may force a person to
develop his senses. Any of these may, perhaps, be useful
for encouraging leadership capacities. The use of cases
happens to be a handy methodology because case material is
readily available and the cases can be more closely related
to leadership contexts. I have observed naval officers
use cases, and I believe they developed into better officers
because of their experiences.
Another, perhaps too obvious point which we seem to
overlook in our haste to train students - and perhaps of-
ficers - Is that we cannot significantly alter in six weeks
or even six months personalities which have been developing
in various social environments for 20-30-40-50 years, we
should not, therefore, get discouraged because a military
officer does not overnight turn into a skillful human rela-
tione expert. seems to me we all need patience in addi-












Kxoarpte from chapter XV of a fartlnailm book ac-
tive Development by Dr. Join « Rlegel, Director of the
of Industrial . elations, University of Miohigan, in
TfaO PiSCUSelon
Bealistic eases from outside a oifBuy can bo discussed
frankly ty ita exaeutivna who know that their criticism la
not directed at any associate or his department. On the
otter haatf such caaoa nay not bt an interesting to the exec-
utives aa aono taken from its ova experience, if the par-
nana of tte discussion is to illustrate and emphasise a
specific lino of action which Is to bo followed in the con*
pany a case fron ita expcrlenee would soon to bo needed.
The ihUjti of ton oonfaranoo can than fill in the back-
gpsw^ermnnumn a j»ea>^p«*e> ^p^pes%p<a»omsp«vVp^seiBa upspsna ejp^m «•# ns^waa ^esonaa jp^**jr ange^m avnsuy asms
endorsed by the management for situations of the type out-
lined. In this use it is naoaaaary to guard against undue
gm^^m•••^p-^* ^^p^m «fce^^^w™^p^ww wft* Ww^v *^^wsse tnsv ^ipoi em ^^pspamemass^m ^^^^mrnp^mf ^« ^t ^p^»^^^p J^^^^ ^^^^^^
Where the discussion of the aaaa is priamrlly for the
»^*P"^ ^p ^m^^F^^ jf ^p^p^p^p p^^^f^bjpj* ^p, '^p" ^p>A- ^p"»««^p^ ^p^^m^^p1 ^vr-vp- v^psp ip B^^^ee* ^f*• "ip ^mheirt^pm <^^oy <bi^^b
jpp^m wp^mmsi^p a *» news spwsr*s>na ^Bne^ey^m ep^e^ip^pa vntHSsam «Skms ™pap ^pejmmNs epa^pjr ^p^mim'sp gjmm ^^
*tenv ^sj ss£%^a#^g |fpu^ww at
#
A common scsmancs in the use of a oaaa for man-devel-
opment purposes la to aak what in essence is happening in
the situation and what the major issues are, what condi-
tions and actions aaaa caused the situation, what should be
the alaa of the responsible executive in trying to improve
it, what Methods of treatment could wall be employed, ant
what the outcome of each would probably be. After this
^w^^Pvp^egMm^mm^ngk 4^msmms —"is**** ^p^mo^gjj
-e^ mp^* •^•^w w#»^^<e ^w "ip^^^pjw ^^^p ^w w*p^p» ^^^^^Bp^^^ gg^^^^^^^^^^p
discussion of the favored method. The participants eaa at-
tempt to outline fca several stops in proper order, and to
answer a number of pertinent questions, such as whan, where,
how and by whom each stop is to be taken, Although such
thorough going consideration of a specific oaaa is time-con-
suming, it eaa be a valuable personal experience since it
requires analysis, the exercise of judgment and the formula-
tion of specific plans.
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we turn now to a number of values whlah oan bo derived
from well-conducted dlsousslons of business oases. First
we can went Ion the exercise of thought-processes which ere
often used by executives. Hi refer to the "observation** or
detection of the Important causes of a problem, to the crit-
ical appraisal of then, and to plan-makln/.. More specific
-
sUy, a case as a teaohln& medium requires the perception of
the issues Involved in the situation and its causes, insofar
as those ean be identified from the record. It requires the
critical appraisal of the causes and of the proposals for
correcting then. It requires plan -waring in that the learn-
er la asked to project a specific program of treatment.
Bach participant subjects his ideas, attitudes and pro-
posals to the critical examination of his associates. This
experience, assuming that there is give-and-take among the
individuals, nay show his) that he has biases, and that he
favors alms and methods which are not approved by others in
the group. He then may try to change in view of the reac-
tions caused by his statements.
Soma executives regard problems in fields other than
their own as relatively simple. Ttt the executives in those
fields regard the same problems at complex and baffling. The
major reason for the difference is that the first &roup
dossn't understand the work of the second. A mood ease re-
latins to the field should reveal some of tte difficulties
there. The participants thus are led to realize that prob-
lems In other fields than their own are not simple, and are
met to be disposed of by superficial consideration and treat-
ment.
Also the consideration of individual oases reveals the
many variable factors involved. It puts a man on guard
against generalisations and against attempts to reduce the
treatment of any type of business problem to a rule or so-
called principle. Such a rule could do more harm than good
by over-simplifying the Issues and promoting the idea that
the particular situation does not need to be explored.
The consideration of business oases also emphasises the
probability that several points of view should be taken in
studying any situation and in trying to devise a suitable
treatment for it. This value of caae discussion is evident
in cases pertaining to management - employee or management-
union relations, in eases dealing with buyer-seller relation-
ships, and in cases pertaining to debtor-creditor relation-
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ships. The same value can be derived from oases pertaining
to Interpersonal problems smong managers themselves.
Case discussion reveals the many interpretations that
executives themselves will put upon a given narrative. These
reactions show that the individuals are giving different
meanings to the statement or falling to notice other Items
clearly presented there. The experience shove that differ*
ent individuals are sensitive to and Interested in different
types of things. Their reactions reflect their experiences.
These differences warn a discerning participant against the
assumption that others share his views completely. The dis-
cussion in s conference, whether focused em a ease or on
other topics , also shows how the members react to the state-
ments made In the group. This shows the alert members how
to participate in a discussion with a view to Informing and
persuading the other members.
The discussion of a case may reveal a consensus regard-
ing its treatment. This may nave a disciplinary effect upon
the individuals who have taken extreme and untenable posi-
tions In the discussion.
Finally there should be mentioned the example which can
be set by the conference leader himself. A highly competent
conference leader reveals skill in encouraging expression
and in guiding the consideration of each case. Be sets an
example of tolerance, orderly thinking, clarity of expres-
sion, and even-handed treatment of all of the participants.
This is a valuable example for executives who themselves of-
ten conduct conferences.
Some persons have criticised the use of cases as unduly
time-consuming. Their argument is valid if they are viewing
eases as means to communicate ideas which are meaningful to
the learners without illustration. Direct statements serve
much better for that purpose, on the other hand, cases can
serve to Illustrate an idea or a procedure when that is nec-
essary. They can describe It in operation In a typical set-
ting, and they can narrate the development of the conse-
quences of specific actions. This rich illustrative use of
cases can well Justify the time required to study them. The
question really turns on the learner *s need for the illustra-
tive material. Ml have seen, however, that the use of eases
for communication of Ideas and information is not their unique
and most significant use. More importantly they can be
means for stimulating and requiring the exercise of analytic-
al and constructive thought. In this use the objective is
the development of people, vhen critics argue against the





probably are thinking of tho illustrative and informative
services of cases rather than tboir truly educational uses,
do take time, and necessarily so.
I imitations of Gaae Discussion
Perhaps the major linitation of ease consideration and
discussion by practical sen is that the entire procedure is
on an intellectual and verbal level. Even though the fore-
going values are recognised, it is still true that the ac-
tivity of the group stops short of performance. Members nay
show themselves to be good analysts and even good plan-mak-
ers in those sessions but they nay not be good executives
or administrators when actually faced with real issues and
the necessity of taking appropriate action.
A second linitation of this discipline is not so ser-
ious. It grows out of the fact that a case is not an actual
situation but a report of an actual situation. Those who
would learn fro* it must interpret and react to a record,
whether written or spoken. The actual individuals are not
there, the actual setting Is not there, and aany of the sig-
nals which help experienced executives to understand a situa-
tion are not actually in operation. This fact explains some
of the differences In their interpretations, their analyses
and their roBommondatlons with regard to tho cam* trans
-
script. Tho sane words wean different things to those in-
dividuals. This difficulty aeons to bo inherent. A company
cannot provide a real situation on schedule at a particular
place for purposes of Instruction. Perhaps the best that
can ho done is to provide a report, possibly a well-Illus-
trated one, of the development of an Issue or situation which
required administrative decision and action. Methods of pre-
senting such situations are being improved. Motion pictures,
still pictures, dialogues on records and other devices are
being used to convey as much as possible of the situation to
the members of the discussion group, however, it still re-
mains true that the members are reacting to a transcript
rather than to reality, and therefore the exercise, so far as
observation and detection of "signals 1* is concerned, is some-
what abstract.
nother governing faotor is the ability of the available
conference leader. He should be fully aware of the uses and
limitations of the technique of teaching by the case method.
He should see its most significant value to be the develop*
went of the intellectual powers of the members of his group.
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and of generalizations on tho basis of a single case.
nee ease dlseusslon foeusss on the transcript or rec-
ord of a real situation there can be Identification of In-
dividuals with it. Also feelings are stirred by the clashes
of opinion as regards goals to be reached and methods of
treatment. The dlseusslon leader should be alert to strains
of this kind in the group. He nay divert the discussion at
tines to relieve the tension. In time, oase discussion can
promote toleration of the other man's opinions and their
objective consideration. It can modify extreme positions,
dispel unwarranted assumptions and correct biases held by
the participants.
A leader may aak the members to answer in writing a
few basic questions about a ease. These can be turned in
without Identification. The answers may reveal important
differences of opinion. Several may be quoted to stimulate
discussion at the outset. The procedure does require In-
dependent thought and it gets most of the members to express
opinions
.
The leader should not permit a drawn out argument
wherein each of the contestants wishes to establish the su-
periority of his ideas. The leader can Interrupt such an
argumen olnting out that each man has had an opportun-
ity to state his views fully and that the exercise in study-
ing and dlssusslng the case Is of more value than agreement
on a solution. He can point out also that probably several
lines of action could prove successful In the particular
situation.
1*1
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APPENDIX C
Excerpta from a letter, dated February 6, 1952, to
author, from T. 0. Newton, Direotor of Training,
Armstrong Cork Company:
la the early days of Supervisory Conferences whloh
started back around 1938 on a formal basis, we started to
uee the ease method* while there waa a considerable amount
of presentation, we did attempt to use aa many oase exam-
ples for discussion as possible. In 19^0, we put together
a silent film Tor use with a written commentary to tell
the story of a problem employee. The film contained no
answers and was used entirely as a vehicle for group dis-
cussion in supervisory conferences. The results we gained
from it made us even more confident that we were on the
right track. Then for a time, we used recorded case dis-
cussions, and they too were very helpful.
After the war, there seemed to be a realisation in
the organisation that we needed to do more in the way of
human relations training for supervisors. We felt there
were four factors which should be given a great deal of
weight. First, there is no one given set of principles
whloh, if followed, will make a person master in handling
human relations problems. No two cases are ever the same
and themfore there Is never one right answer to any partic-
ular oase. Second, the problem of getting good human rela-
tions does not lie entirely at the first level of Manage-
ment, but extends through all levels of Management, each of
them being equally important in the problem. Third, people
seem to learn a great deal more from the discussion or
specific cases than they do from a discuss Ion of theoretic-
al principles, and therefore the presentation of psychology
to management people does not seem to be the right answer.
Fourth, this whole problem is one of building attitudes and
constant repetition is required if attitudes are to be
changed.
The program we finally developed consisted of twenty-
four actual human relations case problems selected froa our
organization. Each of these problems is presented in a
sound slide-film giving no answers. These cases have been
discussed throughout the organisation by supervisors in the
192
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Bseerpts from Armstrong Cork Company memorandum "Train*
for the General Foreman and Superintendent Laval in
A," dated Haroh 18 , 1952s
. ... The tentative cone lue ion was that the eaae method
was Ideally adapted to the problea at Hand, that perhaps the
objective set could, not be quite aa speelf1c aa contemplat-
ed. In other words, it would not be realistic to Just try
and train aanagsaont people in delegation and in the art
of consultation only. Rather, it is believed necessary to
give men a broader concept of administrative practices and
of the general husmn relations field, hoping that as a re-
sult better delegation and consultation would result since
the casea would be selected with that objective uppermost
in Bind. Another conclusion reached was that a pilot group
should be selected and given the training in order to get
kind of evaluation of the results*
It was concluded that the natter would be presented to
the i lant Managers* Keating to be held in A/ril. The vice
president in charge of aanufacture will outline the basic
problea and then a plan of training will be recommended to
the plant manager. It was further agreed that a discussion
of one case tentatively selected for the program will be
held using all members (male) of the personnel Department
at the general office* A second trial group may be formed
by including staff persons reporting direct to the Vice Pres-
ident in charge of manufacture. The director of training and
organisation engineer are now in the process of selecting
the exact cases to be used. They are contemplating a re*
port for use at the Plant Managers 1 Meeting along the fol-
lowing lines: (To be discussed with the vice president in
charge of manufacture, general personnel aanagsr, and divi-
sion vice presidents in advance.)
Training Plan
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1. To promote realist ic thinking on prob-
lem of administration, particularly
emphasising the eoneepta of delegation
oonsultatlon.
2, To challenge present assumptions on adnin-
lstratlve practices to determine if evi-
will sustain them.
3« To perceive the effect of sons adasinis tra-
tive praetioes on those supervised, and
k. To increase the capacity of the individual
to work with others.
Content
Approximately ten ease studies of actual business situa-
tion? involving administrative practice will be analysed.
Several cases contained in the text, "The Administrator,
"
will be used as well as seme from other sources. They will
Involve a variety of situations and problems and different
levels of management. Their analysis will be directed at
two prime question* in each case, (1) What do you perceive
to be the core of this problem If there is one In this case?
(2) What measures and by whom seem to offer the most last-
ing solution?
The ease approach nan been chosen
standing of administration cornea through experience rather
than through the preachment of principles which may or may
not apply la a given situation. kill of analysis of the
situation is desired versus the parroting of principles and
generalities.
Membership of the
The group of 20 persons will be composed of a typical
cross section of superintendents, general foremen, and a
few shift foremen, together with a few representatives of
units, such as Research and development, Controller f s De-
partment, etc. The exact membership of the pilot group will
be recommended so that it will be composed of men with dif-
fering management philosophies. Individuals will be invited











This training will be oonduetcd In the nmrtl offloo
with personnel from nearby plants starting on a Bmdiy af-
ternoon and ending on the following Friday afternoon. This
loeation has boon designated because t (1) different points
of view than are found In one plant are desired, (2) free-
don from operating responsibilities Is required for concen-
tration on the training, (3) an Intensive schedule Is re-
quired to got the desired change In point of view and such
scheduling Is not practical In any plant with one possible
exception, (*) Instructors skilled In the case nethod are
required at the outset.
Instructors
The director of training assisted by the organisation
will be the instructors for this
Date to Begin
The toots of this program with the pilot group will
begin within 30 days after acceptance of the plan by the
plant managers Involved ,
Evaluation of the Tost Qroun
One hour will be reserved at the end of the last day
of the program for the purpose of evaluation, The produc-
tion managers together with the vice president In charge
of manufacture will meet with the group during tills period
without the instructors present. It will be their respon-
sibility to evaluate the program through asking any ques-
tions they wish to propose to the group. On the basis of
this evaluation, a decision will be made to extend or dis-
continue this training plan.
m
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Excerpt* from a letter dated January 31, 1952, ft
V. R. 0. Bender, Manager, Personnel Reeeareh Section,
ployee Relations Department, E. I. da Pont de Nemours and
Ve do not bare a formal program In operation
throughout the two hundred odd units of our Com-
pany in connection with so-called "executive de-
velopment.* In other words, any means employed
in the development of supervisory-adminiatrative-
executive personnel will vary considerably In
terms or the caliber of the unit management, the
needs and/or recognition or needs, and a number
of other factors.
we do not, at this stage, have any thorough
evaluation of any particular ease study method,
based upon research into effectiveness, and can
only state that, in general, the ease study meth-
od, regardless of approach, is a worthwhile means
of developing supervisory personnel under certain
conditions. One of these conditions is the under-
standing on the part mf the " leader" of tUe psy-





Excerpts frosi a letter dated February 5* 1952, to
the author* freai Earl 0, Plenty, Executive Counselor,
Johnson and Johnson ^oapanyi
Ve have lad experience with it here for
troupe ef engineers, divisional salee man-
agers, middle and lower levels of produc-
tion supervisors, one board of direotors,
and a large group of executives drawn from




Kxoerpti from a letter dated May 2# 1952* to the auth-
or, from Mr. L. A. Rua», Director of Management Development,
veetlnghouae Eloctric Corporation
i
wo plae«4 our Manageaont Development Program
Into operation laat Kovember and, to date, have
looted upon it aa being only the procedural phase
prior to establishing a pealtlve course of notion
in the development of individuals. To date our
oouree of aotlon la not definitely determined al-
though In the Management training eourees which
we are thinking about, we will undoubtedly uee a
eaae approach if we can work it out on a practic-
al basis. «fe do net aa yet have the action phaae
worked out and, therefore, are unable to anawer




Excerpts from a latter datad Nay 5, 195*?, to tha
author, froai Nr. John *« Baohua, fersonnel Department,
As you say know, our company la of necessity a decen-
trallsad oparatlon. dm ara organized Into rive divisions
which operate 25 branches looated throughout 19 state*.
Ve have over 1,900 retail stores openting under thesis
branches. The number of retail stores under eaeh branch
ranges from 30 to 188. The branches are divided into dis-
tricts with each die triet consisting of approximately
15 stores. lach store Is operated by a atore Manager.
The above information is given as background so that you
ay better understand the levels at which we have been
using the case study technique.
Ve have seem applying this technique at two levels:
1. The district Manager level in Senior con-
ferences in Manago—nt Development (5 day
duration)
,
2. The store manager level in Junior Confer-
ences In Hanagsmsnt I>evelopftent (3 day
duration)
The sen are trained in groups of 10, with all partici-
panta being on the same level* i.e., all store managers or
all district managers. The programs are conducted in
branch locations by a team of two trained discussion lead-
ers from che general office personnel department. Thla
team is composed of one man with several years of practic-
al field experience and another man with personnel back-
ground and training. In addition to leading discussions
after a "case" has been handled, these team members aet aa
obeerver-evaluators . several keymen from the home branch
also act as observer-evaluators
. At the end of the ses-
sions, the observers* notes are compiled into a composite
report on eaeh of the participant 1 * performance and an




are reviewed with the man toy the branoh key-
men and art also used aa a guide in helping tha man la his
afforts at ealf-development* Tha "oaaaa" used in these oon-
ara actual problems that have arlaan in every day
tha Jab. Tha problems ara designed aa as to
require tha participant to handle a problasi with an Indiv-
idual an tha first day and handling a problasi with tha
group aa tha sssand day- (Coplas of typical problaaa ara
atteohed.) All problatsa ara handlad by uaa of tha rala
playlns technique* For tha rola playing situation tha par*
tlelpant la upgraded ona level which placas hia in tha eu-
perrisory rola in relation to tha other parson j i.e., a
store manager is placed la tha rola of a district manager
and la aeked to haadla a problasi with a store manager. Tha
individual la allowed tan minutes to handle the problasi
and amy use his own Judgment in hia approach and solution.
After each handling of a problasi ana of tha conference
leaders will lead a tan minute dlsouaelcn period in which
tha other participants offer oonatructive eritlolsm to tha
man who has Just completed his assignment on his method of
handling tarn problem and tha effectiveness of his solution*
While a solution may not have bean reached, tha technique
la still an excellent way to develop discussions*
Since tha man will appear in only ona three day conference
and only ana five day conference, there la no problem in
keeping monotony and repetition out of the two conferences.
Each individual in tha conference is assigned a different
problem* However* wa ara constantly on the look out for
new problems to be used in future conferences so at to main-
tain a dynamic and challenging atmosphere*
Our evaluations of tha program are primarily subjective in
mature* However , wa have received quite enthusiastic praise
and support for this program from kaymaa who are* by nature,
reluctant to engage in time-consuming off the Job training.
Ye feel it la serving a good purpose in helping us deter-
mine the leadership qualifications of a man and than ta
J&elp him develop more quickly by providing him with guid-
ance and tha types of asalgnments he neads* However, we
do make It clear to the men that salf-development is their
own responsibility and that we can only provide them with
the opportunity*
*e have found tha aaae study technique quite useful in haIp-
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lug us develop leaders In a democratic type of operation.
It would sees) that this technique could alaa ba useful
In developing leaders In othar situations. Naturally, tha
llltary services praaant a different type of problaa
which would have to be analysed at eloae hand before de-




Excerpts from a latter datad pril 30, 1952, to tha
author, from Mr. a. E. chwab, Paraonaal Planning Supervisor,
Tha Datrolt Fdlson Company
i
We have made sea* uae of tha case study method in our
Bcsis r.upervis ion and Huaan Relations In Supervision courses
Tha information you requested is given below, for these
programs. For executive development, we have for the most
part railed on the solving of actual currant ^orl«-nltui-
tion problems under line guidance and direction, rroblam
that are departmental In scope are frequently snared wide-
ly by the department head with his staff and lower levels
of supervision. Problem and policy flseWsma^asm that are
lnterdepartaent or Company-wide In scope are often handled
by permanent or temporary committees, with participation
at some stage and in some instances „ extended to all suj
in the
In general, we favor the use of active, live problem*
with relatively broad participation and decision-*.?!: :"
expertunities. This, of course, Is not always practic-
able and, at any given time, stay not provide current prob-
lems In some areas. However our belief in democratic super-
vision, our provision for supervisor conference** in Mai con-
ducted by the line organisation, together with a number of
persfeuent and temporary committee* is the backf. a¥
participation in a surprisingly large number of current
problems on a broad front.
In Basic Supervision, a tvo-week course for new super-
viaors, we use case studies in connection with training in
problem-solving, fractlee in human relations problea-solv-
leg, using the method developed by Training Vlthln Industry,
is furnished using two Armstrong Cork - MeOraw Fill sound
film-strip, supervisory case studies. This is followed by
role-playing a problem of a new supervisor who was promoted






The ooursc In Human Relation* la Supervision was glv-
•n to all supervisors In tho Company by Dr. Korean R. F,
Haier of the University of Michigan. The "Parasol" As-
seebly Problea was roIs-played for each group* Other ease
studies were presented much in the aanner indicated by
Dr. Haier in his article "Audience Role-Playing la lussan
relations, " Volume IV, Mummsr fc 1931. The "Parasol" As-
sembly Problem, other role-playing eaaee and sosje cases re-
sulting from the use of the groop-declelon method
this letter.
we have been pleased with our limited use of the
study aethod but for experienced supervisors prefer actual,
current problem 01 strictly training purpose* we would
aet ordinarily have superior and subordinate in the saae
group, .litett considering actual o$>erailng problems ai
policies a superior will often lead a conference or his
subordinate*. cccia^&n>lng material*} *Ive some indication
of the nature and origin of the case materials. The aethod
ef approach varies but ordinarily esaploys the group-seeieion
aethod. The "determiimte" attitude has been used at times
bat in actual t problem* the "free" attitude pre-
vails especially in human relatione problems, fce favor
line supervisors as conference leader* and *«- have pre-
visions for conference leader training for them, kc have
not used a case more than once with a group except where
current problems came back for revision or further consid-
eration.
X Mould hesitate to comment oa the mpmlliability of the
case method to the development of leadership among officers
of the military services* Per one thlmfe, I Relieve we
would have to define Just what you would include in the
ease method. The experience mf the officers In question,
the availability of mfcual, normal operating problems
which could be shared and other factors would seem to be
important. Generally speaking , where a substitute for
real experience is necessary, case studies offer train lag








from a Utter dated May 13. 1952* to the
author, fron v# UMsjh— , Jr., Aeslstant Vice President,
Industrial elation* aaslnlstratlen, Camegla-Illinois
•tool C<
Several oaae problem wore used sone years 040, but
thoae have not boon aprlied sinoe a broad nanaseitent do-
velopnjsnt prograsi was undertaken In ly^j
. ,.
While oaaee are used informally for Individual devol«
opeamt, there la no formal progran of the type you have
in ntnd.
However, It la our opinion that the oaae netted
has nerit, particularly when ueed to stimulate group
^^^^p^w^^^^^i^ee^Bp w^^we ^w ^w ^^^^p^^m^if vf ^» ^e^e^w ^bioip^^ ^^^w s* e ai^^n^^^^*a*^Ba s^s*sia «a ekA#> ^f
experience since Haval elation In world tfay I, we do
not feel qualified to advise on the uee of this technique





Comments on the "Functions of the Naval 'dninistrator
Series R ae taken from an evaluation report of Volunteer
Composite Unit 1-25, (Educational Specialist) , Boston,
Wassaohusette:
1. Sufficient use has been made of the series to lndlc«
ate conclusively that it is a sound method of training
.
P. r*he "case method* provides one of the most effec-
tive methods of learning In making possible widespread par-
ticipation of members of the trainee group,
3. vhlle the information taught through the use of the
series is both interesting and valuable generally, It serves
to round out the background of those participant 3 of brief
experience and to refresh those whose active duty days are
mow rather remote.
%. By the consistent employment of discussion leaders
who have the personalities and the techniques necessary for
sound conference leadership, the series can be used to Its
utmost effectiveness. It should be noted that the Graduate
School of Business Administration at Harvard University uses
the 'case method" with acknowledged success,
5. By considering cases in accordance with differing
degrees of complexity it is possible to develop the trainee's
capability to handle situations involving varying degrees
of difficulty.
3, The series gives the participants the opportunity to
think on their feet, to meet argument with argument, to ac-
cept challenges ftm others whose greater experiences are
boun.. to impress the trainees and guide their future think-
ing. Learning under such circumstances provides a fine mo-
tivation for the person who wishes to learn and Is ready and
willing to expend thought and energy to that end.
9. Trainees should be encouraged to challenge the solu-
tions of others at all times provided they are ready to come








Outline of Prsmsesd Case Hotted Program for Loader-
ship Development of Offloors of the United tatoo Navy.
I. Objectivo — to develop personal insight and Improved
skill in the ability to recognise, sclentifioally
slyse, and provide satisfactory solutions for
relations problt
II. Formulation of ruitable Criteria for r valuation
III, Development of Hequislte Elements of the Program
A, Compilation of leadership development manual
1. Naval leadership section
a. Revision of present Naval Leadership
in the light of advances la the study
of leadership since 19*9* and edited
by combined naval and psychologist
Case methodology section
a. Instructions for came method procedure
to r%pvnmnt the "experimental * ap-
proach, rather than the "free" or the
determinate
•
(1} Composition of the group and se-
lection of the leader
(t) ftud*nt~oentered approach and gem*
oral rapport
(3) ?ole of the leader defined
{*) <ole of participant defined
(5) Methods of procedure recommended
(6) Process of decision-making de-
scribed
(7) Jointers on conference methods
3. Selection of cases
a, aathering of human relations eases from
every level of every type of naval unit
under the guidance of expert cass histo-
ry specialists.
b. Refinement and cataloguing of cases by
combined naval officer and educational-
ist board.
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o. Evaluation and lsyrovsoiont of
histories through experimental trial
and review
d. Compilation of final sat of oasss for
Initial servloe use
B. Experimental trial In sclooted naval units
1. Evaluation of ease book aanusorlpt and
addition of helpful pointers learned freej
expertjsental try—out •
C. Preparation of special training aovie en the
eothod.
IT. rutting the Pregrcsi into Effect
A. Special training for Instructor
1. selected team given professional instruo-
tlon in ease aethodologr
B. Regular training course for instructors in ex-
Instruetor draining ; choels
lstrlbution of "Haval Leadership Bovelopeient
Manual" and widespread publicity pregraa
D« jueoonstration and inauguration of oothod at
key naval uaita 03 specially trained tease and
showing of special training aovie
Fovssilation cf remanent poller lor case oothod
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APPUDXX M
Pointers for use In the preparation of a Caaa Method
for leadership development of Military officara:
Compilation of -nebook ~» "naval Leadership Development
1. All eaaaa sho&d ba actual real-Ufa episodes
gathered undar profaaalonal guldanoa.
2. Cuaes should ba catalogued according to types of
naval oqpnlsatlon involved* the approximate rank and type
of Job the primary decision-making officer in the oaae
holds, and according to broad ease-type categories — amen
as specialisation, relations with superiors or *uberdln~
ates, etc.
3. ises should not be "pruned" to depict only one
specific x idership principle.
t« section on bow to draw up case histories local-
ly should permit a constant ease revision program through
the addition of new cases at the activity level and through
revisions to the ease seetlon by addition of oases sent
in from the field.
tlon for Case Discussions
1. iseusslon leaders should be given special train-
ing and should prepare case program carefully in advance.
"Outside" leaders with professional training should be ob-
tained whenever possible.
2. All participants should be Instructed in proper
ease study methodology and conference technique to avoid
tendency for discussions to lapse Into "bull sessions."
3. Restrict groupings to a maximum of 20 officers
mad do not as a general rule Include a superior and his
subordinate In the same group. If feasible, ^reup leader
should be somewhat more experienced than group members,
but be should not be the immediate superior of any of the
members if this can be avoided*
4. Discussion seeslone should be held at least once
a month and not more often than once a week: normally a
two hour session appears to be most effective.
3. Meetings should be held where outside interference




will be Halted to an absolute
6. Training alda, auoh aa blackboard, tape *^w«*~-. ,
projector. •**•< should be at hand, if practicable.
Conduct of Caae Discussion
1. Establish student~oenter«d climate at the very first
eesalon and rsmovs fear ef ridicule or reprimand.
2. Kmploy a combined lnduotlre and deductive approach
with the former leading. "Text* naterial and principles
should be studied prior to caae discussions, but in class
sessions cases should be discussou first and foremost, with
freeuent reference to principles as they apply in caae prob-
len solutions,
*"ooeh to a solution oi a case problem should be
through an "experimental" process of reasoning, rather than
a 'Tree' or a determinate ' approac
4. The discussion leader must act aa a moderator and
catalyst but not an oracle with the one right answer, me
must make verbal contributions only in order to orient the
discussion, en they are called Tor by the group proeess,
and then with the underotending that his contributions are
to be evaluated the same aa those or othere,
5, short loctures, movies, role-placing, and other
techniques should be introduced when they seem appropriate
to the case discussions.
Ample time should be allowed for relatively complete
discussion of all of the major issues in each case. However,
the time factor am not be Ignored, and the group pro-
cesses should be conditioned to the point that it will
monitor its own progress.
7. A written report of the ease should be prepared
by aaoh group membex the discuaaion meeting in or-
der to assure that each has worked out the problems in his
mind and i* prepared to defend his conclusions, k* a
l! rule, however, the caae program should not be used
aa a method Tor evaluating orfleers.
3, Maximum participation by all members of the group
must be encouraged* the group should be trained to discour-
age members who talk too much and to encourage the silent
ernes •
9, Outside reading on substantive topics to be covered
in future cases should be recommended and encouraged by tV9»
ejmmnt reference to material therefrom,
10. The scleti method employed by the individual
members and by the group aa a unit should seek to answer
"why* and "hew," and the analytical procedure should first
210
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sort out tho dlstlnot slsaents of the situation and thou
ordtr and integrate the .so Into a eohsrent solution, 0n«
effective proeets of analysis follows tho following atepst
(1) election of tho most laportant huaan relations
problea underlying tho oaso
(2) Explanation of why (1) is tho most important
problea
(3) i-atermination of Halting fas tors whiei* opposo
a ready solution to tho problsa
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